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ABSTRACT

Industrial development of superconductors concentrates mainly on the two

materials NbTi and NbsSn which can be produced in long lengths of many thin filaments

in a normal metal matrix. A review of the state of art in manufacturing techniques and in

current carrying capacity is given. Recent results in strand design and development are

presented. Fusion magnets require large transported currents (30 - 50 kA) which implies

to assemble a given number of wires in the form of a large size cable. Particular emphasis

is put on special problems, requirements and trends in the present development of

conductors.

I- INTRODUCTION

The magnetic field coil system of NET/ITER consists of two sets of

superconducting coils. The toroidal field magnet (TF) is designed at the present stage,

with 16 D-shaped coils about 14 m x 8 m in size. The poloidal field system (PF) is

made of coils circular in shape with diameters ranging from around 6 m for the central

solenoid to about 20 m for the equilibrium field coils (or outer coils). The scenario that is

envisaged by now for achieving ignition with a magnet system of this size results in

demanding 4.9 T on the plasma axis, which implies 11.5 T on the TF conductor,

together with about 12.5 testas on the central solenoid conductor to generate the required

flux swing.

It is clear that such superconducting coils have neither been put in operation nor

even been envisaged. However, important experience in superconductor development

and magnet technology has been gained by laboratories as well as industries. This

justifies the predesign of the magnetic system of NET/ITER to be accompanied by a

considerable R&D programme that addresses the crucial issues of the superconducting

conductor and of the magnet concept.

The R&D programme proceeds from the fabrication and test of components and

short samples of conductors to the installation and test of a model coil which would

involve large quantities of superconducting material under conditions relevant for NET.



The first phase is mainly devoted to the development and tests of several conductor

candidates. The points that are going to play a determining role in the choice and in the

decision to go ahead are :

- the safety margins provided in normal operating conditions,

- the fabricability of large quantities of superconducting material and of long lengths of

conductors,

- the model coil fabricability,

- the overall cost

It is of major importance, that qualification tests and choices are carried out with

actually available materials, that have been manufactured on an industrial scale. Judicious

fabrication technics must guarantee performances and reproducibility together with

flexibility and reliability. This will permit to evaluate a magnet system cost including the

influence of some change in the parameters (i.e. maximum field, current density, or/and

size) in order to provide more safety margin if necessary.

Although the two magnetic systems (TF and PF) look different in nature, it appears

after some insight no very striking differences in requirements for the TF coil conductor

and the CS/PF coil conductor. Both systems involve very large size windings carrying

large currents, under conditions of high field, high stress, cyclic loading and rapidly

changing field. Heat deposition by nuclear radiation or pulsed field losses requires special

attention in the design of the cooling loop.

In addition, along the predesign and development phase, special regard has to be

paid to the imbrication of the coil designs and the conductor designs and to the interaction

between the various coil systems. On the other hand, although specifications do exist

now, (and are needful along the predesign phase) they are not unalterable as long as the

design is completed and even as long as the machine is really in operation at ignition.

This means, that a search for simplicity, reliability and versatility of the solutions with

respect to the requirements must be the guideline.

The main challenge is certainly to have in hand after this development task,

conductors with superconducting materials that can carry safely currents as high as



40 kA under field of 11-12 teslas, and that can withstand the rapidly changing fields

caused by a plasma current disruption without returning to the normal state and in turn to

a quenching of the coil.

2- A CONDUCTOR : A TRADE OFF QF CONTRADICTORY REQUIREMENTS

In a winding, materials with mechanical, electrical and thermal properdes highly

different coexist : the conductor, the cooling fluid, the insulating materials, the

reinforcement structure. In the conductor itself, as well as in the winding, choices result

from compromises between several contradictory issues regarding : mechanical rigidity,

high stability, low losses, high field, large current, high current density, safety margin

and protection, cooling, insulation...

• High fields (11-12 teslas) impose for the superconductor the use of either NbsSn at

4.5 K (or below) or NbTi at 1.8 K. The main advantage of NbsSn is the safety margin

provided by higher critical fields and temperatures. The main drawbacks are its sensitivity

to mechanical loads, and for the moment limited industrial production in long lengths.

For NbTi, very large quantities of wires have been produced and considerable industrial

experience exists. The necessity of cooling at 1.8 K, implies some extra stage for the

refrigeration plant and likely an increase in shielding thickness to limit the nuclear heat

load. On the other hand, the superfluid helium under atmospheric pressure offers

outstanding properties of heat conduction.

• Large current (16-40 kA) -. In order to keep self inductances and operating voltages

at acceptable values, the transported current is set at a value which forbides the use of a

monolithic conductor. For instance a 16 kA conductor would be, at least, 13 mm in

diameter with a weight of 1 kg/m. A 200 kg billette would yield 200 meters (Le. half a

single turn pancake of a TF coil). On the other hand, the coldwork would be inadequate



to provide the needed critical current density. As a result, the only way to make large

current superconducting conductors, is to assemble by cabling or braiding a given

number of superconducting wires, and to compact the resulting cable to obtain the

required shaping. The main drawback of this arrangement is, of course, a lack of

mechanical integrity, or at least a difficulty of correctly anticipating the mechanical

behaviour.

• Large current density . The overall current density reacts directly on the size of the

winding pack for a given magnetic field. The overall current density is essentially

governed by the amount of steel used for reinforcement (The superconducting material is

only a few percent of the total cross sectional area). However, the current density in the

cable space can be increased :

- by compaction of the cable,

- reduction of helium space,

- reduction of copper amount.

Typical operating current densities are 100-250 MA/m2 in superconducting

composite strand, 50-70 MA/m2 in compacted cable, and 25-35 MA/m2 in conductor

with steel jacket.

• Stability and safety margin call for increases of superconducting material, copper and

helium amounts, together with a large wetted perimeter. This can be achieved with small

diameter strands at the cost of some increased difficulty in the cable mechanics and of a

reduction of the overall Young's modulus of the cable inside the jacket. Stability can be

ensured by soft soldering or extruding copper or aluminium onto a flat cable of

superconducting strands, as it has been worked out in several big DC magnets. This can

also provide part of the required mechanical structure and prevent any significant motion

of the conductor under Lorentz forces. Unfortunately this solution could not be applicable



to tokamak magnets on account of unacceptable eddy current losses that could be

generated by the varying fields.

- Low a.c. losses can be obtained by a decrease of the dimensions of filaments, strands

and cable itself, and of the copper amount. Interposition of resistive barriers between

filaments and strands are usually envisaged to keep ac losses at an acceptable level. This

is paid by a subsequent reduction of the overall current density and possibly of the

stability margin.

The good overall mechanical behaviour of a monolithic composite, can be only

approached in a conductor made of a compacted cable. A stainless steel (or other) tube is

used for reinforcement. A cable structure with acceptable Young's modulus in tension

and compression infers a limited number of strands (not too small in diameter) with a

regular arrangement to distribute evenly the Lorentz force to the jacket. Residual

mechanical losses caused by friction in cycling are hardly predictable, which in turn could

lead to decide upon the requisite of a large safety margin.

- High voltages on the PF coils are the main incentives for increasing the transport

current (40 kA for 20 kV) and for using helium in forced flow, with an external

insulation on the steel conduit. (This is more difficult in the NbsSn, Wind and React

solution).

- Forced flow of helium with a low pressure drop in channels in excess of 400 meters,

leads to design a cable with sufficient "hydraulic diameter" or helium space, which is paid

by a reduction of the overall current density and of the mechanical properties.

At the end, we come up with a "cable-in-conduit" made up of 100 to 600

superconducting wires, typically 2 mm to 0.8 mm in diameter, twisted and cabled
*

together before being compacted in a steel jacket of square or rectangular shape.



3. THE BASIC STRAND : SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

A superconducting composite to be used in fast changing fields combines

thousands of thin superconducting filaments in a normal metal matrix (copper +

cupronickel or copper + bronze). The copper amount is determined to limit the increase in

temperature by Joule heating in case of propagation of a normal zone, and to provide a

good thermal conductivity and overall stability (i.e. protection against small

disturbances). The cupronickel barriers are devoted to the limitation of induced coupling

currents.

It is to be noted that, to get the minimal ac loss in a cable with strands highly in

contact, the solution is not to search for a basic strand with a very low ac loss as if it were

in isolation. The optimization has to be made for the cable as a whole. The cable being

made along several stages of cabling it appears that, resistive barriers have to be present

in the strand itself (a strand with purely a copper matrix is not acceptable), and barriers

have to implemented between subcables. Losses due to coupling currents from strand to

strand could of course be totaly suppressed with fully insulated strands. Out of theoretical

and experimental considerations it has been shown that insulating strands would be

highly detrimental to current sharing among strands and would hamper severely the

overall stability.

3.1. Is there an optimal arrangement of the composite structure ?

In a basic strand, one of the issues that has been addressed in the last few years

was : where to put the copper in a mixed Cu - CuNi matrix conductor to provide the best

stability conditions together with moderate ac losses ?

Two typical arrangements shown in Fig. Ia, b, have been investigated. The

superconducting filaments are distributed in a continuous matrix of resistive material

(cupronickel or bronze), the stabilizing copper is located either in the middle or in an



Fig. 1 : Typical copper and filament repartition in a mixed matrix composite.

Fig. 2 : Cross sectional view of a wire manufactured by AISA (Belfort) ( 1.9 mm,

5 \i filaments).
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outer shell. As far as losses caused by coupling currents between filaments are

concerned, the highest losses are encountered when the copper is located around the axis

of the wire. It is highly beneficial to locate the copper at the periphery and to reduce as

much as possible the radius of the filamentary bundle [I].

Regarding stability, the presence of a low conductivity matrix around the

superconducting filaments can strongly modify the usual approach for stability

calculations. When the wire is subjected to a thermal perturbation, part or all the current is

transferred to the stabilizing copper, given rise to an addditional Joule heating. Stability is

ensured (in the classical approach) if the heat can be transferred rapidly enough to the

helium, to help the temperature decrease below recovery level. In a mixed matrix

composite, recovery conditions are more severe, which results in a lower value for the

stable current, or a lower energy margin for the perturbations. First, during current

sharing between superconductor and copper, some heat is generated in the filamentary

zone. On account of the low thermal conductivity of the zone, a thermal gradient between

the surface and the interior of the wire forces more current to be expelled from the

superconducting zone, which can lead in turn to an instability when conditions involving

thermal conductivity and size are fulfilled. In addition to that effect, during the recovery

phase the current has to cross the resistive barriers, to reenter into the superconducting

filaments. An additional power is locally dissipated at the two ends of the recovering

normal zone. Both effects can result in a significant degradation of stability in too large

diameter wires [2,3]. Recovery currents were found to be 0.35 of the critical currents

with mixed matrix wires instead of 0.5 with a copper matrix, in experiments carried out

with 1.35 mm wires.

The main conclusions that have been drawn are that "inner copper" strands show

more stability with respect to small perturbations than "outer copper" strands, when

"outer copper" strands are more stable for large perturbations.

It results from these studies that wires with diameters below 1.5 mm for NbTi and

2 mm for NbsSn are preferably designed and fabricated with the copper at the periphery.

However, the presence of some copper around the axis shows some advantages in



particular cases. It is also to be noted that the drawability and the fabricability are

improved. The present trend is to share copper with about 25 % around the axis and

75 % at the periphery (Fig. Ic).

For thicker wires, stability can only be ensured by distributing the filaments in their

resistive matrix in a given number of bundles (0.2 to 0.5 mm in diameter) in a continuous

copper matrix in order both to provide enough copper pathes for heat to be removed and

to limit the size of the low conductivity regions. Ac losses are usually somewhat larger in

these types of composites. In the wire shown in Fig. 2 (1.9 mm diameter), additional

cupronickel shells limit the coupling current losses to an equivalent of 1.5 ms for the

time constant. (A wire with purely a copper matrix would yield 12 ms time constant).

It has also been proposed to decrease the ac losses by introducing barriers inside

the copper matrix. This has been actually done in several projects and has shown quite

effective. However, it adds seme complexity in the wire manufacture and impacts upon

its cost. It does not seem, at present, necessary for the requirements of fusion magnets.

3.2. The role of helium to absorb perturbations

The only material that exhibits a large heat capacity at low temperature is helium.

(Typically 5.1O5 JAn3K for helium at 4.5 K, when it is only 103 JAn3K for copper).

Unfortunately, the helium thermal conductivity is very poor in the supercritical state

(» 2.1O*2 w/mK). This means that, (for the exception of superfluid helium below TX) the

whole amount of helium present in the conductor cannot be available for absorption of

fast and short perturbations. Only a thin layer of helium in which heat diffuses during the

perturbation time can be used (-40 n for 10 ms). However, on account of the very high

heat capacity it enables to absorb significant heat perturbations.

Regarding stability respectively to perturbations prone to induce a normalization of

the superconducting cable, no real progress has been made in the recent years'.

Concerning the hypothetical mechanical perturbations, the main problem is the difficulty

in evaluating which part of the stored energy can be dissipated in friction or plasticity in
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an irreversible displacement. This is even more true when the geometry of the cable is

hardly depicted mathematically. Some rule of thumb evaluations are still in use, which

result, of course, in overdesigning the requisite safety margin. For instance, one can

choose strong and thick strands to prevent any heat generation by motion with less wetted

perimeter and less energy margin, or prefer smaller strands to increase the wetted

perimeter at a level that allows the more likely higher heat generation to be absorbed by

helium.

However, in tokamak magnets one source of heat deposition is to be taken into

account in any case : the heat power generated by induced currents due to the plasma

current disruption. This event can be considered as a generalized event. Although heat

power density is not constant all over a winding, a large amount of the length of a

conductor is subjected to a sudden heat deposition. Experience gained with coils operated

with pulsed currents shows that the helium flow can be considerably disturbed.

On the other hand, all the experiments of stability in a cable-in-conduit submitted to

thermal or magnetic perturbations have so far been carried out with limited lengths of

conductors, or long lengths of conductors with limited lengths of heated zones. They do

not seem fully representative of what can be expected in long lengths of conductors

subjected to generalized perturbations. It appears that stability in cable in conduit should

preferably be assessed assuming helium to be stagnant, that is to say with the helium

flow temporarily stopped. In any case, the results will be somewhat conservative. In

these conditions, stabilization is brought by the enthalpy of the helium layer in which heat

diffuses during the duration of the perturbation and subsequent recovery time [4]. Results

can be summarized with the typical example shown in Fig. 3.

Curves represent the energy than can be deposited per unit volume of strand, for a

given transport current IT written in the form of the ratio i = IT/IC. The field is 12 teslas,

the critical current of the strand Ic is 680 A. The superconductor is NbsSn and the copper

content in the strand 55 %. Helium is at 4.5 K under 0.5 MPa pressure.

Two regimes are clearly pointed out. On the right side, the curve with a low slope

represents roughly the energy that can be absorbed by diffusion in helium, with a wire
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surface temperature around T0 during the time span of the perturbation. There is little

dependence with the transported current and with the copper amount. Curve 3 is plotted

for round wires, 1.9 mm in diameter and 50 % wetted perimeter, and curve 4 for wires

with 0.95 mm and 50 % wetted perimeter (or 1.9 mm diameter with 100 % wetted

perimeter). The duration of the perturbation is 10 ms which is typical for a fast plasma

disruption. The energy absorbed varies as the square root of time. Curve 1 represents the

enthalpy of the wire up to the critical temperatures. The energy absorbed by helium is, in

this region, directly proportional to (A/P)'1 (i.e. ratio cross section area over cooled

perimeter). Decreasing the radius by a factor 2, reacts in doubling the helium layer

efficiency in terms of energy available per unit volume of strand.

On die left hand side of the figure, curves 3' and 4' show quite steep slopes, which

means that the disturbance energy that can be absorbed enters in a domain of dramatic

increase as the current tends to lower values. In this region where stability evaluation is

dominated by Joule heating, the recovery time can become quite long (100 ms) and the

copper amount plays a significant role. It can be shown that in this area the energy that

can be absorbed by helium increases as (^j " .

The main conclusions that can be drawn for application to fusion magnets, are :

- stability is mainly provided by a layer of helium in which heat can diffuse during the

time span before recovery ;

- for operating currents at values around half of the critical current, the leading role is

played by the ratio A/P and not by the copper ratio. Decreasing the diameter of the strand

by a factor 2, results simply in a gain of the same factor in critical energy ;

- to take advantage of the rapidly increasing critical energy part of the curve necessitates

either to operate at a current below 0.25 Ic (which is paid in amperes-turns) or to make

the cable of strands with diameters less than 0.4 mm for 50 % of wetted perimeter

(which is paid in increasing the number of strands and the cabling difficulties).
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3.3. About ac losses in superconducting filaments

In addition to their implication in stability, ac losses in superconducting magnets

have a strong bearing on running costs of the refrigeration plant. They even may lead to

impossible operating conditions regarding pressure drops vs mass flowrates

Predicting and minimizing ac losses are important factors in conductor design.

While coupling current losses and eddy current losses (per unit volume) vary as the

square of the dimension, losses in the superconducting filaments vary as the diameter.

Ol and a are electrical conductivities,

Ip and R twist pitch length and radius,

Jc critical current density,

d diameter of a filament

The ac loss in a superconducting filament is hysteretical in nature : the loss per

cycle is independent of the cycle time. This is due to the particular behaviour of

superconductors : strong non linearity in the effective resistivity (E = O or p => O for

J < Jc, and J S Jc with p =pn ~5.10~7 Q.m for E * O). This means that the ac loss

generated in a coil cannot be less than the value given by the hysteretic losses in filaments

even for very low field change rates.

In order to get ac losses in the filaments as small as possible, strands have been

designed and manufactured with filament diameters as small as 1 Ji. However, below 3 jo.

difficulties have appeared that limit the gain and even can lead to an increase of the ac

loss. In NbTi conductors with a copper matrix, the mean free path of electrons in copper

is about the spacing between filaments, which allows some tunneling. Irregularities in

filament diameters can lead to bridging among filaments, in particular in NbsSn wires
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(see sect 5). One consequence is that the ac loss can be much higher than expected. If the

ac loss is evaluated in terms of an equivalent diameter for the filament, it turns out that def

could be as high as 5 ̂  for NbTi and 50 u, for NbsSn when the actual filaments are 2 n

in diameter. The concept of an effective diameter def, is only a mathematical

representation of the measured ac losses. It is not an average value of the filament

diameters. A large def can hide strong inhomogeneities in the filament arrangement. It

could reflect simply that only a few filaments are bridging over a large radial distance. In

these conditions, it could reveal hazardous to use such wires prone to magnetic

instabilities. As a result, stipulating for strands with "effective" filament diameter of the

order of the actual filament diameter, seems to be a prerequisite for the quality of the wire

manufacture and for avoiding flux jumps and not only for keeping ac losses within a

specified value. Practically, it does not seem necessary to decrease the filament diameter

below 5 [L, as well for NbTi as for NbsSn, which could result in equivalent diameters

about 6 fi for NbTi and 20 JJ. for Nos Sn in the present state of art of strand

manufacturing.

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIALS IN COMMON

USE

There are numerous materials that show superconductivity but only very few offer

attractive properties for use in fusion magnets, and even fewer are really available on an

industrial scale. Conductors made of NbTi have come to extensive use in the past 20

years and can be considered as the standard material for most applications. NbTi alloys

are ductile and can be co-processed with copper and/or cupronickel in multifilamentary

composites. Some work has recently been carried out to increase the critical field of NbTi

material in forming a ternary alloy, in particular with around 10 wt % Ta.

Intel-metallic A15 phases show very attractive surperconducting properties, and

clearly advantageous over NbTi both in terms of critical field and critical temperature.
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Despite this advantage A15 materials have only been used on a more modest scale. The

reasons lie both in the poor mechanical properties of these materials (brittleness) and in

their fabrication cost. However, as the demand for higher and higher fields in large

volumes is rapidly increasing, important efforts are now devoted in laboratories and

industries to produce materials usable in practical conditions, with the highest critical

temperature and critical field (Table I)-

V3Ga has been mainly developed in Japan, for winding inserts of high field test

facilities. Chevrel phase wires are now fabricated in Japan and in Europe by a powder

metallurgy process. The development of such materials has to be encouraged on account

of their impressive potentiality in magnetic field. Recently, wires were fabricated and

tested that could carry significant current up to 20 teslas without loosing

superconductivity.

For optimum performances of magnets, it is obvious that the critical parameters Tc,

Bc2 as well as the critical current density should be as large as possible. Critical

temperature and field are intrinsic properties of the material. They are determined by the

composition and the structure. Increasing Tc and Bc2 implies some change in the

chemistry of the material by either modifying the proportions or introducing other

elements. The critical current density Jc is not an intrinsic property. It can be improved by

modifications of the microstmcture provided during the final metallurgical manipulation

(coldwork and heat treatments).

4.1. Influence of the composition on critical properties

The critical field and temperature are correlated as

where y is the coefficient of the electronic contribution to heat capacity and pn the

electrical resistivity of the material in the normal state.

In fig. 4 and 5, critical temperature and fields are plotted as a function of

composition. It can be seen that the critical field Bc2 shows a maximum at an intermediate
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value of the composition. This is a direct consequence of the fact that pn varies in

opposite direction with respect to Tc (y varies as Tc).

Most of NbTi superconducting wires are fabricated with 46 to 51 wt % Ti.

The superconducting A15 phase exists only between 19 to 26 at % Sn. A maximum

BC, is observed for about 24 at % Sn, above which value it decreases rapidly, while Tc

saturates around 18 K. In an actual NbsSn composite made of very fine filaments, the

composition of the phase is not constant over the whole thickness of the superconducting

layer. Critical parameters can vary significantly, and only "apparent" critical parameters

can be evaluated. Numerous measurements have been carried out to obtain the critical

temperature at a given field Tc (B). The evaluation of Tc depends strongly on the

definition of Tc, and on the measuring method : heat capacity, onset of resistance or

resistance mid value... As it depends also on the level of sensitivity, a wide scattering in

the results can be expected.

There is now, for applicability to magnet design at least, a general agreement to

designate for Tc the intercept of the linear extrapolation of Jc (T) at a given field, with

temperature axis (insert in Fig. 6). Nevertheless, except for NbTi for which little

discrepancy subsists, a wide range of curves is proposed by different laboratories and

manufactures (Fig. 6). Critical temperatures at vanishing current can be typically 1 to 2 K

higher.

4.2 Pinning force and critical current density

The critical current is determined essentially by the interactions between the

fluxoids and the pinning centers. The critical current represents actually the net

macroscopic force that exerts at a given B the pinning centers on the fluxoid mesh.

Increasing Jc means increasing the pinning force, that is, optimizing the sizes and the

distances of the pinning sites, to match as well as possible coherence length and number

of fluxoids at a given field. After a relative standby, there is now a strong activity devoted

to the understanding of the pinning mechanism in particular in NbTi under the

responsability of Pr. Larbalestier at the University of Wisconsin [5]. The pinning
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mechanism is different in NbTi and NbaSn. -/inning centers in NbTi are created during

the succession of heat treatments to form grain and precipitates and cold drawings that

introduce dislocations. The NbaSn phase can only be formed by heat treatment at the end

of the wire manufacture. The heat treatment duration reacts directly on the grain size and

hence on the pinning behaviour which is assumed to be controlled dominantly by grain

boundaries.

The bulk pinning force evaluated by the product JCB, has been shown by many

authors to obey a general relation of the kind :

Fp = aB<?(T)bP(l-b)fl
with b = ̂ -.

BC2

Fp (and Jc) has a field dependence different from material to material but the shapes

are quite similar, with a peak between Bc2 / 4 and Bc2 / 2. Optimization treatments tend to

shift the peak to the requested operating field. It is seen that attempts to increase the upper

critical- field Bc1 reflect directly on the pinning force and critical current densities.

Modifications of the chemical composition react on the exponent n, when the volumic

density of pinning centers is the dominant factor on p and q.

For NbTi material optimized to operate at high field, typical values are n =» 2, and

p * q -1.

In NbsSn material the pinning mechanism is dominated by grain boundaries (and

grain sizes) in high fields, and not by normal precipitates. The current slowly tails off in

the vicinity of Bcr Typical values are :

n-2.5 , p-0.5 , q = 2. (Fig. 7)

With this particular set of parameters the dependence of Jc against B in the high

field region, can bs written :

Jc=CCi(Bc2-B) for NbTi

and Jc =" «2 B'1/2 (Bc2 - B)2 for NbsSn, which again points out the determining role

played by the upper critical field, in the enhancement of Jc.
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In NbTi alloy, cold working produces dislocations. As the wire diameter is further

reduced, the size and spacing of the dislocation cells and of the precipitates decrease,

which in turn enhances the pinning force by a better matching to the array of fluxoids.

Ideal and theoretical optimized current densities in NbTi could be as high as 4.109 A/m2

at 10 teslas and 4.2 K when they are 3.108 A/m2 at present. This justifies a steady effort

of fundamental research on the understanding of what is really a pinning center, and how

it interacts with fluxoids. Is there really a hope of matching size and distances with

coherence length and tube distances ? Recent studies by Larbalestier have given some hint

about the difficulty to achieve the hoped jump with a factor 10 on the critical current

density [6]. It is suggested that the fluxoids could rather aggregate in clusters around the

strongest pinning centers, than distribute evenly or more regularly over the whole

population.

In NbsSn, the problem is more difficult, on account of the inhomogeneity of the

phase. The filaments are hardly uniformly reacted and can exhibit significant variation in

chemical composition and in grain morphology. In the high field region (above 12

teslas), efforts are mainly assigned to increase Bc2 by addition of small normal inclusions

of adequate metal (Ti or Ta) as a direct consequence of the increase of pn [7]. In the

medium field region (9 to 12 teslas), it is more effective to act on the p.nning. The

pinning force varies as the inverse of the grain size. The duration and temperature of the

heat treatment to form the phase is a compromise between layer growth which increases

the superconducting amount (and the critical current) and the grain growth which

decreases the pinning force (or the intrinsic critical current density).
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5- SOME ASPECTS OF FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY

The development of multifilament superconducting wires with high performances

would be of little use, if industrial productions of such wires in long lengths (kilometers)

could not be possible. It is a major goal of development to find optimization parameters

not only for the highest performances but also (and sometimes mainly) for achieving

production of large quantities at an acceptable cost, with good reproducibility.

5.1 - NbTi conductor fabrication

NbTi filament wires are produced by a succession of hot extrusion, heat treatment

and drawings, permitted by an unique property of NbTi with respect to other high field

superconductors : ductility. Composites of NbTi filaments in copper matrix can be made

in single stacking billet up to 10 000 filaments with a special tooling to install the thin

hexagonal rods. This method yields high performances, and regularity of small filaments

around 5 \i. For smaller filaments, and for mixed matrix Cu, CuNi composite, double

stacking is necessary. Significant efforts have been made in several directions :

- production of NbTi alloy ingots with high homogeneity in composition and in grain,

and with guaranteed reproducibility, by multiple meltings ;

- elimination of the formation of the brittle intermetallic phase Ti2Cu particles, at the

interface Cu-NbTi during hot extrusion and heat treatment. The interposition of a thin

sheath of pure niobium seems to have been decisive in the capability of drawing wires

with submicron diameter filaments ;

- multiple heat treatments and intermediate cold work, to control the formation of the

ductile a-Ti precipitates in fine ribbons and optimize the pinning force for a given field,

while keeping enough drawability to ensure a production without breakages.

5.2 - MnSn conductor fabrication

Fabrication of AiS superconducting wires concerns only NbsSn and ¥36a.

Although NbsAl showed more promising in performances, it appeared difficult in
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manufacturing and quite disappointing in performances due to the uncontrolable presence

of several non superconducting Nb, Al phases.

To circumvent the problem of the brittleness of the phase, all technics have in

common to draw only ductile components such as copper, bronze or niobium, and to

form the A15 phase only at the end of the process, by an heat treatment at an appropriate

temperature (65O0C to 70O0C). This can even be carried out after the completion of the

coil winding, in the so-called "Wind and React" route.

5.2.1 - Bronze process

The bronze process has permitted a breakthrough in the use of NbsSn, and VsGa in

the early 70's. The billets are made of Nb in CuSn bronze rods. The stabilizing copper is

protected from pollution by tin by a niobium or a tantalum barrier. Tantalum barrier is

preferred to avoid formation of A15 phase in a Nb diffusion barrier, and resulting

britdeness and/or increased ac losses, and possible invasion of some Sn into the pure

copper (the problem is also encountered in the internal tin tube method). The

superconducting layer is formed by one or two heat treatments around 70O0C during 100

to 200 hours.

Performances are more dependent on multiple optimization parameters than in NbTi

conductors. In particular, the heat treatment duration is a question of trade off [8].

On one hand, increasing the temperature and duration tends to provide the best

conditions to completely react the Nb into NbsSn, or at least to provide die thicker NbsSn

layer which in turn increases the critical current in increasing the superconductor cross

section. On the other hand, a limited heat treatment duration (and temperature) leads to

finer grains, that is larger pinning force and intrinsic critical current density in the layer. A

process with two appropriate heat treatments can point out an optimization for the critical

current of the conductor. Insufficient heat treatment duration could also lead to

inhomogeneities in the composition of the reacted layer (from 18 to 26 at % Sn).

Increasing the temperature results also in improving the global critical field and critical

temperature (Bc2 and T0).



Fig. 8 : Bronze processed multifilamcm NbsSn wire manufactured by Vacuum

Schmelze (RFA) (2 mm diameter).
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In common to all technics of NbsSn wire fabrication, a major problem has to be

solved. In order to avoid filament contacts due to uneven deformation and to the increase

in volume of the NbsSn during the reaction (30 %), the distance between niobium rods

has to be carefully determined and controlled.

There are some particular difficulties or limitations in the bronze process.

The process involves bronze material specially fabricated with high level of quality

control and composition.

The maximum tin content in the alloy is 13.5 wt % or 7.8 at %. Typically a bronze

to niobium ratio of 3 is needed to fully convert the niobium into NbaSn. This affects

directly the maximum theoretical critical current that can be achieved in the wire (after full

reaction it remains about 7 % Sn in the matrix).

During the drawing process some partial annealing is required for the bronze to

maintain enough ductility. The sequence of drawings and partial annealings are certainly

time consuming and costly. In addition, unavoidable reaction between tin and niobium

could limit the maximum yield in length of wire. There have been recent improvements in

that respect.

However, the bronze route has shown to be so far the best way to produce large

amount of material for numerous applications (in particular NMR).

Wires are fabricated with regular arrangement of filaments (2 - 5 U) with low ac

losses, with quite reproducible and predictable performances (Fig. 8).

5.2.2 - Internal tin process

To overcome most drawbacks given above, and in particular to gain in cost

effectiveness, it has been proposed to develop NbsSn conductors along an internal tin

process. The main characteristic of this method is to codraw, niobium, copper and tin,

which eliminates the intermediate annealing. Several variants are carried out mainly in

Japan (tube method) and USA. The method developed by IGC, involves a coreduction of

copper, niobium and tin (or tin rich) elements to final size. A composite tube of niobium

filaments and copper made by hot extrusion is filled by a tin core, then drawn and
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restacked. A low temperature heat treatment (200 - 40O0C) makes the tin to diffuse into

the copper, to form a bronze, in order to obtain an homogeneization in the composition,

before the high temperature heat treatment forms the NbsSn phase [9]. The NbsSn

filaments in low tin bronze matrix, are surrounded by diffusion barriers (Ta) protecting

the copper stabilizer.

This method is certainly intrinsically superior for producing fine filaments with

very high performances in critical current density. The processing is fairly straight

forward. As it takes after the cold-route of NbTi wire manufacture, it should be, at least,

cost effective. Very attractive results have been presented regarding critical currents.

However, fabrication of large quantities of material in long lengths remains uncertain.

Some basic technical problems are not completely solved. Insufficient bonding

between the copper shells of the bundles during cold drawing prohibits the manufacture

of lengths of wires with diameter in excess of 1 mm. The tin core can lead to irregularities

and sausaging of strand structure along the length, even to ruptures during drawing. The

filaments are usually much closer at the end and more irregular (flattened) than in the

bronze route, cohuch can lead to bridging after the heat treatment. In particular the layers

of filaments close to the inner radii of the tubes exhibit the greatest distorsion, as a

reflection of hot extrusion of hollow tubes.

The "modified jelly roll" process

Another very attractive process was introduced by Mc Donald and coworkers at

Teledyne Wahchang [10] first with bronze and later with tin cores. This so-called jelly

roll process, completely eliminates any hot extrusion, and intermediate annealings. The

main idea is to obtain the filamentary structure out of a niobium sheet that has been slit

and somewhat expanded before being rolled together with a copper sheet around a tin

core. The required number of hexagonal roll-in-a copper rods is stacked in a billet, that is

drawn down to a wire. The filaments are actually interconnected from place to place, but

short circuiting occurs periodically at distance well above hundred meters, that is, well

above the twist pitch length of the strand ! This should not be detrimental to the current
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sharing and to ac losses. Typically three heat treatments are recommended around 25O0C

and 35O0C to form the bronze homogeneously and 65O0C to obtain the phase NbaSn. The

final arrangement is somewhat similar to the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 for a NbTi

conductor except that the bundles are fairly irregular and the filaments are far from being

circular. They look quite elongated and show strong evidence of bridging.

However, this method is very cost effective. It could appear very competitive in the

future if productions of long lengths out of billets over 100 kgs can be guaranteed,

together with a significant reduction of filament bridging and ac losses, and an

improvement in overall filament bundle geometry.

5.3 - Some issues of NbiSn development

5.3.1 - Principally in internal tin made wires, ac loss and overall critical current density

must be traded off. Bridging can be reduced by an increase of the copper thickness

between unreacted niobium rods or meshes, at the cost of a reduction of the

superconducting material volume ratio, i.e. the critical current.

5.3.2 - The filament diameter is also a matter of compromise. Fine filaments (< 3 p.) are

more easily fully reacted (for a lower temperature). They are preferred for operation

below 12 teslas. In higher fields, enhancement of Bc1 is favored, thicker filaments

(~ 5 Ji) are recommended. It seems that thicker filaments are less sensitive to residual

compressive strain.

5.3.3 - During the diffusion process which leads to the A15 phase, a Sn concentration

gradient between the interfaces of the reacting Nb with the Sn-bronze and the still

unreacted Nb. The main consequence is a strong variation of the critical temperature over

the reacted layer depth. Increasing the magnetic field has two effects on the critical

current. First in decreasing the intrinsic Jc (B), second in reducing the effective

superconducting layer thickness through T0 (B). At an operating temperature (5 K), and
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under a given field (12 teslas) the effective superconducting layer thickness could be

reduced substantially. This effect is also one of the origins of the large scattering in

measurements of T0 Bc1 and Jc of actual wires.

5.3.4 - Enhancement of performances in Jc (through BC, principally) is obtained by

doping the niobium material either by titanium or by tantalum. Usual compositions are

Nb 1, 2 wt % Ti and Nb 7,5 wt % Ta. The diffusion is somewhat speeded up, Jc is

improved by some extra pinning due to precipitations, and Bc1 enhanced through the

increase of the normal state resistivity pn.

5.3.5 - Cost estimate

In the present state of ait of industrial fabrication of long lengths of wires with

typically 5 Jl filaments, a quite wide range of price can be found. NbTi conductors with

mixed matrix, and a diameter 1.5 mm to 2 mm, can be produced between 220 to

300 ECU/kg when NbsSn wires are proposed between 450 to 900 ECU/kg depending

on the technology and the specifications (not including the cost of heat treatment). For

smaller diameter wires (< 1 mm) the cost can be substantially higher (factor 1.5).

6- PERFORMANCES ACHIEVED IN QRITICAL CURRENT DENSITIES

There have been significant improvements in the recent years in the development

and properties of superconducting wires, under the pressure of more demanding

specifications and of a steadily increasing market.

6.1 - Improvements in NbTi wire

The salient improvements in the recent years are certainly the much higher critical

current densities that can be obtained at intermediate fields (5 T) together with a good

reliability and efficiency in fabrication. Both aspects are for evidence, related.
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A better understanding of the pinning mechanism has led to an optimization for Jc

by a judicious selection of cold works and heat treatment cycles. However this is not the

whole story. As a matter of fact, if Jc increases as the overall strain (or total reduction),

that is, as the filament diameter decreases, it appears that above a given reduction level,

the critical current density rapidly falls off. This phenomenon is mainly caused by

extrinsic reasons which lead to strong inhomogeneity in filament diameter. The

correlation between inhomogeneities and low Jc has been extensively investigated.

It can be shown that the voltage-current characteristics in the critical current region

can be written in the form :
'V0 (Fig. 9)

A low n value (10) can be regarded as typical for a bad wire when larger values

(30 - 100) reflect multifilaments with good quality in which Jc is limited by intrinsic

reasons (pinning). Major advances come from two directions :

Multiple meltings of the NbTi ingot lead to improved chemical homogeneity, which

in turn ensures that filaments produced from a large ingot show less scattering in

composition.

As mentioned above, the intermetallic brittle phase CuTi2, can be eliminated by

interposing a thin diffusion barrier (Nb) between NbTi and copper. This point showed to

be vital to getting high Jc in very fine filaments.

Hg. 10 shows typical critical current densities that can be achieved in wires made in

large quantities. The improvement in current densities at 5 teslas in the last 10 years is

particularly striking.

The dependence of Jc with filament diameter is now relatively limited above 2 Ji :

Jc~2.5109A/m2 for 2 Ji and

Jc~3109A/m2 for 10 \i.
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6.2 - Enhancement of NbTi performances in high field for fusion applications

Two ways are being investigated :

Development of wires with a ductile ternary alloy such as NbTi 8 at % Ta. Intense

hopes in the 80's, after the emergence of magnets operating at 1.8 K, have led to some

activity in laboratories, in order to take advantage of the gain of 1 tesla in Bc2. However,

no significant advances in industrial fabrication of such wires have been made, likely on

account of the limited demand so far.

Optimization of manufacturing process of conventional Nb 46.5 Ti, for high field

operating conditions. Metallurgical alloy structure, heat treatment and cold work

reduction sequences have been extensively scanned at AISA (Belfort) in the frame of the

European Magnet Technology Program. One of the difficulties was to son out, within a

set of optimal parameters, the processing conditions that could ensure together high yield

and drawability. During the first phase devoted to small size billets, the best

performances that could be achieved at 1.8 K, were :

BC, »14.2 T (gain-0.6 T)

and Jc (11 teslas) * 1.45 1(P A/M*.

In a second phase, actual multifilamentary composites were drawn out of large

billets (100 - 300 kgs). Critical current densities that have been achieved at 11 teslas,

1.8 K are :

Jc ~ 1.2 -1.3 x 109 A/m2 for a copper matrix composite

and Jc - 1.0 - 1.1 x 109 A/m2 for a mixed matrix Cu-CuNi composite [U].

6.3 - Performances of NfoSn wires

In Fig. 11, we have represented typical critical current densities in NbsSn wires in

comparison with niobium titanium at 4.2 K. Recent measurements on a Chevrel phase

(PbMogSg) wire at Service National des Champs Intenses (Grenoble) are also indicated,

which evidence the fact that attaining 20 teslas with a fully superconducting (small)

magnet is no so far away. Current densities are referred to the non-Cu cross section area.

Typical critical current densities in the NbsSn layer are about 3-4 times larger.
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The recent gains in Jc in the past 5 years are mainly due to the increase in the

amount of the NbsSn phase in the cross section. This explains the limited improvements

with the bronze process, and the emergence of internal tin made wires. The second point

is the considerable effort made in laboratories for the development of ternary phases.

Such high field designed wires are now proposed by superconducting wire

manufacturers (Teledyne Wahchang, IGC, Vacuum Schmelze and all the major Japanese

companies).

Characterization of the wire quality by the "n" value, (quite often around 20-30)

indicates that homogeneity is uncertain, either intrinsically (chemical composition of the

layer and grain size) or/and extrinsically (filament thickness scattering, prereaction during

multiple drawing and annealing...). This means that intrinsic Jc can be much higher than

the measured values. In a magnet design, little attention is paid to the best quoted

performance of a wire. The reference is the guaranteed Jc value for the whole production,

that is to say along a given length and from length to length. R. Fliikiger has collected all

data available for NbsSn wires (Fig. 12). The trend is to consider the internal tin made

wire as the candidate on account of higher current densities. But its detractors point out

the inhomogeneity of the material. Quite recently, improvement in Jc by addition of Ti or

Ta has led bronze route to promise equivalent guaranteed value for Jc under 12 teslas.

In any case, the choice of the material and of the wire itself will be made on the

basis of reliability, homogeneity, low ac losses against cost. An alternate option is the use

of NbTi at 1.8 K. Fig. 13 shows that NbTi is quite competitive up to fields about

11 teslas. Note that the gain in operating field, when the running temperature is

decreased from 4.5 K to 1.8 K is typically 3 teslas for NbTi when it is 1.8 T for NbsSn,

which means that there is little gain to be expected in subcooling NbsSn magnets below

4.5 K.
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Fig. 11 : Critical current densities in superconducting wires :

1 : NbTi, 2 : NbaSn bronze, 3 : (NbTa^Sn bronze, 4 : (NbTi)3Sn internal tin,

5 : PbMoeSg (Chevrel phase) (Curves 2 - 5 : density in non Copper cross

section area).
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7 - THE EFFECT OF STRESSES QN SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES

NbTi alloys are very little sensitive to stresses, at least in the range of strain that is

regarded in fusion magnets. On the other hand A* 5 phases are strongly influenced by

strain. As A 15 phases are brittle there is a strain limit above which properties are

degraded in an irreversible way, indicating a destruction in the structure (0.6 - 1 % in

tension). The effect of unaxial tensile stress on Jchas been extensively studied by Ekin

[12] and Rupp [13]. They have shown that the strain dependence sensitivity of Jc is a

direct consequence of the strain dependence of Tc and Bc2. These changes have been

correlated with crystal structure modifications, principally a lattice distorsion from cubic

to tetragonal.

7.1 - Effect of axial strain on superconducting properties

J. Ekin has shown that the critical current density versus strain can be written in a

simple universal form :

Jc(B,e) = Kf(b)[BCl(e)]m

f (b) represents the pinning force (see sect. 4), and £ is the strain.

m =» 1 in NbsSn.

This expression can be used to predict Jc at any given value of B and e, when Jc is

known at one strain. Usually Jc (B, e) is referred to its maximum value Jcm (B, em).

The dependence of Bc1 on intrinsic strain it quite universal. With little error it can be

scaled by the expression :

with eo = e - em.

a = 900 for compressive strain and 1250 for tensile strain.

The critical temperature follows also a nearly universal curve with somewhat less

sensitivity to strain than Bc2.

) = TCm(l-a|e0 |1-7)1/3
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These scaling expressions permit to fully determine Jc (B, T, e). As a result, the

choice of the nominal operating current in a magnet can be completely and accurately

designed as long as B and T are known, but also E, which does not sound so easy in a

cable-in-conduit conductor. The only expedient is to increase the safety factor (i.e.

decrease the transport current).

7.2 - Effects of strain on a superconducting wire

The critical current density of a wire plotted against the tensile strain, shows a

maximum J0n for a tensile strain em around 0.3 %. Actually, for that "external applied"

strain, the wire is strain free (eo = O). It is well known that a residual compression (- 6m)

results from the differential thermal contraction between the matrix elements and the

NbsSn material itself after cooldown subsequent to the heat treatment. This point is

certainly one of the major issues in NbsSn wire developments.

It can be seen in Table II that bronze contraction puts NbsSn in compression, this

effect is even more emphasized when steel is used as reinforcement. Practically, a

superconducting wire shows the phase to be in compression by 0.3 %. This value is

around two times smaller than what could be expected from calculations, which is

attributed to plastic flow of bronze.

The use of a reinforcement being a prerequisite in large magnets, several solutions are

proposed:

In the React and Wind technique, the steel is installed after the heat treatment. The

bending strain has to be carefully controlled during the handling and the winding.

In the Wind and React technique, the cooldown from the heat treatment temperature

can presumably lead to a precompression longitudinal strain with a stainless steel conduit

around 0.6 - 0.7 %. This depends also on the level of residual friction (or compaction) of

the cable in the conduit. Some authors (in particular at MIT) suggest to use for the jacket

an Incoloy material whose thermal contraction matches better NbaSn thermal contraction.

The manufacture and the extensive use of this material at low temperatures remain

however uncertain and need further developments.
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In Fig. 14, the effect of a tensile strain is summarized for a typical wire operating at

4.5 K under 12 teslas.

Under electromagnetic loading, the compressive stress is partly released. It is

expected that in Wind and React conductor with 316 LN for the jacket, the residual strain

is around - 0.7 %, and the hoop strain about + 0.1 %, which keeps the wire in

longitudinal compression during opération (Fig. 14).

In addition to the degradation in Jc, critical temperature and field are more or less affected

by strain. Table III illustrates the reduction in critical properties for two strain values, for

a conductor operating at 4.5 K under 12 teslas. The reduction on Tc (B, E) is a reflection

on both changes in Tc (O, e) and Bc2 (E).

Note that the scattering in the curves Tc (B) given in Fig. 6 can reveal also a non "strain-

free" behaviour of the samples. Scaling curves have therefore to be used with

circumspection.

7.3 - Effect of transverse compressive strain

Recent experiments have shown that Jc is considerably more sensitive to transverse

stress than to axial stress ! [14,15]. This effect is even more significant in high fields. To

our knowledge, this difference in behaviour has not yet been clarified. The authors have

identified a direct effect of the stress on the upper critical field Bc2. For helping the

comparison, we have plotted the results of Ekin and Fliikiger in a more conventional

way, as a function of the apparent strain, for a Young's modulus around 100 GPa.

Although there are apparently some discrepancies between the results (owing to

difficulties in exactly assessing the transverse stress) the effect of the transverse stress is

particularly striking.

A remark can be made. Actually, when the tranverse stress is exerted, the wire is

not in a strainfree state. As explained above ,the wire is in axial compression

(EO = - 0.3 %) (Fig. 15). When the transverse strain is applied, Bc2 is already

degraded, hence, a higher change rate of Bc2 vs EI can be expected. Experiments with

both axial tension and transverse compression are now being planned.
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Fig. 14 : Effect of axial strain on the critical current density of NbaSn wire.

1 • Single wire

2,3 • Expected operating points for cable-in-conduit with stainless steel

and incolloy jackets.

2' • Expected operating point after electromagnetic loading.
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8- PRESENT TRENfDS OF LARGE CONDUCTOR DEVELOPMENT

In sect. 2, the main requirements for large current conductors have been identified.

It appears that in many respects, the design of a conductor is a matter of compromise. If

the superconducting wire is the most important element of the conductor, many

components and parameters interfere. In the design of a conductor, there is certainly not a

unique solution. We have then to decide what is the best solution ; and to state from

which standpoint.

The fact that the conductor remains superconducting under the various loads is of

paramount importance, which implies that there is no reliable superconducting magnet as

long as the safety margin is inadequate.

The fact that the conductors can be manufactured along well trained and qualified

technics is also of considerable significance, in providing confidence and in preparing the

conditions for achieving the lowest costs.

8.1 - Developments of conductors for TF coils

A variety of conductor designs has been proposed on the basis of given

specifications. They all retained NbsSn for the superconductor, and the React and Wind

route for the cable fabrication. The windings of TRIAM 2 (Japan) and T15 (USSR) have

been made in that way. Out of quite good experience, european laboratories engaged in

the development of TF conductors.

At present two solutions have been proposed for NET, one by PSI (Switzerland),

one by ITP-KfK (RFA) (Fig. 16). In Japan, a conductor called TMC, similar to KfK

conductor is contemplated for the TF coils of FER. React and Wind means that the

superconducting cable (which is reacted without stabilizer) must have a flat cross section,

in order to limit the bending strain during the winding and preserve the advantages of a

moderate compression stress in the superconductor (- 0.3 %). The stabilizer and the cable

are soft soldered together, so as to form a solid block, before assembling the steel jacket

onto it by a longitudinal laser beam welding.
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The final conductor is quite rigid, which in turn prevents any significant movement

and factional heat dissipation.

If this technics has shown successful in several high field magnets, it seems to be

hardly scalable to sustain the stringent requirements of ITER/NET.

The thickness of the cable is limited, hence the transport current (16 kA).

The transmission of the huge forces from jacket to, or not to the superconducting

cable remains problematic.

The manufacturing cost is high.

Recent specifications for NET/TTER concerning essentially guaranteed stability

against plasma current disruption, have severely handicapped these candidates. Although

efforts have been made to minimize ac losses by subdivision of the stabilizer and to

improve the stability margin, they appear by far no' able to respond to a disruption

without quenching. As a matter of fact, the very drastic specifications in changing fields

(0.5 tesla with 25 ms time constant for Bx, and 2 teslas with 40 ms for B//), oblige the

TF conductor to be basically a low ac loss conductor. There could not be any essential

difference with the design of the PF conductor operating in high field (central solenoid).

8.2- Developments of conductors for PF coils

The principle that is retained is a cable-in-conduit which offers, thanks to

subdivision in many strands, good contact with helium and higher stability margin. There

are several additional basic advantages of the cable in conduit

By cabling or braiding small strands, it is possible to design and manufacture

conductors for a wide range of transported currents. The fabrication technology does not

show any particular difficulty and the cost should be acceptable. The main limitation is

the difficulty of achieving a good overall mechanical behaviour. This is likely the reason

why, as long as it was not necessary to envisage so high currents in magnets, this

technics has hardly been developed. The experimental basis is quite meager, but the

principles are so attractive that the concepts have been selected for PF coil conductor

development.
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There are, within the European programme, three conductors under developments.

The conductors developed by ABB and LMI, are devoted to operate up to

12.5 tesias with a current of 40 IcA. Both conductors address the specifications by using

forced flow helium, cable-in-conauit of NbsSn strands, Wind and React technology.

The two concepts do not differ essentially. The outer conduit is rectangular, the

cable presents as a multistage cable compacted in rectangular shape before being inserted

in the steel jacket (Fig. 17).

The ABB conductor has been developed in two versions. One arrangement consists

of cabling 0.9 mm strands, in stages of triplets and then making a Roebel of

7 subcables, to come up with 567 strands. The other arrangement is based on a first

stage made from a 29 strand braid, a second stage of a triplet and a third stage of a

7 subcable Roebel (609 strands). The LMI cable is made up of 3 successive stages of

triplets, with a 0.75 mm strand, 4 subcables are then twisted around a small tube, to end

up with a Roebel cable of 8 elements (864 strands). For both conductors the strands are

chrome-plated to avoid sintering between strands during heat treatment process. The

chrome-plating is certainly effective on the ac losses reduction, it is not yet clear whether

it is detrimental or beneficial to strain influence on Jc.

The two concepts differ significantly only in the particular method of inserting the

cable in the jacket ABB has selected to place the cable between two U-profiles which are

continuously welded longitudi tally by laser. In order to achieve full penetration of the

weld, together with preventing damage to the cable a small strip is placed between the

weld and the cable. The advantage of laser beam is that it requires a small energy and

affects only a small zone, on the other hand it implies a very precise positioning of the

two U-profiles. The jacket of the LMI conductor is made of a rectangular tube obtained

by hot extrusion. Segments of tube are butt welded to the needed length. The major

advantages are that welds and leak tests can be carried out without the presence of the

superconducting cable inside the conduit The cable is then pulled into the jacket with a

clearance of about 1 mm, before the outer jacket is compacted to final size. This process



Fig. 16 : Typical 16 kA TF coil conductor developed by PSI and KfK.
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imposes the rectangular-shaped cable to be perfectly straight, to be pulled without any

excessive torsion and friction.

CEA has undertaken the development of a 40 JcA conductor with a NbTi wire

specially devoted to the large outer PF coils. However, the strand has been specified and

developed to optimize critical current densities for 11 teslas and 1.8 K. In doing so, the

NbTi conductor can be a solution to all coil systems up to fields around 11 teslas. The

main aspects of the CEA conductor emphasize the salient feature of the design : a high

mechanical cohesion of the strands inside the cable (Fig. 17).

The twisted multistage technique ( 3 x 6 x 6 ) has been retained because it is

relatively easy and offers versatility and wide possibilities of action on the shape, pitch,

and compaction of each stage. "Thick" strands (1.9 mm) are preferred in order to favour

cohesion, by reducing the number of stages and increasing bearing surfaces (at the cost

of less wetted perimeter). The subcables are preshaped by rolling to prepare flat surfaces

at 60°. The last stage (6 subcables) is installed to form a self supported vault separated by

stainless steel spacers for reduction of induced coupling currents. The free space in the

middle of the cable yields a very low pressure drop for the helium flow. The cable is

axisymmetric (round-shape), the strand deformations are uniform, which means that the

mechanical properties are quite isotropic. The cable can be inserted in a stainless steel

tube as long as needed. (A test up to 400 meters has been successfully carried out). The

tube is made of extruded elements that are butt welded. The jacket is then compacted to

reduce the clearance and to achieve an even contact of strands onto the inner surface of

the conduit The great advantage of the CEA concept, is the round shape of the cable and

of the conduit which really permits the codrawing of the conduit around the cable. The

technics offers in addition the decisive advantages, of manufacturing the full jacket and of

carrying out all weld and leak testing prior to cable insertion.

A subscale conductor (15 kA), with the same basic strand has been also developed.

It will be used in the superconducting equilibrium field coil (EHS) which is planned to be

installed on Tore Supra.
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A second phase, which is starting now, consists in substituting NbTi wires with

NbsSn wires, with exactly the same cable concept, and to form the phase after winding

(Wind and React route). All the technology development remains unchanged, and no new

cabling studies are needed. A few typical parameters will be varied, as they are expected

to play a role in NbsSn technology, such as chrome-plating or not, straight bar or loop

sample, compaction level, bronze route or internal tin. A further variant, which has to be

more thoroughly studied, will involve a similar cable made of smaller strands (1 mm),

assembled for instance in a lattice braid to form the triangular shaped subcables.

9- FINAL COMMENTS

Operating large size magnets in the field range 11-12 teslas is certainly an exciting

challenge. If in addition, a safety margin has to be provided on account of the severe

loadings in tokamak, the task becomes really at the borderline of present capabilities.

From our experience and out of results obtained in other laboratories, there is for sure a

solution with superconducting magnets to tokamak operation at ignition. We have to

prepare to answer the question : which one, how, why and how much ? As it is clear,

that it is not possible to envisage not achieving the required performances, and hence

conditions for ignition, we have to weigh again the magnet system design in terms of

risk, needed margin and costs. This means that work has to be pursued along three

interacting parallel directions. Two tasks are now well engaged : the machine presign in

order to get a coherent set of specifications and the associated development work for

conductors and model coils. But, account of the extreme sensitivity of the choice of the

nominal operating points (field, current) against risk, size and costs, it is also necessary

to carry on a parametric study for magnet systems with maximum fields in the.range 10-

12 teslas.
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The complementary informations gained along these three tasks are requisites for

completing the magnet design and finalizing the set of parameters and for embarking in

the manufacture of huge quantities of superconducting conductors.
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FIGURES CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 : Typical copper and filament repartition in a mixed matrix composite,

Fig. 2 : Cross sectional view of a wire manufactured by AISA (Belfort) (1.9 mm,

5 n filaments).

Fig. 3 : Critical energies for stability of a Nb3S.1 wire.

Fig. 4 : Influence of Ti content on properties of NbTi alloys.

Fig. 5 : Influence of Sn content on properties of Nb3Sn phases.

Fig. 6 : Typical relation between critical temperature and fields.

1 : NbTi, 2 : Nb3Sn (Hudson), 3,4 : Nb3Sn (Fliikiger),

5 : (NbTa)3Sn (Hampshire), 6 : (NbTi)3Sn (Ando),

7 : Nb3Sn (bulk) (Flukiger) 8 : (NbTi)3Sn (Suenaga),

9 : Maximal envelope quoted in literature.

Fig. 7 : Typical normalized pinning force against magnetic field.
4: NbTi , SL: Nb3Sn

Fig. 8 : Bronze processed multifilament Nb3Sn wire manufactured by Vacuum

Schmelze (RFA) (2 mm diameter).

Fig. 9 : Voltage-current characteristics of a superconducting wire (112 > nj).

Fig. 10 : Critical current densities in NbTi wires,

A : 5 M- NbTi, Cu, CuNi (1989) industrial fabrication.
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Fig. 11 : Critical current densities in superconducting wires :

1 : LbTi, 2 : NbsSn bronze, 3 : (NbTa)sSn bronze, 4 : (NbTi)sSn internal tin,

5 : PbMoeSj (Chevrel phase) (Curves 2-5 : density in non Copper cross

section area).

Fig. 12 : Critical current densities of NbaSn composite wire at 4.2 K under high

fields (courtesy of R. Flukiger).

Fig. 13 : NbTi and NbaSn critical current densities at 4.2 K and 1.8 K,

Fig. 14 : Effect of axial strain on the critical current density of NbsSn wire.

1 - Single wire

2, 3 - Expected operating points for cable-in-conduit with stainless steel

and incolloy jackets.

2* - Expected operating point after electromagnetic loading.

Fig. 15 : Comparison of axial and transverse strain effects on the critical field of a

wire.

(Flukiger)

(2) EL (Ekin).

Fig. 16 : Typical 16 kA TF coil conductor developed by PSI and KfK.

Fig. 17 : 40 kA conductors Tor the NET PF coils developed by ABB, LMI and

CEA.
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TABLEI

Main superconductors for high field applications

MATERIAL

NbTi

NbTi (Ta)

V3Ga

Nb3Sn

Nb3Al

Nb3Ge

PbMO6Sg

NATURE

alloy

intermetallic

A15

Chevrel
phase

STRUCTURE

cubic

cubic

rhombohedral

Tc
(K)

9.3

9.1

14.5

18

19

23.2

14

Bc2 (4.2)
(T)

10.9

11.1

21

20

29.5

35

50

Bc2 (O)
(T)

14.8

15.8

23.5

23

32

37.5

60

TABLE II

Thermal Expansion of components of a superconducting conductor from 4 K to 950 K

MAlERIAL

AVl0 (%)

Cu

1.60

Nb

0.68

Bronze

1.68

Ta

0.61

Nb3Sn

.0.74

Stainless
steel

1.65

Incolloy

0.95
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Effect of strain on critical properdes

42

STRAIN

O

- 3.10-3

- 6.10-3

-7.10-3

Jc/Jcm

1

0.87

0.55

0.37

Bc,
CD

22

21

18.7

17.7

Tc(O)
(K)

16.5

16.2

15.7

15.3

TC (12)
(K)

10.4

10.0

9.0

7.85



TWO YEARS OF OPERATION OF THE TORE SUPRA CRYOGENIC SYSTEM
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Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache Association Euratom-CEA sur la Fusion
Département de Recherches sur la Fusion Contrôlée
13108 Saint Paul lez Durance - France

The first cooldown of the Tore Supra cryogenic system started in February 1988. On November 1989, the
toroidal field in the plasma axis reached the design value of 4.5 Tesla with 1450 A in the coil conductor
and 9.3 Tesla at the superconducting wire.
In this paper, a review of the cryogenic system is given : main elements, flow process and milestones.
The particular constraints of the cryogenic is recalled, and we show how the system is used in
connection with the physical program.
Thes expected performance has been achieved and the cryogenic system is operating as any other big
system implemented on the Tokamak.
These two years of operation have given us insights for the next step.

1. INTRODUCTION
Although a number of reports concerning the

Tore Supra experiment have been published, it may
be useful to give a brief summary of the main
elements1. The Tore Supra tokamak was built by

the European Association EURATOM-CEA and is

located at the CADARACHE Nuclear Research
Center, in Southeastern France. This medium-size

tokamak (major radius - 2.250 m, plasma radius :

0.700 m) was designed to operate with a toroidal

magnetic field of 4.5.T at the plasma axis, created
by 18 superconducting coils. The conductor is a

filament of niobium/titanium composite. Each coil,

comprising an assembly of double pancakes
separated by insulating studs, is enclosed in a thin

walled box section which constitutes the enclosure

filled with superfluid helium at 1.8 K and 0.12 MPa.
Around this enclosure, and separated from it by an
insulating supporting structure is a thick walled

casing of stainless steel. This casing is cooled to
around 4.5 K and gives the assembly the necessary
mecahnical rigidity. At the same time it shields the

superconductor against rapidly changing external
magnetic fields. The total mass which is cooled to
1.8 K is approximately 50,000 kg and the parts at
4.5 K have a mass of 120,000 kg. A thermal

i
c

1.8K (He2 - 1.2b)

FIGURE 1
Helium flow process



radiation shield of about 20,000 kg, which is cooled
to 80 K, entirely surrounds the toroidal coils.

The refrigerator, constructed by the company
l'Air Liquide (France), has been described in

various documents2. Its measured performance are
(simultaneously) :

- 11,000 to 32,000 W at 80 K
-970 W at 4.0 K
- 80 Ih'1 of liquid helium
-320 W at 1.75 K
The compression of helium cycle gas is

achieved by four oil lubricated screw compressors
(Rg. 1 ). Three expansion turbines extract power at
temperatures of 80 K, 20 K and 10 K respectively. A
reciprocating expander with wet exhaust performs

the final expansion.
Pumping on the superfluid helium bath is

obtained by a pumping system comprised of two
cryogenic centrifugal compressors in series, with
suction conditions of 1.14 kPa at 4.4.K discharging
at 8.0 KPa, followed by two liquid ring pumps, again
in series, discharging at atmospheric pressure. The
control system of the machine is totally automatic
and provides for more than 15 predefined operating
modes.

2. MILESTONES AND IMPORTANT DATES
- 1981 -24 Sept. EURATOM decision for

construction TS at
Cadarache.

- 1985 -1 March Beginning of assembly of
the refrigerator at
Cadarache.

- 1986 -Dec. Commissioning tests of the
refrigerator alone.

- 1987 Tests with satellites and
connection lines.

- 1988 -10 Feb. Beginning of the first
cooldown of the torus.

- 5 March Normal operating mode
achieved.

- 31 March 600 A in the toroidal coils.
- 8 April First plasma.
-16 Aug. Beginning of warmup.
- 21 Aug. Torus at 300 K.
-12 Sept. Normal operating mode

achieved.

- 1989 - 31 March Beginning of warmup.
-10 April Torus at 300 K.
- 8 Sept. Beginning of cooldown.
-8 Nov. First nominal working for

the toroidal magnet : 1,450
A - 4.5 T nominal value at
the plasma axis and 9.3 T
at the superconducting

wire.
- Dec. Nominal plasma : 1.8 MA.

-1990 Routine operation.

3. THE MAIN TORE SUPRA CRYOGENIC
SYSTEM INNOVATIONS

3.1. The very high thermal properties of
pressurized superfluid helim (He II) have been
exploited to cool the NbTi superconductors in the

Tore Supra magnets which have fields at the
conductor in the 10 Tesla range. Using pressurized
superfluid helium for cooling the superconducting
magnet offers3 :
- An increase in the critical current of the
superconducting material itself, and of the magnetic
field amplitude.
- An improvement of the coil stability and their
acceptance of greater heat dissipation in the
conductor (higher enthalpy).

- A reduction of the quantity of conductor stabilizer

and hence an increase of the current density in the
coil and consequently a reduction of the losses in
rapidly varying field.

- An increase in the safety of the coil.
- The high limiting thermal flux is independent of
the immersion depth.

- All open and even recessed cavities are
saturated with liquid. Vapor can only appear with a
high delta T.

3.2. Thermal buffers which absorb the periodic
heat loads due to plasma operation are used to
obtain a constant load on the refrigerator. To
achieve this the windings are placed in an
integrated thermal reservoir filled with static
pressurized superfluid helium. This arrangement
has limited the temperature rise in the coils to a few
hundredths of Kelvin during the plasma discharge.

3.3. A system of temperature dividing heat
exchangers balances and distributes the available
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refrigeration power equally between the 18 coils
during both the cooldown and warmup cycles. This
results in minimal temperature differentials between

the coils.

3.4. He Il refrigeration is obtained from the usual

Joule Thomson expansion cycle which is pumped
by a novel centrifugal compressor operating at

cryogenic temperature followed by a heat exchange

to room temperature and compression by liquid ring
pumps which exhaust into the screw compressors of

the refrigerator. The two stages of the cryogenic

centrifugal compressors pump helium gas from the

1.75 K He Il bath at 1.14 KPa and 4.5. K up to 8 kPa
at 15 K. At this pressure it is possible to efficiently

warm up the gas to room temperature using

standard counterflow heat exchangers which
require a pressure drop of 10 mBar. Compared to a

conventional room temperature pumping system the

use of the cryogenic compressor which has an
isentropic efficiency of 55 % gives a power

reduction from 600 KW to 450 kW for a 300 W 18.K

refrigeration system. This arrangement also avoids

the use of unreliable an noisy roots pumps. The
high exhaust pressure of the cryogenic

compressors also reduces the size of the piping and
the size and number of room temperature pumping
stages operating at subatmospheric pressure which

all have the potential for air leakage and the

resulting contamination of the cryogenic system.
Finally the cryogenic compressors eliminates the

need to develop a low to high pressure counterflow

heat exchanger and opens the way for extrapolation

to higher powers.
The two stages of oil liquid ring pumps

compress the heat exchanged exhaust of the

cryogenic compressors from 7 kPa to atmospheric
pressure. These pumps are highly reliable and
typically require no maintenance. The fact that they

use the same oil as the screw compressors allows
them to be discharged into the screw compressors
without an additional oil drying system.

4. OPERATING CONSTRAINTS ORIGINATING
FROM THE CRYOGENIC SYSTEM ON THE TORE
SUPRA STRUCTURE

The requirement to limit the heat load to the low

temperature coils imposes the use of a vacuum
insulated cryostat and 80 K radiation shiedls. This
requires four concentric toroidal structures to
encase the toroidal magnets as compared to a

single plasma chamber as found on a tokamak with

room temperature coils.
4.1. The differential contraction between the

different structures during cooldown imposes the
use of sliding or flexible supports, and connection
bellows.

4.2. During the cooldown and warmup of the

torus it is necessary to limit the thermal stresses.

The temperature difference between the warmest
and coldest points in any of the structures (magnets

and shields) which are being cooled must not

exceed 40 K between 300 K and 90 K. As a result of
this the time rate must be kept less than 2 K per

hour. Below 90 K the cooldown rates are further

limited by the refn'geration power available. So far
Tore Supra has undegone three cooldowns
(February 1988, September 1989, September

1989). The typical curves (Fig. 2) indicate the total

time needed for these operations.

is
TiME (DAYS)

FIGURE 2
Cool down and warmup times

4.3. The vital need for the continuous operation
of the cryogenic system.

If the refrigerator is stopped due to a component

failure, a. control computer failure, or a power

outage, the temperature of the cold structures will
start to drift. The coils and their support structure

which have a mass of 170,000 kg and are initially
under 4.5 K receive only a few undred watts of
power and therefore have a very slow temperature
rise. The 80 K shields (20,000 kg at 80 K) receive



normally 10 KW to 32 KW depending on the
temperature of the first wall (300 K or 550 K) and
have a relatively rapid temperature rise. Due to this
a large differential expansion occurs which can
cause plastic deformation of the structures after a
few hours. In order to avoid this and other situations
which could cause equipment damage, the
computer control system is equipped with
diagnostic input which can detect fault conditions
and is programmed to automatically respond to
isolate and minimize the malfunction. This includes
an automatic alarm by phone and EUROSIGNAL to
the team (two persons) on duty. At any time at home
a team member can connect into the control system

through "MINITEL" and diagnose failures.
4.4. In liquid helium systems, an air introduced

into the system freezes and can cause serious
problems by clogging valves and causing wear or
even seizure of moving parts in the expander
system It is' therefore necessary to have all the

piping and expecially the lines operating at

subatmospheric pressures leak tight. Oil introduced
into the helium stream during the compression cycle
must also be removed. The refrigerator therefore

has a series of filters and dryers which purify the
helium to less than 0.1 ppm. Even so, a high flow
system such as Tore Supra will eventually require a
warmup of the cold box for cleaning (eah year ?).

4.5. Instability of superconducting coils and the
experienced quench.

The Tore Supra superconducting coils are
stable during normal operation of the tokamak
according to the very stringent specifications
imposed on the design. However in December
1989 coil BT04 quenched following a large plasma
disruption4. During the quench the coil reached a
temperature up to 32 K causing the release of the
superfluid helium (150 I). The automatic control of

both the cryogenic and the magnet system operated
perfectly. The 17 other coils experienced no
significiant thermal perturbation in either the 1.8 K
conductors or the 4.5 K casing. Ten hours after the
quench all 18 coils of the magnet were back to
routine operating conditions.

5. THE OPERATING SCHEDULE OF THE
CRYOGENIC SYSTEM

5.1. Operations during a typical week from
Tuesday through Friday
- "Routine Operation" from 8 AM to 9 PM for

plasma experiments.
- "2.1 K Idle mode" each night from 9 PM to 6 AM
with a 2 hour transition to the "routine operation".
- "4.5 K Idle mode" from Friday at 9 PM until
Monday morning.
- Monday and sometimes Saturday, experimental

modifications, maintenance, etc.
- Monday evening, 6 hour transition to "routine
operation".

5.2. Cryogenic incidents
During first two years of operation the average

plasma down time caused by malfunctioning of the
cryogenic system has been one day per month.
Many of the incidents which required stand by of
experiments for a few hours originated from the
computer control system or utility failures (water,

instrument air, electric, etc). Also during the summer
months power outages due to thunder storms are
more frequent. A few other incidents, directly
connected to the cryogenic system have caused
experimental delays from one to three days, these
include clogged filtres, in the liquid helium system,
contamination of the cold box, and a failed ball

bearing on the screw compressor motor.
Over this last month?, we have kept track of

problems resulting in interruptions of plasma
operation. For the cryogenic system we chose to

classify the different failures in accordance with the
following typical headings :
a - Engines (compressors, pumps, expanders,...).
b - Components (valves, gauges, transducers,...).
c- Detector/Analysers (oxygen, moistures,
chromato,...).

d - Cloggings (filters, heat exchangers),
e - Utility/Command control System (Computers,
local units, computer links),
f - Utility/Electrical mains.
g • Utility/Fluids (Instrument Air, water cooling
circuit).

During the first six months of this year we have
recorded 18 interruptions of plasma experiment due
to cryogenic failures (Rg. 3).
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FIGURES
Split up to the 18 cryogenic system failures from
1990 first January to July 9th

The duration of these interruptions was between

fifteen minutes and eleven hours (one full operating

day). The total downtime was 41 hours (Rg. 4), a
significant improvement over the first two years of
operation.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The cryogenic system of Tore Supra is fully

operational and has achieved its design
performance. Even the behavior of the system

following a coil quench has been experienced, and

occurence which neither the cryogenic or magnet
teams would have created deliberately.

The orginal choice of NbTi alloy as the

conductor using superfluid helium as the coolant
has been confirmed. Now, ten years after the
original decision, we would still make the same

recommendation. The acquiescent behavior of a

large scale He Il circuit filled with stagnant
pressurized superfluid helium has been

demonstrated. In fact the use of superfluid helium

has not caused problems and has been
imperceptible to the experimental team of Tore

Supra. The cryogenics system is and functions as

one of the integral parts of the Tore Supra Tokamak.
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FIGURE 4
Split up of the 41 h plasma experimental down time
due to the cryogenic system from 1990 first January
to July 9th

During the last six month period we experienced

no interruption of plasma experiment due to valve or

engine failures, or fluids outages. We believe the
reason lies in the efficient preventive maintenance

programs implemented over the last year.



OPERATION OF TORE SUPRA TOROIDAL FIELD MAGNET AT NOMINAL CURRENT
DESCRIPTION OF'THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT AND SAFETY SYSTEM
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The Tore Supra toroidal field is produced by 18 NbTi superconducting coils, connected electrically in
series. These coils are cooled by superfluid helium at 1.8 K and atmospheric pressure.
In november 1989, the current was increased by steps up to 1455 A corresponding to 4.5 T at the
plasma axis (2.36 m) and 9.3 T on the conductor. No transition to normal state of the superconductor
was observed. Since then, the coils have been operated regularly at 1250 A for plasma experiments
with a toroidal field of 4 T.

1. INTRODUCTION
The control system for the Tore Supra toroidal

field has two main functions :
- Increase, decrease and regulation of the
current. This operation is performed every day.
- Protection of the coils in case of a quench by

means of a set of dump resistors. The design of the
system has been established through many

computer simulations. It has been possible to

simulate the different kinds of faults that may occur,

in particular the behaviour in case of quench has
been studied carefully.

2. GENERAL PURPOSE OF THE SAFETY
SYSTEM
The main purpose of the safety system is to limit

the energy dissipated inside the quenched coil to
an acceptable level. This means that most of the

magnetic energy is transferred to dump resistors (at

room temperature).
A safety system always requires a trade off

among several requirements, often contradictory. A

set of criteria have to be defined. The main
parameters that have to be considered, are
maximum values for :

- pressure in the coil,
- local temperature in the coil,
- out of plane forces on the coil,

- voltage across the coil (or across a double
pancake).
The experience gained from operating Tore

Supra during the first phase has shown that the
main parameter to be considered is the voltage
across a double pancake. The requirement is that

this voltage must be less than the voltage

necessary to maintain an arc in helium {= 22 V).

Thus, in the case of a short-circuit caused by a

small chip between two pancakes, the arc would be

stopped very rapidly after the chip has been burnt.
The pancake voltage limitation translates to a

coil voltage limitation of 500 V. This is obtained by

small values of resistors, which implies an overall
discharge time constant of 120 s.

The best compromise is to use a double set of

resistors : 18 resistors in series with the 18 coils

and 18 resistors in parallel across each of 18 coils
(see Fig. 1). The parallel resistances are always

connected, which means that the coil current is

transfered in this resistor as soon as a resistive
voltage appears in the quenching coil. By contrast,

the series resistors are in the circuit only when the

DC breakers open.

By using the same dump resistors as in the first
phase, but with new connections, a faster

discharge can take place in the quenched coil
because of its resistive part and the presence of the
parallel resistor Rc, which ensure a good protection



of this coil. The electrical circuit and the dump
resistors are described in the following chapter.

It should be noted that the quench on a small
resistive zone is most unlikely in Tore Supra

(qualification program and coil tests show it),

thanks to the remarkable stabilizing properties of

helium Il at 1.8 K 1 bar.

The main guarantee for the safety of the magnet
is to monitor the temperature to ensure that the
coils do operate in superfluid regime. However,

radiation due to run away electrons can be

considered as the most probable cause for

inducing a normal zone. In that case, a significant
amount of the winding can be turned normal. Then

recovery is hardly possible. It has been

demonstrated (and observed in one case) that in
these conditions, the propagation to the whole coil

is very fast because of the following process :

heating up of helium and rapid increase of
pressure followed by ejection of the helium out of

the coil.

3. ELECTRlCALCIRCUIT

3.1. Description

Fig. 1 shows the electrical circuit of the toroidal
coils. The 18 coils are electrically connected in

series. The total value of the inductance is

613.206 H which results in a magnetic stored

energy of 650 MJ for a current of 1455 A.

On each coil, the parallel resistor is called
Rc (0.833 Q). The series resistors, called

Rs (0.417 £2), are short-circuited in normal

operation. Each group of dump resistors (Rc, Rs)

associated with one coil can dissipate 45 MJ, that

is to say WRc = 30 MJ and WRs = 15 MJ with a
maximum heating of 30O0C.

The connection in parallel with the resistors Rs

are part of six Merlin Gerin three-pole circuit

breakers. They are standard equipment for
AC networks (17.5kV) which are used here to

divert à DC currrent through resistors.
The 18 resistors Rp (5 Q) are the ground

resistors. They are connected to the ground bus by
switching on of the contactors Cp which consist of

"head to tail" thyristors. The ground bus is
permanently connected to the earth by the resistors
Rp 11 and Rm (1.25 Q, directly connected on the

input of BT 10). The role of Rp is to limit the ground
voltage on the coils in case of non symmetric
discharge with a quenched coil or if one current
breaker opens with some delay. Each Rp can

dissipate 6 MJ with a maximum heating of 50O0C.
The power-supply E, manufactured by

CEGELEC, contains two 12-pulse thyristor

converters, connected in series. The maximum

voltage delivered is 70 V by the first converter and
500 V by the second converter. Each converter is
equipped with a controlled thyristor free wheel.

3.2. Operation
In normal conditions, the two converters of the

power-supply £ work in rectifier mode to increase

the current and in inverter mode to decrease the

current. Near the reference current, the 500 V
converter is short-circuited and the 70 V converter

runs in rectifier mode to allow some regulation of

the current with limited voltage ripple during

plasma operation. The 2 converters of the power-
supply can be short-circuited for accurate

measurements.
The safety system is used only in case of a

quench or in case of a power supply fault. It

operates in the following way : the 2 converters of

the power-supply are short-circuited, the gate of the
thyristors of the contactors Cp are energized and

the DC circuit-breakers are opened. We can

summarize the behaviour of the safety system in
the following way :

- in case of a simple discharge without any

quench, the magnetic energy is transfered to the

dump resistors with a time constant of 120 s. In this
way, we can consider that each coil is associated

with a series resistor equivalent to parallel

connection of Rs and Rc.

- In case of a quench in one coil, it appears that
the coil can be fully resistive within about 3
seconds. In these conditions, the increased
resistance of the coil is the main factor for the
current decrease in this coil. As a resuit, the current

decreases in the quenched coil in typically 20 s

and the current in the 17 other superconducting
coils decays with about the same time constant
(12Os).

The maximum temperature and the energy
dissipated in the quenched coil is kept within
acceptable values (< 80 K, < 25 MJ).
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This results in some unbalance in the current
distribution among the coils and in particular
between the quenching coil and two neighbouring

coils. This implies an out of plane force, which can
be counter balanced by the shear keys. The main
results are indicated in the last chapter.

4. CONTROL-COMMAND
The command control system is composed of a

hard-wired box and of a control computer system.

The hard-wired box is used for quench
datection and to command the safety discharge

which ensures very fast and reliable actions. The

other operations are performed by an automatic
control computer in communcation with the

cryogenic sub-system and the control of plasma

experiments.
4.1. Quench detection

The general conception of the system' is

presented in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the location of

the temperature and pressure sensors.
A resistive transition in each coil can be

detected independently by five detection systems,

which ensures a good reliability of the safety
system :

- voltage detection : each coil voltage is

compared to two others,

- pressure detection : two sensors (Pi and PZ) per
coil,

- temperature detection : as the sensor (T) is not

situated inside the coil, it detects abnormal heating
with some delay,

- a liquid ejection detection : a temperature

sensor (N) detects abnormal cooling in the valve
region,
- a ground current detection.

for a given time, a safety discharge is initiated by

dumping the magnetic energy in the 18 main
resistors.

In addition, an abnormal opening of one of the

six circuit breakers also results in dumping the
system energy.

The safety system has been drastically tested in

December 1989 after an important irradiation of coil

BT4 due to a very severe disruption. The resistive
transition has been detected by the pressure

detection. The rapid decrease of current on coil
BT4, in a kind of self protected mode, can be noted
in comparison with the slow decrease on the other
coils (Fig. 2). As predicted, this rapid decrease

results in a limited voltage across the coil (Fig. 3).
In addition our model of fast propagation through
the coil within a few seconds has been very well

assessed.
4.2. Control computer system
All the input/output data are managed by the

control computer system. Two automatic programs

can be run :
- the first program makes checks before each

days operation. Mainly, the circuit breakers and

quench detectors are checked. If no problem

appears, the increase of current is possible as soon
as the cryogenic sub-system allows it.

- The second program carries out the permanent

control as soon as the coils are energized. After
having established the different running

parameters for the power supply, the increase of

current is possible. During this phase, all the

alarms coming from the system are considered. At
any time, the cryogenic sub-system can prevent the

current increase or, more severely can decrease it.

(For example in case of an abnormal high
temperature in a coil). Thanks to this relation with

the cryogenic sub-system, we are in a position to

avoid any safety discharge. In addition no safety
discharge can be ordered automatically by the

computer system. However, the operator can

command the safety-system in case of a persistent

fault on the converters of the power-supply. In case

of a discharge, a devoted data recorder is

triggered. Thanks to these data, it is possible to

identify which coil has quenched, to calculate the
energy deposited, and all the characteristics of the

discharge.

5. MAIN RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

5.1. Discharge without quench
For a discharge without a quench and with a

simultaneous opening of the circuit breakers, all the

-coils have the same behaviour. For an initial

current of 1400 A, the main characteristics of the
discharge are :
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coii current : ICoi' = 1400 e (- t /T)
with t - 120 s,
maximum differential voltage : 420 V across
each coil,
maximum ground voltage : -420 V on the coil
output,
magnetic energy : 33.3 MJ per coil dissipated
in the resistors :

Wrs = 22.2 MJ (1rs = (2 / 3) x ICoil
Wrc = 11.1MJ (Ire = (1 /3) x ICoil

WRp = O (symmetrical discharge).
5.2. Discharge with quench
In the case of a coil quench, with normal

operation of circuit breakers and for an initial
current of 1400 A, the calculations give :
- Quenched coil :

maximum temperature < 80 K,
maximum pressure : 20 x 10s Pa1

final resistance in the coil : =» 4 £2,

dissipated energy in the coil : 20 MJ
maximum differential voltage : 420 V.

ICoil (1OO s) - 80 A -> average time constant

- 20 s.

- Other results :
average time constant of the discharge of the
other coils : => 120 s,
maximum differential voltage for the magnetic
adjacent coils : 500 V1

maximum current in the magnetic adjacent
coils : 1430 A,
maximum value of
(ladj-lquench) x ladj = 1.5 (KA)2,
(forces and deformations are directly
proportional to this parameter},
maximum energy in Rp : 1.5 MJ1

maximum energy in Rc : 13.8 MJ,
maximum energy in Rs : 22.1 MJ.
The calculated current and voltage curves are

shown respectively in Fig. 2 and Fig.3 for an initial
current of 125OA. In addition, the experimental
current and voltage of coil BT4 which quenched in
December 1989 are compared.

FIGURE 1
Electrical circuit
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MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATION OF THE TORE SUPRA TOROIDAL MAGNET

P. LIBEYRE, J. PIERRE, C. PORTAFAIX

Association EURATOM-CEA sur Ia Fusion - Département de Recherches sur Ia Fusion Contrôlée
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache
13108 Saint Paul lez Durance - France

The toroidal magnet of TORE SUPRA has been put into operation in March 1988. Over one year it has
been run at 2 T and in November 1989 the nominal field of 4.5 T has been reached. Finite element
calculations have been performed to assess the behaviour of the magnet under normal and fault
conditions. Strain gauges are used to follow the variations of stresses in function of the current in the
coils. Measurements are compared with calculations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of the superconducting TORE

SUPRA toroidal magnet has already been
reported1, as well as its manufacturing2 and its
assembly3. The first operation took place in March

1988 with a current of 600 A providing a 1.9 T field

on the plasma axis. Over one year the magnet was
operated at this level. An electrical accident on one

coil led to its replacement by a spare coil4. The

reassembly of TORE SUPRA was completed in
October 1989. The superconducting magnet could

be runned at its nominal current, 1400 A, in

November 1989 providing 4.5 T on the plasma axis.

2. MECHANICAL CALCULATIONS
2.1. Normal operation
Two types oî loads have to be considered :

- the action of the toroidal field alone,

- the action of the poloidal field.

In these cases the current is the same in every
coil.

The repetition symmetry by a 20° rotation around

the torus axis allows to modelise only one coil.
2.1.1. Modélisation
According to 'symmetries across the equatorial

plane and the vertical mid-plane it is only necessary
to modelise one fourth of a coil.

The 3D finite element mesh comprises 4515

nodes, 636 20-node cubes and 386 8-node shell

elements (Fig. 1 ). The winding is represented by an
equivalent orthotropic material as well as the

insulating chocks between winding and casino. A

very low shear modulus for these chocks allows
sliding between winding and casing. The analysis is

linear elastic : it has been performed with the

CASTEM code, developed within CEA.

FIGURE. 1
Mesh of a toroidal field coil

2.1.2. Action of the toroidal field

For the nominal current (1400 A) each coil is

submitted to a resulting force toward torus axis of
12.5 MN. This force i« counteracted by compression
inside the vault (36 MN between coils), 90 % of it

being withstood by the inner part and only 10 % by
the outer part. Under this load the coil becomes oval
(Fig. 2). The maximum tensile stresses occur in the

equatorial plane : 100 MPa in the conductor,



147 MPa in the thick casing. Under the pressure of
the winding the outer ring is bent and this effect
combined with the vault effect leads to a maximum
compression in the equatorial plane of 297 MPa in
the outer ring. The maximum pressure of the
insulating plates between coils reaches 175 MPa.
The ovalisation of the coil leads to shear stress
between turns of the winding maximum at the ends
of the inner vault : 3.4 MPa. The bending of the
outer ring leads to shear stresses between
pancakes maximum in the equatorial plane :
8.8 MPa.

loru» mut*
5 j • 128mm

FIGURE 2
Deformation of the winding under the toroidal field

2.1.3. Action of the poloidal field
In this case it is necessary to mesh half a coil,

above the equatorial plane, and to impose the
following boundary conditions :
- antisymmetry across equatorial plane,
- repetition symmetry on the two junction planes
by a rotation of 20° around the torus axis.

In the worst case studied the total moment
around the torus axis on one half of the magnet is
99 MN.m. The maximum lateral displacement of the
coil reaches 0.64 mm. The shear stress between
pancakes can reach 15 MPa locally.

2.2. Fault conditions
In the case when a coil quenches the safety

system initiates a discharge of the magnet on
resistances5. Due to the higher resistance of the
quenched coil the current varies differently in this
one from the others. Therefore it is not possible to
modelise a single coil to calculate the response of
the magnet.
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2.2.1. Modélisation
A simplified 8-node shell element mesh has

been realized. Due to symmetries across equatorial
plane and the mid-plane of the quenched coil it is
only necessary to mesh one fourth of the magnet
(Rg. 3).

torus | axis

FIGURE 3
Mesh of the toroidal magnet

Equivalent orthotropic properties have been
calculated and the model checked in the
symmetrical case (I = 1400 A in every coil).

During the discharge the currents in the coils
vary continuously. If M is the current inside the
quenched coil and !2 the current in the other coils,
the expression of the electromagnetic forces on coil

number i is :

It is possible to find the coefficients GCJ, pj and TÎ

by solving a linear system of 3 equations. So it is
only necessary to perform three calculations :

casen0! : H = O A I2 = 1400 A
casen°2 : Ii = 1400 A I2 = OA
casen0 3 : H = 1400 A I2 =1400 A
The computation being linear elastic it is then

possible to derive from these 3 cases the results for

any values of (11, 12).
2.2.2. Quench of one coil
Whereas the current in the quenched coil

decreases rapidly, the current in the other coils
increases slightly then decreases slowly.
Consequently the radial force toward the torus axis
varies from one coil to the other and a toroidal force
appears, maximum on the adjacent coil of the
quenched one : Ftp = 12 MN.

4.



The shear force between the quenched coil and

its neighbours reaches 2.4 MN and has to be
withstood by the insulated keys.

3. INSTRUMENTATION
3.1. Strain gauges
In order to avoid any possible trouble no strain

gauge was put inside the coil. The whole
instrumentation has been realized with platinum-
tungsten strain gauges bonded on the outer

surfaces of the thick casing. Platinum-tungsten

gauges show no apparent deformation due to
temperature below 17 K : it is not necessary to use
a compensation gauge. Twelve coils on eighteen

were instrumented, each one in five points located
in the mid-plane of the coil. At every point of

measurement are two gauges : one in the toroidal

direction, one in the poloidal direction.

3.2. Data acquisition and handling
Every gauge is one branch of a Wheatstone

bridge. The 3 wire mounting prevents the resistance

of the leading wire from troubling the measure. A
low current is driven inside the gauge to avoid heat
generation and the unbalanced current in the

bridge is amplified through an electronic circuit.

An automat is used for scanning the gauges and
the current in the coils. The recorded file is then

handled by a dedicated program which allows to

calculate the stresses at a given current level or to
follow the evolution of any particular stress with the

current in the coils.

4. IVIAGNETOPERATION

4.1. Measurements

The measurements have been performed with

the toroidal field alone. No major discrepancy is

observed from one coil to another (Table I).
The evolution of the tensile stress (poloidal

direction) in the equatorial plane along one cycle is

shown on Rg. 4.
The evolution of the s'tress in the toroidal

direction in the inner vault turns out to be

impressively non-linear and this phenomenon

amplifies when the level of current increases

(Fig. 5).

TABLE 1
Stresses at nominal current

08/11/198922h06l= 1457A

(MPa) poloidal direction
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Coil
number

BTOI
BT03
BT04
BT06
BT07
BT09
BT10
BT12
BT13
BT15
BT16
BT18

Point
1

174
169
171
173
172

-
172
178
177
162
175

Point
2

172
176
171
179
180
180
176
177
172
-

176
179

Point
3

66
69
66
67
66
68
66
68
69
63
64
66

Point
4

73
-
67
71
72
71
67
64
-
-
67
68

Point
5

.
-
-
-

161
-

165
167

-
164
-

154

(MPa) toroidal direction

Coil
number

BT01
BT03
BT04
BT06
BT07
BT09
BT10
BT12
BT13
BT15-
BT16
BT18

Point
1

104
97
107
105
106

-
100
103
111
104
103

Point
2

94
102
94
109
108
105
102
103
105
-

102
101

Point
3

-25
-27
-25
-25
-24
-24
-27
-24
-22
-25
-28
-30

Point
4

-18
-
-25
-20
-20
-22
-27
-26
-
-

-23
-24

Point
5

-
-
-

111
-

106
119
-

107
-

92
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Pofoidal stress in the equatorial plane

FIGURE 5
Toroidal stress in the inner vault
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FIGURE 6
Toroidal stress cycling in the inner vault

The path followed depends on the previous

history of the cycle (Fig. 6). The same stresses
measured on outer vault don't show this hysterisis
(Fig. 7). It is noticeable that this behaviour is very
reproducible from one cycle to another and that no

offset remains after coming back to O A.

i»i iu>u WOTiOIi wn
J 400 800 JOQ 1000 1200

FIGURE?
Toroidal stress in the outer vault

4.2. Comparison with calculations

During the ramping up a change of slope occurs
around 600 A. This effect certainly derives from the
gap between coils in inner vault which was

introduced during assembly of the torus to better

balance the sharing of forces between inner and
outer vault. Below 600 A coils apply on each other

only by their outer vault and the inner experiences

free expansion. Above 600 A both inner and outer

vaults apply on their neighbours and conditions of

2.1.2 are recovered. This explains why above 600 A

the stress curves are parallel to those calculated.

As far as the non-linear phenomenon is

concerned it could not be predicted by the

calculation since it was linear elastic.

5. NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS
To explain the origin of the hysteritic shape of

the stress curves it is necessary to perform a non-
linear analysis. Friction between winding and
casing may be assumed to cause this non-linearity.

5.1. Analytical model

A simple model has been built consisting of a
rigid solid linked by a spring to a fixed point and

sliding with friction on a flat surface. The

displacement of the solid under a force parallel to
the flat surface shows hysterisis (Fig. 8). The same
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model can be developed to the case of two solids
linked by a spring. The shape of the force-
displacement curve is roughly similar to that
observed on the stresses of the magnet.

FIGURE 8a
Model with one solid

FIGURE 8b
Model with two solids

0.8

0.4

Irtetlon surface

F/Fmax
0.2 0,4 0,6 0,8

FIGURES
Finite element model

5.2.2. 2D finite element model
A very simple 2D model using 3-node elements

with friction along one side of the solid leads to very
similar curves as theses occuring on the magnet
(Fig. 9). This phenomenon could be very
representative of friction between winding and
casing.

It would be of prime interest to obtain an
evaluation of the energy dissipated by friction along
one cycle. This needs to know both the distribution
of the friction forces and the corresponding
distribution of displacements. This could only be
achieved by a 3D model.

6. CONCLUSION

The measurements performed during the
ramping up of the current in the toroidal magnet
show a good agreement with the finite element
calculations. The closing of the gap introduced
during the assembly to provide a better balance of
forces between inner and outer vault has been
clearly observed. The hysterisis occuring during the
ramping down on stresses of the inner vault could
be related with friction inside the coil. Only a
detailed 30 finite element calculation taking into
account friction could allow to verify more accurately
this hypothesis.
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STORY OF DAMAGED BT 17 COIL OF THE TF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET OF TORE SUPRA
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In July 88, the safety system of Tore Supra detected a failure in one coil of the toroidal magnet (BT 17).
After in-situ analyses, the full TF Magnet was operated at limited current (600 A) for 6 months, the
damaged coil (BT 17) being pulsed (45 s every half hour) and the 17 other coils being maintained at the
same permanent current.
Then BT 17 has been removed from the torus and replaced by the spare coil (BT 19) to reach the
nominal operating values of the magnet. These operations took 6 months altogether.
The paper describes :

• The in-situ analyzes of the failure
• The pulsed mode operation of the damaged coil.
• The disassembly of BT17, the analysis of the damaged zone and the repair of the coil.

1. INTRODUCTION

On July, 8th 1988, an important failure in the coil

BT 17 of the toroidal magnet of Tore Supra was
detected during a fast safety discharge. Due to a

disturbance in the incidentals recorder, it was

impossible to record with accuracy the
characteristics of the failure. However,
- the correct running of the fast discharge

process :

• simultaneous opening of the circuit breakers,
correct operation of the ground loop and switching

the power supply to a short circuit mode.

- a discontinuity in the voltage curve of the coil
BT 17 and
- an abnormal current delivery of the ground loop

surrounding the coil
were observed.

2. IN-SITUANALYSES
a. Measurements at low temperature

The tests showed that the coil BT 17 could no

longer be normally operated. The preset current
value (600 A) could not be reached because the
fast safety discharge was activated by the voltage

sensor during the current increase. Thereafter, more

accurate measurements revealed a permanent
serial resistive part of approximately 0.7 mi2 as well

as a 7 % decrease in the inductance of BT 17 as

compared with the other coils. Then, several

quenches were deliberatly carried out in an attempt
to localize the defect using the thermodynamic
behaviour of the coil. The energy necessary to rise
the temperature from 1.8 K (He II) to 4.2 K (He I

vapour) in the overall volume of a coil amounts to

approximately 150 kJ. These experiments did not

enable us, however, to localize the failure.
Before the quench, the applied energy

averaging 100-200 kJ decreased as the current

level (300-500 A) increased. The power level

played therefore an important part. Due to the long
times involved (1000-3000 s), it was necessary to
take the heat exchanger power into account.

Rough models have showed that the energy that
can be applied to the coil before the quench is, in
fact, relatively independent from the failure position,
for the hot gas bubble forming in all cases

progressively uncovers the upper part of the
winding, thus causing the quench to occur.

New localization attempts were made by

measuring the induced voltage difference on the

coils next to 3T 17 (BT 16 - BT 18) while increasing
or decreasing the current through BT 17.
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The very small value measured indicated that
the failure was probably located near trie mid-plane
of the winding of BT 17.

Thereafter, it was decided to warm the magnet
up to room temperature so as to complete the
measurements and observations.

b. Measurements at room temperature
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F7IGURE 1
Profile of the magnetic induction along the winding

A Hall probe was introduced down into one of
the channels along the winding via the cryogenic
pipe. The channel was delimited by the winding, the
ground insulation and two epoxy chocks. The
winding was supplied with a low direct current. A
point-by-point measurement was carried out while

progressively pulling out the probe. The accuracy
was however not as good as expected for :
- the distance between the active part of the probe
and the winding was not constant and the probe
was handled at a 3 m distance.

Nevertheless, the obtained results were
repetitive and showed a discontinuity in the field
profile (see Figure 1). A part of the winding located
near the mid-plane of the coil was not supplied with
current.

• Winding response to a voltage pulse :
The measuring circuit was of the RCL type. A

voltage pulse was sent into the coil using the output
of a capacitor. The circuit oscillated and the coil
voltage was plotted. Nevertheless, the response
could net be used since the measurement was
considerably disturbed by the two casings
surrounding the winding. A comparison with the
responses of the other coils confirmed however a
decrease in the inductance value (see Rgure 2).

FIGURE 2
Compared winding responses to a voltage pulse

At this stage of the experimentation, only two
pancakes were supposed to be in short-circuit due
to:
- a double pancake winding of the coil,
- a 7 % decrease in the inductance of BT 17,
- a discontinuity in the magnetic field profile along
the winding.

3. PULSED MODE OPERATION OF THE
DAMAGED COIL
Before removing the damaged coil in order to

replace it with a spare coil, it was decided to pursue
the physical experiments and to operate the coil
BT 17 in pulsed mode using a separated supply
system, the 17 remaining coils being supplied as
previously with a constant current of 600 A.

In order to monitor the thermal behaviour of the
coil, an auxiliary temperature probe was installed at

an approximate distance of 1.6 m from the coil, in
the liquid helium circuit.

Figure 3 shows the coil response during a 500 A
cycle. The energy due to hysteresis losses, coupling
losses and the energy in the defect, is estimated to
12.3 kJ. The final temperature of 1.89 K is in good
agreement with the calculation and can be
considered as acceptable. No notable variation in
the pressure was measured. Because of the good
thermal properties of superfluid helium, the coil
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could be operated with success in pulsed mode at
600 A. This resulted in a final temperature of
approximately 2 K. The energy spent during 1 cycle
amounted to approx. 20 kJ. As a result,
1100 plasma discharges were carried out between
December 1988 and March 1989.
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FIGURE 3
Coil response during a 500 A cycle

4. DISASSEMBLY OF THE COIL BT 17
- Extraction from the torus

The operations were performed in the reverse
order of the original assembly of the tokamak,
though with greater ease. The stage of the two
hanged half tori could therefore be avoided. The
machine was let to rest on its six feet and only the
module Nr. 6 had to be removed (BT 16 - BT 17 •
BT 18). The shear pins could be removed after
separating the coils in the junction planes J1 and
J6, using the own elasticity of the torus and bolts ;
moreover, it has been determined that Al = 4 mm

when F =11.1O4N (see Fig. 4).

. fixed foot

J3

foot fixed
on BT 01 only

module composed of
3 coils BT16, BT17 and BT18

FIGURE 4
Extraction of the module Nr 6

Thereafter, BT 17 was replaced with the spare
coil BT 19. The final position of BT 19 was then
adjusted by simulating the assembly on the
machine.
- Opening of the coil BT17

The thick and thin casings were removed
respectively by machining and grinding. The three
groud insulation layers were unstuck so as to reach
the winding.
- Observations and measurements

The faulty zone and its heat marks were
immediately visible on the inner upper part of the
winding, assuming the coil is positioned on the
machine.

Two compact burned conglomerates were
visible near the pancakes Nr. 30 and 31. A
qualitative emission spectrometry analysis on these
two conglomerates showed in addition to some
constituants of the conductor, such as Cu, Nb, Ti, Ni,
many other elements such as Al, Si1 Ca, Mn, Mg, Fe,
Co. B, V, Sn, Au.

This qualitative analysis was also carried out on
the insulated materials of the winding. Samples
were taken from new parts. The analysis revealed
the presence of most of the elements composing the
two conglomerates.
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The inner turns of pancakes 30 and 31 were
burned and cut under the two conglomerates. In the
zone surrounding these two conglomerates, burnt
deposits blocking the channels which are normally
free between the insulating pad lines were
observed.
- Equivalent circuit diagram

pancake voltage (V)

2.24

1.42

, burned
' ctaposil
—mctwial

pancake Nr

Q 28

0.22

2.22

G29

G 30

631

G 32

4A V 4 t'A-n voltage ImV)

FIGURES
Equivalent circuit diagram

The winding was supplied with a stabilized
direct current. The pancake and the accessible turn

voltages were measured in the zone G28 to G32 ;
this resulted in the following circuit diagram (see
Figure 5).

Pancakes G30 and G31 - with burnt inner turns

cut - and a part of G29 were practically not supplied
with current. More than two pancakes were
therefore in short-circuit. The current flowed directly
from the middle part of G29 to the last turn of G31,
via the burnt deposits. Unexpected small currents
were however observed in the short-circuited part.

The diagram of the magnetic field profile along
the winding was plotted in order to validate the
equivalent circuit diagram and determine which of
the double pancakes had to be replaced. This

diagram was compared with calculated results, in
which G30, G31 and 40 % of G29 are not supplied
with current (see Figure 6). All the values are
normalized to the maximum value.
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FIGURE 6
Profile of the magnetic field along the winding

The amplitude differences between
measurements and calculations can be explained
as follows :
- the unexpected small currents in the pancakes
G29, G30 and G31 were not taken into account in
the calculations,
- Hall probes were difficult to position with
accuracy,

- the relatively large dimensions of the probes
used.

However, the general course and the position of
the lower points of the curve were in good
concordance with the calculation results. This
confirmed the equivalent circuit diagram. Since the
winding is made up of double pancakes, 2 double
pancakes e.g. G29-G30 and G31-G32 had to be
replaced.

- Removal of the damaged double pancakes :
The conductor of G29 was unwound while

maintaining the upper part of the winding hanged
by means of an expanding mandrel. The winding
was then separated into two parts and the pancake
G30 was entirely visible. 22 turns were cut on G30
and showed a succession of craters. New samples
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of the burnt conglomerates were taken out to be
chemically analyzed :
- one from the first crater in the inner part of the
winding (sample Nr. 1) and one from a crater in the
middle part of the pancake (sample Nr 2).

The results of the quantitative analysis were as
follows (in mg/g) :

Fe Ni Cr
Sample 1 0.45 19.3 <0.02
Sample 2 0.35 20.2 < 0.02
Pancake G32 was unwound in the same way as

G29 and the two damaged pancakes G30 and G31
were separated from the remaining part of the
winding.

Both intact parts of the winding were cleaned
using filtered air at high speed. The coil is now
being restored as during its fabrication. The new
coil will be called BT 20 ; it will be used as a new
spare coil for Tore Supra. The acceptance tests
should begin early in 1991.

disassembly ; this led to a new conception3 of the
safety system such as to limit the coil voltage.

The outstanding properties of the He Il deserves
our attention since they enabled us to operate the
damaged coil in pulsed mode.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In view of the measurements carried out on the

damaged coil BT 17, the process which has been
recognized to have led to a partial deterioration of
the winding is the following :
- short circuit in the inner part between pancakes
30 and 31, due to the unexplained presence of a
metal particle during the fast safety discharge
carried out on July, 8th 1988 ; the nature of this

particle has not been cleared with an absolute
certainty,
- a quasi instantaneous burning of the short

circuit,
- the initiation and persistance of an electric arc
with a dissipation of energy following the particle
destruction,
- the localized destruction and opening of the
turns in short circuit, causing the arc propagation
from the inner turns to the outer turns as long as the

induced voltage is sufficient.

Experiments carried out at the I.T.P. in KfK1 and
in our laboratory2 showed that arc voltages
(20-30 V) could form in helium. The voltage
available (50-60 V) was therefore sufficient to create
consequent damages. In fact, the above mentioned
analysis had been carried out before the coil
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1. I1ITRODUCTION

The measurements in the plasma edge,

including the last closed flux surfaces and the

scrape-off layer, are necessary for the plasma

physics understanding. Measurements such as

electronic density and temperature, floating

potential or their fluctuations, in this zone

require a very fast scan, in order to prevent

an excessive heat deposition on the probe.

Different kinds of probes could be usefully

installed on the moving systems. Two such

systems are installed in bottom ports of Tore

Supra (fig.4). They have a total stroke of

0.3 a and an average speed of 1 m/s. They are

described in section 2. The first probes to be

installed are the Langmuir ones.

The up and down movement into Tore Supra is

performed by a hydraulic jack. The

specifications of the hydraulic circuit and the

fast movement control are described in

section 3. The principal difficulty, as

described below, consists of moving at a fast

speed a system in a 250 'C baked vacuum vessel.

It also has to sustain a 70 ms"2 accceleration.

Section 4 will describe other systems using

the same hydraulic circuit.

2. MOVING SYSTEM AND PROBES

The moving system is composed of two parts

(fig.1):

a) The movable part; mainly the head, the tips,

the vacuumtight connector, the bellows

permitting a 300 mm stroke and the triaxial

cables. These components are fixed on the inner
tube which is sliding beetwen the two bearings.

b) fhe second part; the vacuum valve, the

bearings and the jack, is tied to a Tore Supra

vertical port. The bellows permitting a 1400 mm

stroke are only required to pull the probe

outside the torus vacuum, behind the valve, for

maintenance.

One of the features of the Langmuir probe is

its graphite head which shields the four tips

from the plasma heat flux. After casual
damages, this head can quickly be changed,

after removing the head behind the vacuum

valve. A window permits to check the head

status before its possible substitution. Four

little holes (4 mm o.d.) in the graphite head,

closed to the tips, allow of the signal

collection.

The inner tube has a nitrided stainless

steel bearing area, with a low friction

coefficient and a high wear resistance. The

upper bearing, which is under vacuum, is made

of copper-aluminium alloy, and the lower

bearing, which is in the atmosphere, is made of

bronze-tin plated steel. The metallic welded
bellows which permit the fast displacement have

been successfully tested at a 1 m/s speed and a

250 ms"2 acceleration before assembly in Tore

Supra.

The data acquisition of the probes signal is

performed by triaxial cables of about 20 ohms

characteristic impedance without discontinuity.

These ones will possibly allow of R.F. signal

measurement.

Stroke
Speed
Acceleration

Reverse time

Static load
Movable mass
Maxi hydr. power
Hydr. pressure

300 mm
1 m/s
250 ms.
70 ms
4 ms
15 ms
13 daN
7 kg
7 KW
150 bar

( test )
( operation )
( test )
( operation )

Table 1

Moving system specifications
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MOVING SYSTEM

3, HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

The fast tine response required, Led us to

choose a high pressure hydraulic jack to move

the probe up and down inside Tore Supra. The

hydraulic fluid used is a synthetic oil which

can keep its characteristics under Tore Supra

ionizing radiations level.

3.1. Hydraulic description (fig. 2)

Two valves are used to drive the desired

displacement.

a) A proportional valve controls the

velocity. The voltage applied to the solenoid

imposes the oil flowrate injected into the

jack, and accordingly the probe velocity. The

time response for opening and closing is less

than 30 us.

b) A directional valve (Vl) is used to

choose the direction (up and down). In order to

shorten the time response, we have replaced the

spring which controls the return of the valve

FIGURE 2

LANGMUIR PrtOBE HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT
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to a rest position Uy a. second solenoid. Thus,

the time response in each direction has
decreased flora 150 ms to 50 ms. This valve also

decreases the power supplied by the motor-

pumps. In fact, we re-inject the oil from the

smaller jack chamber into the bigger one. The
power gain is about 6 KW. Another directional

valve (72), the check valves and the flow

limitera are necessary to equalize the up and

down velocity. The pressure is limited at 150
bar by a pressure limiter.

Some brake shoes, incorporated inside

the jack, lock the piston in any position when

the system is not in action. This static brake

also set up in the Ion Cyclotron Resonance
Heating and Lower Hybrid Current Drive

antennae jacks allows of an upper lock of 30 kN

strength. The VO directional valve controls
this brake.

3.2. Movement control

The control sequence for the displacement is

performed by a graph generator and the Tore
Supra computer system. This sequence is

included in the countdown for the Tore Supra
plasma pulse.

a) At start of countdown:

-Control of the electric and hydraulic alarm.

-Releasing and checking of jack piston brake.

-Positioning of the probe at the start
position at a low velocity.

b) During the pulse:

Repetitive up and down cycle can be pre-

programmed before the countdown; besides, this

system is able to perform 1 cycle per second
during 30s. As an example, one cycle is
detained as follows:

-At time tfl ,start at fast velocity by opening

the proportional valve and the 72 directional
valve and by selecting the 71 valve in the

appropriate position.

t ,reverse the direction by
selecting the 71 valve in the other position.

-At time t ,stop the movement by closing the

proportional valve and the valve V2.

Figure 3 shows the response graph of one probe

set up in Tore Supra. Each pulse has its own

delays which are perfectly repetitive for a
given velocity. These delays are imposed :

- By the proportional and the 71 directional

valves time response i.e. respectively 30 ms
and 50 ms.

- By the length of the hydraulic line between

the jack and the valves. As the Tore Supra

magnetic field disturbs the solenoid above 0.03

T, the valves must be about 5 meters away from
the tokamak.

Vpv

Vvz

: Prop' valve volla9e

; oir. va|Ve (V2) voltage

-> time
tO 12

Vv 1: DIr. valve (V 1) voltage
Each voltage pulse
change the direction

time

.. time

FIGURE 3

An absolute optical transducer, able to work

well in a 0.3 tesla magnetic field, with a

800 ms" acceleration, and a 100 KHz

transmission frequency, reads the probe

position. Its accuracy is about 0.1 mm.

Two position switches connected with a security

electronic card are used to prevent any

undesired movement of the probe. The top

switch, reverses the movement of the probe out

of the plasma. The bottom switch stops the
probe in a given position.
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4, OTHER SYSTEMS USING THE SAME CIRCUIT

Besides the two Langmuir probes, 3 ICRH1

antennae and 2 Lower Hybrid Current Drive2

antennae are using the same hydraulic circuit.

In order to ensure a correct matching of the

antennae, each antenna is movable radially in
Tore Supra. This displacement is driven by two

synchronous jacks, located in the mid-plane on

each side of the metallic bellows, which

isolates the machine vacuum from the

atmosphere. Table 2 shows the characteristics

of one antenna.

Stroke
Speed
Acceleration
Static load

Movable mass

Hydr. power
Hydr. pressure

300 DM
0.1 m/s
2 ns~?

6850 daN (Lower Hybrid)
4600 daN (ICRH)
2400 kg (Lower Hybrid)
1100 kg (ICRH)
5 to 7 KW
280 bar

Table 2

Antenna specifications

A single hydraulic power station, including

two motor-pumps, supplies the necessary power,

30 KW and 44 1/mn flowrate under 330 bar. Three

indépendant accumulators ( 50 liters, 280 bar)

located around the torus provide the
instantaneous power for the different users.

5. CONCLUSION

The two Langmuir probes installed in Tore

Supra will be definitively operational on

.plasma, on September 1990. In future, different

kinds of probes will be set, specially with a

Carbon Fiber Composit head.
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From the beginning of 1985, the Tore Supra experiment has started running successively every sub-
system to get its first plasma in 1988. Since, the additionnai heating systems first LHH and ICRH1 then
Neutral Beam Injection, have been connected to the machine : first shots with high frequency heating
succeeded by the end of 1988. All the automatisms of the Tore Supra experiment have been defined and
set up by the users themselves with the means of the Tore Supra Control Computer System. This paper
presents the tools and methods which have been required.

1. INTRODUCTION
. The Tore Supra Control Computer System has

been described in the 14th SOFT in Avignon1 : the
architecture, the computers (hardware and
software).... Since, the Tore Supra experiment and
its additionnai heatings have started ; several

methods are associated with the high level software
tools provided.

2. CONSIDERATIONS
2.1. Partition into sub-systems :
To enable this way of working, the Tore Supra

Control Computer System has been divided in sub-
structures according to the sub-systems of the
machine. Therefore we have :
- Water cooling sub-system with its six primary and
secondary water loops.
- Cryogenic sub-system with the liquid helium
product unit and 1.8 K exchangers.
- Vacuum sub-system with all the pumping groups.
- Toroidal and Poloidal fields with their power
supplies.
- Safety sub-system with the control of the
machine access.
- High voltage power supplies sub-system for the
additionnai heatings.
- Lower hybrid transmitter sub-system with its two
3.7 Ghz launchers.

- ICRH transmitter with its two antennae.
- Neutral Beam Injector with two injectors and their
power supplies.
- Physical diagnostics with the modulate source
and the pellet injector.

A team of users has been created inside each
sub-system : they use the Control Computer System
with a good autonomy.

2.2. Structure of the Control Computer System
As a consequence of this partition, the Control

Computer System has the following structure :

- A local network provides the communications
between each sub-system.

- Display management units, UGP, administrate
the man-machine interface.
- Each sub-system is divided in two levels : at the
lower one, the local units, UL, are installed near the
process through fiber optic cables ; they carry out
the most part of the automatisms. At the upper level,
a sub-system unit, UGS, provides the communi-
cations between the sub-system and the local
network ; besides, the automatisms loaded in the
UGS manage the tasks and the man-sub-system
communications.

- Finally, a supervision unit, USS, is connected to
the local network and carries out the management
of the process automation as a whole.
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32 displays

8 UGP, 1 USS

9UGS

36UL

2.3. Requirements for controlling the experiment

Some sub-systems as Water Cooling, Cryogenic
and Vacuum ones, have a continuous running

which must be permanently ensured without any

operator assistance. They are characterized by a

long or very long response time and by a great
importance of the regulations with regard to the

sequential working. Their running must be very
reliable ; they need some means to supervise and
to call in somebody to act very quickly in case of

faults.
In other sub-systems, the running is pulsed and

very linked with the one of the Tore Supra machine.
They cannot work without any operator being

present. Flexibility is required : they must be

completely adjustable from the control room. At last,

a large running speed is wanted.

3. THE TOOLS USED AND THE WRITING OF THE

AUTOMATISMS
The tools are of two kinds : those which provide

the programming of the automatisms and those

which provide the man-machine communications.
3.1. Automatisms
The GRAFCET
The GRAFCET is a graphic method to describe

sequential automatisms : it is a norm defined by the
french AFCET commission. Steps are activated, the
one after the other, according to logical links : in

each step, the automatism makes actions on the

process ; the links are guided and defined by a
boolean equation. The multiplicity of graphs, the
use of converging or diverging branchs, the

hierarchizatlon of the graphs allow a very obvious
and accurate description of the whole automatism,

and so of the sub-system's working. The whole of
the written graphs amounts to about 1 2000 steps for

10000 inputs-outputs.
A keyboard language, GTS, is provided to

translate easily the graphs and variables used, in a

computerized language ready to compile. This

language is able to calculate any regulation
algorithm (PfD loops or slopes) or boolean logic

equation.

Allowing the opening of the Control Computer
System, special actions are integrated to solve all
the users specific problems as fast automata, data

acquisition and fast timing.
Fast automata
The Control Computer System is not enough

performant to be in charge of fast controls as the

one of the Poloidal coils : the response time must be
less than 1 ms. The computer group has studied a

Rapid Local Unit (ULR) with two processors : the

first one has the same functions as a Local Unit, the
second one is only dedicated to fast controls2. The
automata for fast process automation are also

described in GRAFCET, but translated in binary

language by specific subroutines, in order to
respect the wanted cycle time. The two processors

communicate via variables declared in shared

memory.
Data Acquisition in the Control Computer System

The first function of the Real Time Data

Acquisition System3 is to collect measurements

during a plasma discharge. This system is
centralized, and to collect the data between two

discharges is not easy. But some diagnostics have

to acquire data for tests -:.;a calibration without
plasma. It is the case for Neutral Beam Injection and

Modulate Source. So the computer group has

installed in the Local Units of the Control Computer

System the same input circuit boards as in the Data
Acquisition System. They are managed by means of

graphs in GRAFCET calling specific subroutines

which have been developed and added to GTS
language : configuration, initialization and read out

of the boards. The data are collected and stocked in

the Local Unit, then sent to the treatment data
computer through the Control Computer network.
The advantage of this method is data acquisition at
every time but it is less user-friendly.
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Fast timing
A fiber-optic net, SERNAM4, drives the slow

timing of the discharge. Some sub-systems, as
Neutral Beam Injection and Lower Hybrid Heating
use many signals and fast timing : they cannot be

delivered by SERNAM. The electronic group has

developed and implemented in a Local Unit a circuit
board which can deliver 16 variable width pulses

from two pulses provided by SERNAM. This circuit

board is also managed in GTS language by means
of special drivers written and added to the existing
drivers of the system.

3.2. Man-machine communications
The operator sub-system communications are

provided by the UGP. Semi-graphic colour displays

show the general or detailed working of any sub-

system : the operator can define or modify, in real
time, any synoptic or graphic and make them

animated with the process variables. So, the access

to the informations is very easy and fast, specially in
case of faults, thanks to a hierarchy in the synoptics.

Concerning the calling system and the diagnosis

of the faults, a video monitor is set-up in the control

room to supply a first fevel calling. The second level
is provided by the sub-systems synoptics on which

the operator can understand the source of the fault.

At this level, he can communicate with the Control
Computer System through the MINITEL network

from everywhere in France, and verify the sub-

system's working with the same synoptics. Besides,

a diagnosis aid and documentation system is being
developed to help the operator and to give him the

first actions to do. On a third level, the UL's

automatisms can call the operator through phone or

Eurosignal networks. All these means ensure a

good working of the machine without any operator

in site, during the nights and even the week-ends.
3.3. The writing of the automatisms
The whole of the tools which are mentioned

above, allows the users to write the automatisms

and define the man-sub-system communications
themselves. This way of working reduces the

programming time first, and the debugging time
then, without any intermediary between the process
experts and the Control Computer System. They
show the flexibility of the Control Computer System

which is enough open to perfectly adapt itself to the

users problems.

The continuous sub-systems had as objective the
reliability : it is get by a larger tolerance of the
automatisms to the working perturbations, and also
by a redundance of working, both on the Control
System and on the process. The pulsed sub-

systems, where the running is driven through
cabled systems or fast automata for a large part,
had as objective to carry out board panels assigned

to control and set up of the working, and tests of the

safety systems.
On each sub-system, the automatisms which

were required for the normal working, have been

written at first ; the most elaborated ones have
needed several levels. Then the logic of faults
detection has been added, and at last the faults

treatments. When the whole working of the sub-

system has been such defined, the commands
necessary for the control by an operator have been

integrated.

4. EXAMPLES
4.1 The cycle of the shots
At the Control System level, the supervision unit

USS manages the shots. There are several stages

of preparation : at first, each sub-system is driven in

a shot running either by the USS, or directly by the
operators with manual actions ; each continuous

running sub-system have to give a "green light" to

the USS. Then, during the set-up stage, the

operators load the shot parameters to the pulsed
sub-systems. At last, when each sub-system is

ready, an operator launches the shot from the USS :

it ends the preparation of the pulsed sub-systems ;
after delivery of their green lights, the USS releases

the pulses net (SERNAM).
During the shot phase, the safety is ensured by

cabled systems, but the USS controls the good

running of the sub-systems : it can stop the

discharge if continuous sub-systems faults occur.

At the end of this phase the cycle goes back to
the "green light" waiting stage.

4.2. The LHH working and its automatisms
The lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) system is

composed of 16 klystrons of 500 kW RF output
power, 16 oversized waveguides and two

antennae5. The control of each module, made from
4 klystrons, is performed by one UL, which is in
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charge of the operation of the klystrons and of the
switching on and off of all auxiliaries.

Four working conditions are used : stand-by
regime (control of the klystrons vacuum), diode
regime, RF shots with the transmitter connected
either on loads or to the two antennae.

The operator selects one among the four working
conditions and the automata starts the operating
course by testing the arcs detectors of the RF
windows and checks out the fastback safety
assembly.

The cooling system, the high-voltage supply
units, the focusing power, the filaments power and
the anode modulator stages are turned on. When
the system is ready for use, operating parameters
have to be set : beam current of the klystrons, RF
setpoints (16 amplitudes and phases), radial
position of the antennae. The console operator
selects the conditioning mode or the plasma shots
mode. The first operating mode is fully automatic.
RF pulse width and shape, duty cycle, number of
pulses, are given by the computer system. The RF
power level is increased step by step up to the set
point.

For the second mode, after a dialogue between
the TS control and the LHCD control system, the
transmitter waits for the time-control pulses from the
plasma shot timing. After every shot, all defects are

recorded, particularly windows arc detector and

VSWR counts.
The pressurization with SF6 of the transmission

lines is made between two RF pulses and stopped
during a shot.

Output power from eight klystrons and gas pressure
during the conditioning mode (30 s width pulses
20 s rise in 10 steps).

4.3. The Neutral Beam Injection working and its
automatisms

Neutral injection is another example of pulsed
sub-system, where the "slow" control system and
the fast interlocks cohabit.

Three Local Units rule six injectors, their 3 boxes,
and their power supplies ; a forth one is specially
devoted to Data acquisition. The role of each Local
Unit was imposed by the large distances between
the components and the will of minimizing the
cables length ; the consequence is a lack of
modularity and an important exchange of

informations between the computers.
The Control System which reacts slowly, cannot

ensure the safety of the injectors. This task is
assumed by a fast interlock network independent
from the computers. The signals, after comparison
with programmable levels, are grouped in each hall,
where a logical result is elaborated. The resulting
signals are collected in an electronic device which
commands a. tetrode, the final element of the beam
control.

This device distinguishes the heavy defaults from
simple breakdowns : in the case of a simple
breakdown, it orders the injector tetrode to interrupt
the beam (within 20 micros) and to restart it after

about 20 ms, without any participation of the
computers. In case of a heavy default, the beam is
not restarted, and the computers which are
informed, have in charge to stop all the supplies
within a few second delay.

Another particularity of Neutral Injection, is that

data acquisition is made by the Control Computer

System. The main reason is the need of long times
acquisitions (3 mn) for thermocouples, which the
Data Acquisition System cannot afford. Another
reason is the total independence with the
centralized TS system needed for the
commissioning shots :

Acquisition boards record 320 signals from 10 Hz
to 1 kHz, that is to say about 200 Kbytes. After local
treatments and reduction, depending on the

decided strategy, only 25 Kbytes are sent to the
Data Acquisition network, where more elaborated
calculations are realized. The results allow the
operator to set the following shot. In a next future,
they will be sent back to the control network, so as
to make the setting automatic.



5. CONCLUSION
No further important developments of automata

are expected on Tore Supra in the future since all
sub-systems have been provided. Only specific
limited realizations are contemplated.

However, a significant evolution of the concepts
in those applications occured since the Tore Supra
Control Computer System was designed in 1983.
The next few years will be devoted to improve the
existing system with a particular emphasis upon
conviviality and standardization.
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ARC POWER SUPPLIES FOR THE TORE SUPRA ION SOURCES : WHOLE RANGE CURRENT
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The fast regulation adopted in the high current generators (3000 A DC) for the ion sources of the Tore
Supra neutral beam injectors is presented. It deals with a broad bandwidth (0-80 kHz) power injection
(10 KW), which compensates current or voltage fast changes on the charge, whatever its value. This
"active filter" allows to minimize the generator inductances and capacitances.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ion sources for the 6 neutral beam injectors
for T.S.1 should run discharges up to 3000 A in

order to yield 40 A with high proton mix (H+ or

D-*- à 80 %). Arc regimes with greater power
efficiency are possible with less proton contents.

The six power supplies (P.S.) have been

dimensioned for the highest current, with a duty
cycle 210 sec./420 sec. They are fed by a primary

20 kV three phases grid and protected by a

common circuit breaker (Rg. 1). This latter can be

activated by the usual protecting system of each
one of the P.S.

The supply features are the following ones :

I m O to 3000 A DC ; V = O to 200 V DC ; both
polarities floating (± 200 V vs the ground) ; I or V
regulation within 5 % between 200 and 3000 A or
13 and 200 V. This means Al/lnominal or
AV/VnominaU±310-3.

Rise time from zero to Vnominal or !nominal :

-40 ms.
The regulation has to cope with :
a) the changes on the 20 KV grid (AV/V up to

20% in few seconds, plus 3 % at 100 Hz in the

worst case).
b) the ripple of the 12-phases thyristor rectifier

(.< 100 V peak to peak).

c) the changes of the load. As an example, the
source apparent resistance varies from 120 Slat
zero current down to about 60 mQ at full current.

When a breakdown occurs into the ion source, a

thyristor crow-bars the P.S. in less than 1 ms. I or V
can be restored in 50 ms, if asked.

The power supplies have been commissioned
up to 2000 A on a 30 m£2 resistive load (Fig. 6) and

up to 1100 A on the ion sources (Fig. 5).

L I 1 I I 1
IL IL IL IL JL

200 V
3000 A

Ae.

(4)
.Jg).
&tjf

I I I I I I I I I I

0 20 kV circuit breaker
@ manual 20 k V section switch
(3) arc power supply
@ crow-bar
(f) variable load (ion source)

FIGURE 1
Layout of the power circuit

2. PARALLEL ACTIVE FILTER AND CURRENT

GENERATOR
2.1. The parallel active filter
The block scheme of the P.S. is shown in Fig. 2.
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power supply rectifier
(20OV. 300OA OC)
active filter additional generator
(SOV, 20OA DC)

crow-bar

load : Rrion source; R1-60.fi

passive filter : L-0.270 mH
C-60mF (also decoupling capacitor)
R-75mfl (also injection resistor)

parallel active filter and current generator

regulation loops : (A) fast loop

(B) slow loop

FIGURE 2
Power supply layout

Large series inductance (1 to 10 mH) in parallel
with a capacitor bank could perform the requested
regulation apart from the P.S. fast dynamics, since
the bandwidth would be limited to about 10 Hz.

Moreover it would be penalizing for both weight

and P.S. size, as well as for the rectifying bridge
and the crow-bar thyristors.

The adopted new solution consists in injecting
power on the load via a 75 m£ resistor (R), parallel

connected and decoupled from the main power
circuit by a 60 mF capacitor (C). Any fast changes of
I or V, namely the 600 Hz ripple, are, in this way,

compensated.
The slow and important variations of the primary

grid voltage are made up for by the thyristors of the
double exaphase bridge rectifiers.

The 0.3 mH series inductance (L) and the RC
parallel branch of the active filter act as a low-pass
linear filter with a cut-off frequency of 40 Hz, which
attenuates 15 times the 600 Hz ripple. The active
filter regulation loop has a gain of 40 dB (48 dB is

possible) in the 60 Hz - 1 kHz range (attenuation :
20 dB/decade, beyond). Therefore, the voltage loop
bandwidth goes from DC to 80 kHz (Fig. 3). Actually,
in the most stringent conditions the ripple can be
reduced to about 80-'!OO mV, which means a
precision better than 1O-3. These performances are
independent of the load. As a matter of fact, the

output impedance of the P.S. is nearly constant
since the value of the injection resistor of the
parallel filter (75 mQ) has been chosen close to that
of the smallest load (60 mQ),

1.103 10.103 100.103

40 600 eobo
frequency (Hz)

FIGURE 3
Regulation Loops Bode diagram

The active filter is fed by an additional power
supply (200 A DC, 50 V DC), whose polarity can be
reversed on the injection resistor by means of two
transistor stacks, push-pull configurated, TR1 and
TR2 (Fig. 2) (transistors 2N3773 15OV, 16 A.
150 W ; 73 x 2 transistors in parallel per stack).

The current delivered by the active filter
therefore compensates ± 6.5 % of the nominal
current (3000 A), with a precision in the range of
0.1 % (Fig. 4).
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FIGURE 4
Ripple compensation by the active filter

The V or I regulation is selected, depending on
whether the settled voltage or that corresponding to
the settled current is the lowest

Fig. 5 shows an example of regulated ion source
current.
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FIGURES
Regulated arc current of the ion source

(apparent load resistance =• 90 mS2)

2.2. The current generator
The feedback loops must be active during the

fast linear ramps (60 A/ms) in order to be correctly
locked at the end of the transients. For this purpose,
a current up to 60 A is forced through the P.S. at
zero voltage, so that the rectifier thyristors are
always correctly conducting. This is obtained by
connecting the negative pole of the active filter
generator to the positive output of the main P.S. via
a transistor stack (TR3 on Fig. 2) (transistors
MJ 15025 250 V, 16 A, 250 W ; 73 transistors in
parallel x 2 in series).

When the crow-bar is fired, both the current
generator and the active filter speed up the crow-
bar switch-off, since they make the current flow into
the crow-bar thyristor in opposition to that of the P.S.

3. THECROW-BAR
The crow-bar (C.B.) is installed on the ion

source, SO m away from the P.S. It consists in a
"SCR" thyristor in series with a diode (TH1 and D1
on Fig. 2). Both can withstand 18 kA during 100 ms,
consistent with the time evolution of the short-circuit
current If the C.B. current lasts more than 50 ms, the
20 kV circuit breaker is switched-off.

The C.B. is fired 800 u,s after the source anode

voltage has gone lower than a presetted voltage
(15-30 V). This order and the detection of the C.B.
current on the diode D1, independently shift the
bridge from rectifier into inverter operation. The P.S.
is then blocked in a few ms. In 10 ms, the automatic
sequence restoring current of voltage is ready to
start. It is activated only if the C.B. sequence has

correctly gone off (reception of both C.B. firing order
and of the C.B. current signal ; cancellation of the
C.B. current after the P.S. blocking). The dialogue
between the C.B. and the P.S. is made via six
optical links (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6 shows an example of several consecutive
restarting sequences.

IOOOA

FIGURE 6
Crow-bar with automatic restarting sequences

(load 30 mQ.)
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LOGlQRAM © (crow-bar level)

Vt * soute» and» voilage

Vs - threshold voltage (15-30V)

CB - curant in Uw crow-bar branch (voltage on 01 diode)

NCS - crow-bar firings number
MAX - allowed numbor of Cfow-bar swltchlng-on

massages : RECTIFIEn MODE ; INVERTER MCOE ; Va < Vs ; ICB-O ; NCB-MAX
arc logical signals transmitted via. optical links

LOGXaRAM © (powar supply lave»
1.

on
el
fra

FIGURE 7
Dialogue between the crow-bar and the power
supply

the
CO

4. CONCLUSION
The parallel active filter fulfils a performant

regulation all over the P.S. current or voltage range

without using large inductances and capacitor
banks.

In particular, it permits to obtain :
- very low ripple of the rectifiers
- large power fast dynamics (broad bandwith)

whatever the charge, that in our case varies from «>
down to 60 m£2

- transformers and inductors dimensioned only
for the DC RMS current according to the nominal
duty-cycle

- rectifiers and crow-bar dimensioned only for
the nominal P.S. performances since the stored
energy into the capacitances and self-inductances
is minimized.
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The electrostatic energy recovery with positive ions requires two additional power supplies in series with
the main HV supply. In order to protect the recovery system against breakdown damage, a new concept
of power supply is used. It associates a rectifier with a combination of current limiting resistance and
primary control of the power.
A similar concept is presented for large HV power supply (1 MV) for negative ions based neutral beam
injectors.

2.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Tore Supra neutral beam injector1, based

on the concept of the Energy Recovery by
electrostatic deceleration of the unneutralized beam
fraction operates in DZ up to 100 KV, 40A1.

A schematic view of the electrical circuit and of

the electrical potentials applied to the different

components is presented Figure 12.

ftcovxy «Hclrodo

vTSTs. P.P.S.

DISTRIBUTION OF POTENTIALS :

Ion coltoctor

U ion acnUraUon

mutfillitf

FIGURE 1
Schematic view of the electrical circuit

The main features are :
- The ion source is grounded. The neutralizer

being held at the ion beam accelerating negative

voltage V3 (-100KV).
- The suppressor electodes placed on the beam
sides. Negatively biased (V5) with respect to the

neutralizer, they creates an electrical potential

barrier which blocks the neutralizer plasma
electrons. These electrodes are composite to

suppress the primary electrons and to trap the

secondary electron emission.

Then an other voltage Vp more negative than V8

is necessary to minimize the losses due to the

secondary electrons emission.

- The recovery electrode (VR) collects the
decelerated ions.

To bias the electro* the suppressor (P+, P-),

two additional power supplies (V3 = 36KV, 15 A ;
Vp = 12 KV, 2OA) are installed, in case of

breakdowns somewhere in the injector, the

classical fast switch série system (tetrode) is used to

protect the acceleration electrodes ; but as from the
electrical circuit scheme, it is inefficient to protect the
suppressor electrodes. A new surge protection is

envisaged for this circuit part. In the case of a
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breakdown in the suppressor electrodes, the

capacitive energy stored in the HV capacitances of
the power supplies (V3, Vp) is dissipated in a

resistance. In addition a fast primary control is used
to cancel the current in about 500 us.

2. POWERSUPPLYDESIGN
2.1. Main rectifier (Fig. 2)
The power supply (V5, Vp) operates with a ratio

VS/VP a 3. in addition the generators require an

insulating level of 150 KV to the ground, since in

series with the main HV power supply.
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For a time duration of 500 us this additional energy

is generally négligeable in comparison with the
capacitive energy. The tolerated energy, taking into
account the permanent dissipated power (1 KW) is

200 KJ and a large number of breakdowns is
authorized. The insulation level is tested at 220 KV
(50 Hz). The primary windings are connected

through an external 3 phases star point controller to

a 20 KV/1050 V transformer. The star point
controller (Thyristors Graetz bridge) installed on the
open neutral point of the 1 KV transformer regulates

the voltage (1 %). An inductance (1 millihenry)

inserted in the low voltage network regulates the

current (5 %).

2.2. Fast primary switch system (Rg. 3)

Ip 1THP
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THP
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L1
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«
«
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!THRLc ~\iii

C - 30OpF L1 - 70/iH
dl/dT - 2.10s A S'1

FIGURE 3
Fast primary switch system

FIGURE 2
Power supply lay-out

Consequently, the V5 and Vp generators are

installed, with a common primary winding and two

secondary windings, into the same transformer tank,
as well as the diodes rectifiers, the filtering
capacitances (6 H.F and 2 ̂ F values). The

resistance R (40 Q.) is installed in the medium

branch since the nominal current Ip is 5A. It

dissipates the energy from the capacitances
(4.3 KJ) during a breakdown. The short circuit
current contributes also to increase the dissipated
energy in the resistance. This additional energy
depends on the time of action of the primary switch.

The fast switch system is inserted in the primart

current loop. It associates the main thyristors (THP)

with an extinction thyristor (THE) inserted in a LC

circuit. A thyristor (THRL) with diode D is used to
flow the residual current. An auxiliary power supply

charges the C capacitance. In normal operation the

main thyristor (THP) is triggered as the Graetz

bridge thyristors to control the primary current Ip.
The thyristor (THE) is off. During a breakdown,

Fig.4, the thyristor (THE) is on and a half current

wave is generated (I6).
The duration is 0.5 ms. This current additioned

with the main current lp cancels the thyristor current
during the time tq, corresponding to the minimum
extinction time for the thyristor THP. The residual
current I6 is derived in the diode D and the

Vn

bre
po
cap
by t

coin
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freewheel thyristor THRL. After one breakdown
cycle, the C capacitance is charged with the
auxiliary power supply E. A fast switch off time limits
the dissipated energy in the resistance. It
contributes also to limit the overvoltage in the case
of load loss (5 %).

1THP

T « ! i'off i*
,1

500 us ''

FIGURE 4
Typical current characteristics

The low value of the filtering capacitance
permits to recover the voltage in less than 40 ms
(Rg. 5).

3.1 MV CONCEPTUAL POWER SUPPLY

For high energetic neutral injectors using
negative ions acceleration at 1 MV for NET or
1.3MV for ITER, large power supplies will be
developed (20-30 MW).

A different approach is considered for the power
supply concept from the one used in power supplies
for positive ions based neutral beam systems.
These positive ions accelerators handle large
currents (- 50 A) at relatively low voltage (100 KV).
These ions accelerators are protected from damage
by fast series and shunt switches which remove
voltage and divert current in a few microseconds.
Negative accelerators will reach such large
voltages that this type of switching may become
impracticable. However, this fast switching will be
unnecessary because of the greatly increased
accelerator impedance. It should be possible to
protect against breakdown damage by a
combination of current limiting resistance or
snubber and primary control of the power supplies.
The beam current will be fastly switched on and off
via the ion source. A typical scenario in the case of
breakdown is presented on Figure 6. After a fault
detection, the main voltage and the ion source
current are fastly Cancelled. The switch off time of
the voltage is limited by the primary circuit
constraints (~ 500 jis).

O 50ms O 50ms

FIGURES
Voltage characteristics

The maximum frequency of accepted
breakdowns is fixed by the capability of the auxiliary
power supply to regenerate the E voltage on the
capacitance C. The switch off time limitation is fixed
by the thyristors constraints (extinction time tq and
a Jj-4 A/lis).

Seven power supplies of this type have been
commissioned.

1000

R - 1kIJ Vn - 1MV IN = 2OA

(A) VN(MV) t

ffitering capacitance 1uF (50Hz)

1MA

2OA

20 40 60 80
t(ms)

FIGURE 6
Surge protection dynamic

The energy is mainly stored in the filtering
capacitances. The capacitance value is chosen as
low as possible compatible with the ripple. A
medium frequency inverter can be used (1-20 KHz)
and the ion source current is recovered with a low
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dl/dt. Because, the O- accelerator is a multistage
electrostatic accelerator with an average gap
voltaga of 200 KV. The conception of the power
supply is modular with five modules of 200 KV for
1 MV. Dissipative elements (resistance or snubber)
are inserted between the power supply and the
neutral beam injector. The resistance (1 KQ)

contributes to limit the short circuit current and
dissipates the capacitance energy. The primary
inverter controls the power and limits the

overvoltage.

4. CuNCLUSIONS
A new type of highvoltage power supplies has

been commissioned to recover unneutralized D+
ions in neutral beam injectors used for TORE
SUPRA. No HV switches or crowbars are needed. A
resistance of dissipation is used to limit the stored
energy in the accelerator to 10 Joules and a fast
switch off system (0.5 ms) is installed in the primary
of the power supply. Because the filtering
capacitances have low values, the fast switch
contributes to limit the overvoltage. The recovery
time is 40 ms. This concept can be extrapolated to a
1 MV-20A power supply for NET neutral beam
injectors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Tore Supra Lower Hybrid current drive

system has been described in1. It has been

designed in order to drive the current of Tore Supra
(1.7 MA) for long pulses up to 210 s. To reach such

a goal it has been necessary to install sixteen

500 KW CW klystrons type TH 2103 working at

3.7 GHz which are feeding 2 antennae made of
16 vacuum windows at the input, set in 2

horizontal rows noted H and B1 and 128

waveguides at the output facing the plasma in 4
rows of 32. The link between the klystrons and the
antennae is realized with 16 pressurized, water

cooled, partly oversized transmission lines. The
transmitter is completely assembled since the end
of 87. The first half of the transmitter has been

checked at the middle of 88 and has been joined to

one antenna at the end of 88. The first operation

on Tore Supra has been performed at the

beginning of 89. Since the beginning of 1990 the 2

antennae have been set up on Tore Supra and
linked to the 16 klystrons. The total amount of
incident power which has been reached is 4 MW at

the klystron output for pulses length of 2 s with the
2 antennae. Pulses length of 10s have been
performed at a lower incident power of 2.7 MW. The

klystrons which are not protected by circulators can

withstand the reflected power during plasma shot.

The aim of the present paper is to give the
results of the main tests which have been done on

each part of the system. First it will begin with the
tests of the transmitter, then of the line and finally of
the antennae. It will be followed by a succinct

description of the measurement and the data

acquisition system. As a conclusion, some results
are given concerning the coupling of the power and

the efficiency of the current drive on Tore Supra
performed up to now.

2. THETRANSMITTER
As explained in2 the transmitter is totally driven

by the use of computer. Each module of 4 klystrons

which are supplied by one DC unit has been tested
successfully at full power on four 500 kW CW

water loads for 2 different regimes. The first one is

to condition the antennae. As described in3 the
conditioning is realized by pulsating the power
10ms every 10O ms. This duty cycle is imposed

by the fact that the VSWR when the antenna is
radiating on vacuum is high and that the klystrons

are not protected with isolators. The second one is

when the system is operating on Tore Supra shots

with plasma. For this purpose the transmitter has
been tested at 500 kW per klystron for pulses

length of 60 s.

The phase and amplitude loops have then been

gauged in order to have a dynamic of 20 dB for the

amplitude and 360 degrees for the phase. The

regulation accuracy for the 2 previous parameters
have been measured and found respectively better

than 3 % and 3 degrees at the klystrons output.

On figure 1 the measured phase shift between the

output of two neighbouring antenna module on a

same row is compared to the programmed one.
On figure 2 the measured amplitude is

compared with the set point. The straight line is
taking into account the measured average
transmission efficiency of the transmission line
which is 94 %.
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FIGURE 1
Measured incident phase versus its programmed
values for the klystrons
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FIGURE 2
Measured total incident power versus its
programmed value for the klystrons

3. THETRANSMISSIONLlNE
Before the connection of the transmission lines

to the 2 antennae, lower RF tests have been made.

First the VSWR and the attenuation of each
oversized part (R 14) have been measured

depending on the frequency. They have been

found respectively varying from 17 to 32 dB for the
first one and better than 0.5 dB for the second. The
bandwidth Af between each resonance due to

higher order modes has been determined 2.7 to

10 MHz. Due to the thermal expansion a
bandwdith of 0.8 MHz is necessary.
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All the oversized part of each transmission line
have been then tested successfully with full power

500 kW and 60 s pulse length. After that they have
been then linked to the 2 antennae. The

transmission coefficient S12 from the klystron to the

antennae input have been measured. The mean
value is 94 %. The reflexion coefficient 511 of
each line when the antennae are radiating on

vacuum have been observed at the klystrons
outputs. It can be very high due to the different
geometry of the module, it has been found from 6 to

22 dB depending on the line number.

4. THEANTENNAE

Each antenna is made of 2 horizontal rows of 8

modules labeled respectively 1H until BH on the
top row and 1B to SB for the bottom row. Each

module has one input and 8 output waveguides

obtained by using first a 3 dB coupler and then
multijunctions.

4.1. RF measurements
After their installation on Tore Supra, the VSWR

of each module has been measured when the

antennae are radiating on the vacuum. It has been

found that there are 2 different values which are
found to be around 2 dB for the first and around

10 dB for the second. This is explained in4 by the

different geometry of the modules.
4.2. The antennae movement

The antennae can move in front of the plasma at

a higher speed of 10 cm/s on a 30 cm stroke. The

purpose is in the future to set the antennae at the
best matching position. The displacement which is

realized by the use of 2 hydraulic jacks per
antenna, has been tested for the 2 antennae. On
figure 3 the speed is plotted depending on the

proportional gate bias. The forward and the

backward movement are not symmetric due to the
atmospheric pressure. The hydraulic network
necessary for the movement is described in5.
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FIGURE 3
Antenna speed depending on the hydraulic gate
potential bias

4.3. The antennae degassing
The pressure inside the antenna tank is

increasing during RF pulses mainly due to
multipactor breakdown. It is shown in7 that the
degassing speed are respectively
2.5 10'2 Pa.m3/s during conditioning shots of
1.5 MW during 20 s, 5 10~2 Pa.m3/s during shots
on the plasma for an incident power of 0.8 MW
during 2 s. A titanium getter pump has been
installed in order to decrease the pressure inside
the antennae. Its pumping speed has been
measured and found to be 47 m3/s in Hydrogen.
With the titanium pump, for pulses of 2.7 MW
incident power for 2 antennae and 10s pulse
length the pressure is reaching more than 10 mPa
(1Q-4 torr) and is constant after 2 s.

5. THE MEASUREMENT AND .DATA
ACQUISITION SYSTEM
On each antenna made of 16 modules the

amplitude and the phase of the incident and the
reflected waves are measured. The phase is given
by its cosine and its sine measured with a
correlator which takes into account the RF oscillator
feeding 8 klystrons as reference. Therefore the
total number of RF signals is 192 and they are
multiplexed by group of 16 signals.

There are also 3 Langmuir probes, one
position measurement and one pressure gauge. All
these signals are acquired by an INTEL 80386

computer. The system can work locally during the
conditioning regime and connected to the NORSK
computer during plasma shot by an Ethernet
network6- The quickest rate is locally 2.048 ms
(224 Ko/s) between the measurement of 2 values
of the same signal and 32.768 ms during shot on
Tore Supra (speed 14 Ko/s).

6. CONCLUSION : RESULTS DURING PLASMA
EXPERIMENTS
6.1. Determination of the coupling coefficients
They have been determined at the beginning of

89 by feeding one klystron i and by observing the
reflected signals in the neighbouring modules, Sii
and Si, i + 1, the results are given in4. The
experiments have been confirmed at the beginning
of 1990s. The experimental values are in a good
agreement with the theoritical one for Sii
respectively 0.21 and 0.2 and slightly higher for
Si i + 1 : 0.055 and 0.034 for Si i + 1
(ne =3 1011 cm-3).
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Mean reflexion coefficient (a) and reflexion
coefficient on each module depending on the
phase shift between each module



The reflected coefficients on each module when
all the klystrons are supplied have been
determined when the phase between each module
has been changed. It can be observed that the
lowest mean value is obtained when the phase
shift is O degree as predicted by theory and that the
reflected coefficient on the top row H is always
lower than the bottom one B. (Fig. 4). The obtained
lowest main reflexion coefficient of 3 % is very
small.

6.2. Current drive efficiency
Up to now a total incident power of 2.7 MW has

been injected at the output of the 16 klystrons
during Tore Supra shots. For one antenna on

which the RF measurement system is completly
installed 1.4 MW has been injected into the
plasma (incident-reflected power). The mean
reflected power was about 10 % for a density of

= 2 1013 cm-3 the obtained loop voltage decrease is
around 75 % for a total plasma current of 1 MA
(Fig. 5).

can be seen that the response of the antenna is not
flat.
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FIGURE 5
(a) Average reflexion coefficient
(b) Injected power
(c)- Pressure increase in antenna n° 2 for a plasma

shot with 2.7 MW incident power on 2 antenna
Ip = 1 MA, ne = 1019 m-3

(d) Loop voltage

On Fig. 6 where the reflected coefficient of each
module of the upper row H has been plotted
depending on the module number and the time. It

FIGURE 6
Reflexion coefficient at the input of the modules on
the antenna 2 H row

6.3. Conclusion
The Tore Supra Lower Hybrid current drive is

now in operation. The coupling experiments have

been done and have shown that the experimental
values are a little higher than the theoriticâl values.
The total incident power reached up to now is
2.7 MW for 10s pulse length and 4 MW during
2 s.
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An expérimentai programme on RF current drive by Electron Cyclotron (EC) Waves in combination with
Lower Hybrid (LH) Waves is undergoing.
The working frequency will be 110 GHz according to the toroidal magnetic field of 4.5 T, with a total RF
power available at the antennea of the order of 2 MW for pulse width up to 60 s. The system will include
6 gyrotrons with output power of at least 400 KW each ; 6 transmission lines made of circular
waveguides, evacuated and bakable, largely oversized for the HE11 mode and terminated by 6
gatevalves ; 6 antennae located in 3 vertical upper ports of the machine.

1. INTRODUCTION
The long pulse operation in the tokamaks of the

next generation requires an efficient non inductive

current drive which provides also a good current
profile control. EC waves seem appropriate for an
efficient control and optimization of the LH driven

current in a low temperature plasma, as well as for a

central current drive in a hot plasma1. Therefore, a
possible reactor relevant scenario is current drive

by EC waves alone in the plasma core and by EC
combined with LH waves in the outer region of the

plasma.
Then the main objectives of EC experiment on

Tore Supra are the optimization of RF driven current

by a combination of LH and EC waves, and the
study of a possible reactor scenario. Other

secondary objectives are control of MHD

instabilities and plasma start up. For this
experiment, a total RF power of 2 MW at 110 GHz

seems suitable in addition with the existing LH
system2-3.

2. RFSOURCE = GYROTON
For this experiment where large output power

per unit is required at 110 GHz, the gyrotron is the

only possible candidate. TTE is developing such a

tube whose main basic parameters are : frequency
110 GHz, output power 450 to 500 kW, pulsewidth

up to 60 s, efficiency better than 30 %, admissible

VSWR 1.3. The manufacture of one prototype is in
progress. Six tubes of this type will be necessary for

our experiment.

The electron beam of the gyrotrons will be

created by a magnetron injection gun working at a
voltage of 80 kV, the beam current will be adjusted

at 20 A by the modulating anode. The design of the

gun (cathode diameter : 50 mm, velocity ratio : 2,
mirror ratio : 27) will give some flexibility in the

choice of the guiding radius at the cavity, while

maintaining a good velocity spread.

The thermal flux in the cavity wall is known to be
a major problem in the development of high

frequency gyrotrons. The choice of the mode (TE

64) was made taking into account not only the wall
density but also mode separation, its propagation

and conversion into HE11.

The beam will be centered near the second
electric field maximum, where the coupling on the

main mode is high, but low on the competing

modes. A maximum theoretical density of 2 kW/cm2

(experimental : 4 to 5 kW/cm2) has been chosen,
producing a maximum temperature in the copper of

about 30O0C with a theoretical interaction efficiency
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higher than 40 %. In such conditions, pure copper
will not be suitable, the water flow (about 30 m/s in
small pipes surrounding the cavity) being
furthermore very close to the inner surface.
Dispersion strengthened coppers will be necessary
to improve the life time of the tube.

The output horn of the cavity is computed thanks
to a new optimization computer code, which
enables a reduction of a factor 2 to 3 in the length of
tapers and mode converters of classical design.
Nevertheless, the inner diameter of the collector will
be strongly dependent on the achievable length of
this horn.

The collector will be able to dissipate the full
beam power. The magnetic sweeping technique
(TTE patent) will allow the spreading of the electron

beam and limit the power density at about

500 W/cm2.
A critical problem for this tube is the capability of

its window to withstand both high power and long
pulse. The prototype will use a double disk sapphire
window cooled with FC 75, and consequently the
output power will be limited at 350 kW. The
following table summarizes the main parameters of
the prototype :

Parameters

Frequency
Cavity Mode
Output Power

; Mode purity factor
Efficiency

VSWR
Pulse Length
Beam Voltage
Beam Current
Anode voltage

Units

GHz

kW
%
%

Sec
kV
A
kV

Values

110.0
TE64

350
98
30

1.3
60
80
15
27

For the series tubes window, two solutions are
foreseen and both presently studied. The first
solution is the use of cryogenic windows (single
disk of sapphire, liquid nitrogen edge cooled), the
second is the use of a RF compatible valve fast
enough to protect the tube in case of pressure rise
in the torus. In both cases, the waveguide output

diameter will be 63.5 mm.
The required profile of magnetic field and on-

axis strength of 4.3 Teslas in the cavity will be
ensured by 4-coil superconducting magnets.

3. RV. POWER SUPPLIES
Stable operating point of the gyrotrons needs a

ripple of the cathode voltage lower than 100 V
(nearly 10~3). 3 tubes will be fed in parallel by one
HV power unit. In order to obtain such a low value of
ripple, each power supply will include a series
tetrode acting as a voltage regulator (Figure 1). A
fast crowbar will be installed in each P.S. to switch
off in less than 10 us the H.V. in case of trouble in

the tetrode.
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FIGURE 1
Block diagram of the tetrode cabinet

4. MODULATING ANODE SYSTEM
Each tube will have its own modulating anode

device, located in the tube's oil tank. This device will
be used to switch the electron beam and

consequently the RF (Figure 2). The time constant of
the switching on must be relatively short, less than
100 |is, in order to prevent the tube from oscillation

in a wrong mode. The time constant of the switching
off must be shorter, a few us, to protect the tube or
the transmission line in case of trouble such as
breakdown or high reflected power. This device will
allow also the setting up of the output power of the
gyrotron from 20 to 100 % of the nominal value.
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5. TRANSMISSION LINES

6 independent transmission lines will be
developed by TTE, in order to connect the gyrotrons
to the antennae, the total length of each line will be
between 25 and 30 meters (Rgure 3) :

The mode selected for the main part of the lines
is the linearly polarized HE11, propagating in a
cylindrical corrugated waveguide 88.9 mm
diameter. A lot of various components (converter,
polarizer,...) will be required to match the output of
the gyrotron to the selected mode and waveguide.
In order to reduce the length, these components are
20 mm diameter. A list of the main components of
the lines is given in the table 1, with indication of the
typical ohmic and mode conversion losses.

FIGURE 2
Block diagram of the modulating anode system
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converter

polarizer
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converter
taper HE1-]

OC break
arc detector

gyrotron 500KW
TE64

L— cryostat

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of the transmission line



COMPONENTS

CONVERTER
TE64*TE14
CONVERTER
TE 14*TE11
POLARIZER
CONVERTER
TE11*HE11

TAPER TE64
TAPER HE11
MIRRORS

HE11
WAVEGUIDE

BELLOWS
OCBREAK

ANTENNA

DIAMETER

2 cm

2 cm
2 cm

2 cm
S.35-^2 cm
2*8.89 cm

8.89 cm

8.39 cm

6.35 cm

OHMIC
LOSSES

Z3%

3.4%
3.4%

2.3%

0.5%
0.5%.

1%

<1%

1%

MODE
CONVERSION

LOSSES

1%

3%
1%

1%

1%
1%

1%

TABLE 1
Typical losses of the transmission line

The ohmic losses are significant only in the first
part of the lines, therefore this part only will be

cooled.
Due to the fact that the gyrotrons will have to

work either with a cryogenic window or a g ate valve,

the lines will have to be evacuated and bakable. In
case of gatevalves, the pumping system has to be
carefully designed to maintain the pressure bellow

10 -9 Torr in the tube. 2 cases have to be

considered : gas filling before the plasma initiation
and RF induced outgassing of the reduced-section

of the line. 2 additional pumpings are foreseen : the

first one in the reduced-section (St) and the second

one in the oversized-section (Sa). For a realistic gas
filling of the torus of 1Q-2 Pa, an additional pumping

Sa of 100 l/s located at the 2 bends is sufficient if the

pumping speed St above the gyrotron is in excess

of 200 l/s. For the second case, outgassing rate of

the reduced-section part should not exceed
lO-9T.l.s-1.cnr2 on a reasonable pumping speed

Si of 1000 l/s : it is expected that the outgassing

rate will not exceed this value with a strong bake out

of the lines at 30O0C prior to experiments.

The support and the alignment of the straight
corrugated parts of the lines will have to be carefully

made, a flexion of 1 mm for 2 meters or a

disalignment of 0.2° is enough to create one
percent more in mode conversion losses.

Each transmission line will be terminated by a

gatevalve, possibly a cryogenic window, of the

same type as the one developed for the gyrotron.
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6. ANTENNAE
The power will be coupled to the plasma by

6 independent antennae, each fed by one gyrotron.
They will be located in 3 vertical upper ports of the
machine. The body of the antennae will be a

corrugated cylindrical waveguide, 63.5 mm

diameter (Figure 4).

.waveguides

FIGURE 4
Layout of the antenna (poloidal plane)

The gaussian beam radiated by the HE 11 mode

in the antenna will be directed toward the plasma

via two mirrors M1 and M2. The first mirror will be

flat and fixed while the second will be movable in

poloidal and toroidal directions and will focus the

beam at the plasma center with a radius spot of

29 mm. The total deviation angles of the beam in
the poloidal and toroidal directions will be

respectively 45° and 40°. The ohmic losses of these

massive copper mirrors are estimated to be 900
watts for the nominal power, their cooling is then
necessary.

Each antenna will be able to launch the RF
beam either in the ordinary (O) or the extraordinary

(X) mode, the direction of the electric field being

fixed by the polarizer of the transmission line. In
case the X mode will not be well transmitted through
the layers co = coc or o> = 2coc an alternative solution

is to launch the O mode and to convert it into the-X
mode by a corrugated mirror M2.
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7. FUTUREPROSPECTS

Prototypes of the gyro*con and transmission line

will be delivered and tested in 1991. The 6
gyrotrons and transmission lines are planned to be
delivered from 1992 till the beginning of 1993. In

1993, the overall system is expected to work on

Tore Supra.
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The main feature of this cable in conduit design is to separate the manufacture of the full length of the
steel conduit (400 m) and of the cable in order to minimize the industrial risk and consequently the cost.
A circular cross section for that cable seems to be the most suitable for that purpose :
- axisymmetric cabling with full transposition of strands,
- cable behaviour independent of the field orientation,
- less deformation of subcables,
- cross section remains circular when the cable is under tension and makes the slippage of the cable in

the conduit easier,
- butt welding of S m long tubes forming the conduit becomes simpler.

The square external shape allows to minimize the amount of insulating material and consequently
improves the overall current density of the coil.

This conductor is aimed to large poloidal field coils for NET which do not require high field and in that
case NbTi seems to be the best choice with regard to reliability and cost but NbaSn could be used as
well. Stainless steel ribbons are inserted between subcables in order to reduce losses induced by the
rapid field changes and also to improve the mechanical behaviour of the cable.

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of this conductor was presented at
the 15th SOFT and the development work initiated

at the beginning of 1989 at DOUR (Belgium) with

the following objectives :
- to demonstrate the feasability of this design by

manufacturing 50 m of conductor,
- to assess the layout of an industrial production
line and the cost per unit of length.

In addition to this development programme the

manufacture of samples of 15 RA conductor for the
poloidal field coil (EHS) of TORE SUPRA (see the
relevant paper presented at this conference) using

the same design has been launched after the
manufacturing processes of the 40 kA conductor
were qualified.

Straight samples made of NbTi and NbaSn are
scheduled to be tested in FENIX in order to check
the achieved critical current.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONDUCTOR
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

2.1. Cabling :
The cable consists of 6 triangular shaped cross

section subcables twisted around an axis (which
was originally a central tube). Each subcable
consists of 6 triplets twisted around a cupronickel
sheathed copper wire. The choice of a diameter as
large as 1.9 mm for the basic NbTi wire results from
cost and cable stiffness consideration.

2.2. Twist pitches and intermediate compaction
ratios of the subcable :

Combinations of these parameters have been .
widely investigated and some !imitations have
been pointed out after examination of samples :
- high compaction of the triplet gives
unacceptable deformation of the wire when it is
assembled to form the subcable,
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- compaction performed only at the last
manufacturing step shows that only the wires
located at the periphery are compacted while those
located closer to the axis remain undeformed,
- twist pitch shorter than 10 times the diameter of
the wire or of the triplet is not practicable.

After some iterations a compromise has been
found between the different twist pitches and
compaction ratios in order to get a subcable with a
regular external shape (good matching between
the twist pitches of the triplets and of the subcable)
and an even distribution of the compaction
according to the imposed conditions of void fraction
and wetted perimeter.

All this information is gathered in table 1 and

Fig. 1.
2.3. Subcables and spacers assembly :
After calibration tha subcables are assembled

on a large cabling machine equipped with :
- a big rotating wheel supporting 6 reels in which
are stored the subcables and a guiding system
dedicated to keep the subcable in the right position
when it reaches the meeting point, 6 small reels
and an adjustable guiding system for the storage
and the positioning of the steel spacers ;
- a pulling system with a caterpillar to resist the
torque due to the twist of the cable ;
- a rotating set of reels to wind the two steel strips

around the cable ; the purpose of this bandage is to
hoop the cable and to keep it always in
compression, to compensate the residual torque of
the cable and to protect the cable during its slipping

into the steel jacket ;

- a hammering device to give a slight swagging
over the steel strips in order to get a finished cable
that is quite smooth, well calibrated and straight
without any residual torque.

When the whole cabling machine is well
trimmed the central tube plays no role and we have
consequently decided to remove it.

This new structure of cable without inner tube is
highly beneficial for the design and installation of
helium inlets. It has also been shown
experimentally that the overall pressure drop
decreases significantly.

2.4, Manufacturing and testing of the steel
jacket :

One of the main feature of this conductor design
is its ability to allow quite severe testing of the
jacket before the cable is slipped in.

The jacket is made out of hot drawn hollow tube
with a circular central hole and an external square
shape.

Cold drawing processes have been developed
by DOUR METAL in order to obtain :
- good centering of the circular hole with respect
to the external square shape ; differences in wall
thicknesses are now lower than 0.2 mm over length
of 4 m and circularity of the central hole after the
final cold drawing remains unchanged

PRE SHAPED-CONDUCTOR IN CONDUIT

Nb Tl STRAND
ciiam 1.90 mm NbTi 30%

TRIPLET
twist pitch 29 mm

PETAL

6 triplets around 1 Cu-CuNi
core twist pitch 106 mm
a rolling mill gives the petal

section

CABLE
6 petals and 6 stainless steel
spacers surrounded by a ribbon
twist pitch 340 mm

insertion of the cable into
the stainless steel jacket
on the full length

\_030

co-drawing around
the overall cable length
of the stainless steel jacket



TABLE 1 : Main characteristic of the 15 KA and 40 KA conductors
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cabling parameters

Diameters and twjsipJtcbfiS (nun)
wire
triplet
subcable
cable

Measured cross section (mm2)
wires
other components
helium

Wetted perimeter of fte, wires (mm)

* of the surface side the steel bandage
** of the total perimeter of the wires.

15kA

1.9

5.2
16.5

104.9
29.72
76.6

132.55

55
166

- 49.66% *
- 14.07% *
- 36.27% '

- 60.84% "

4OkA

1.9
3.86
9.5

30

325.03
102.82
249.93

395.9

29
106
340

- 47.95% *
15.17% *

- 36.88% *

- 59.56% "

- automatic orbital butt welding has been
successfully tested : the weld is fully penetrated

and perfectly tight. The internal surface of the tube

is quite smooth and does not require additional
machining (the small excrescence which is the
proof of the full penetration of the weld is repelled

during the last drawing). • •
2.5. Slipping in and final drawing :
Slipping in and final compaction of the cable

inside the jacket have been carried out many times

with conductors of different sizes and shapes. The

most representative slip test has been carried out
on a 400 m long cable pulled into a circular tube of

the same length. The test was performed

successfully and the friction coefficient was lower
than 0.4.

The aim of the final drawing of the jacket is to
eliminate all clearance between jacket and cable
and to keep it under compression. The required

ratio of compaction is assessed by the radial

stiffness of the cable and Laplace's force ; a

calculation code developed for that purpose gives
a maximum displacement of 0.2 mm. Due to the

uncertainty attached to the assessment of the

equivalent Young's modulus of the cable, the

composition ratio applied onto the cable is about
twice that calculated (with NbTi there is no risk of
degradation of the critical current).

FIGURE 1
Identification of the surfaces analysed and reported

in Table I.
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2.6. Electrical connections of the test samples :
The electrical connections will use all the

development work performed on the electrical
connections between the double pancakes of the
superconducting poloidal field coil for Tore Supra.

Assembly of the joint is described schematically
in fig. 3 :
- after removing the steel jacket over 500 mm, the
subcables are untwisted and straightened over
400 mm with a set of rolls ;
- the CuNi copper central wire removed and each
subcable is compacted into a rectangular shape ;
- soldering is carried out separately for each set of
subcable inside a mould ;
- a thin steel grooved structure is then slipped
between the soldered subcables and attached by
point welding to both upper and lower steel
grooved covers ;
- the whole junction is encased in a fully welded '
steel box ;
- the lower part of the junction is provided with an
helium inlet. The helium returns through the
grooves arranged in the junction area then along
the conductor ;
- steel clamps are evenly distributed along the
sample in order to resist the electromagnetic force.

2.7. Description of the 1.9 mm NbTi wires :
The wire is made of bundles of filaments. Each

bundle consists of 499 filaments surrounded by a
CuNi shell. The bundles are located in a copper
matrix in order to keep the overall thermal
conductivity of the wire at a high value

- diameter of the filaments 5.2 urn
- number of bundles 78
- volume fractions : NbTi 0.29

Copper 0.43
CuNi 0.28

3 HYDRAULICTESTS
Hydraulic tests have been performed on 15 kA

and 40 kA conductors of different lengths and on
some samples, central tube was removed. The fluid
used was the air at room temperature. The

experimental conditions were chosen in such a
way that the velocity of the air was lower than
120 m/s to keep the fluid in the incompressible
regime but enough large to have a flow out with the
largest possible Reynold's number. The
measurements are reported in the Fig. 2.

These curves point out that at low velocity the
relationship between pressure drop and the square
of the velocity is linear that means that the
Reynold's number does not influence the flow out
of the air and that the similarity relationship
between incompressible fluids can be used. For the
15 kA conductor the pressure drop calculated from
these measurements for an helium flow rate of
2 g/s at 5 K and a pressure of 7 bar are :
AP/m = 245 Pa with central tube
AP/m = 68 Pa without central tube.

In addition to the pressure drop measurements
local velocity distribution carried out with a hot thin
wire has pointed out that the flowrate is distributed
as follows :

with central tube :
48 % in the tube
52 % in the annular space

without central tube :
79 % in the central space
21 % in the annular space.
AH these measurements support our decision to

remove the central tube.

0.12
AP

0.1

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

'with caniral tube

without central tube

20 40
C2 <m/s>2

60

FIGURE 2
Hydraulic test of a 15kA conductor sample
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Subcabje attached onto a arid with small
steel wire and locally tin soldered in order
to achieve a rigid, structure able to support
the electromagnetic forces. •

Detail 3

Scale : 0,020

SKETCH OF ELECTRICAL CONNEXION ASSEMBlY
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DESIGN MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLY OF A SUPERCONDUCTING PF COIL FOR TORE SUPRA
AS A STEP FOR NET - PF COILS

A. TOROSSIAN1 D. BESSETTE. B. BERTRAND, G. BON MARDION, D. CIAZYNSKI, P. DECOOL.
J.L DUCHATEAU, B. JAGER, P. LIBEYRE, G. MAYAUX, C. PORTAFAIX, L TAVIAN. B. TURCK

Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion
Département de Recherche sur la Fusion Contrôlée -13108 Saint Paul lez Durance - France

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Aim of the coil

The objective of this coil is to demonstrate that a
superconducting PF coil can operate in a tokamak

environment with the rapid field variations due to

start up, control and disruptions and to confirm on a

fairly large scale the coil construction.
1.2. Operation of the coil "EHS"
The coil "EHS" will be operated together with 5

normal conducting EF-coils which have water
cooled copper conductors (Fig. 1). The tokamak

discharge will be initiated by a high voltage charge-

up of the poloïdal field coil system with 20 KV initial

voltage and a current rise up to I - 12 kA in 1 -2s.
The normal operation of the coil should give a

minimum field of 1.75 T, The needed conductor

current is about 15 KA at 4.2 K. The conductor
layout has envisaged to ensure the 15 kA operation

at 5 T1 looking to the higher requirements of NET.

1.3. Relevance for net
As indicated in Table 1, some main data of the

TORE SUPRA coil are similar to those for NET,

some others look different, but will still be relevant.

1.4. Evaluation of the operational experience
One of the main goals is to prove the design

principles, the choice of the components and the

fabrication technics in a real tokamak environment.
The large number of cycles in real conditions of
electromagnetic and mechanical constraints that

will be imposed to the EHS coil, makes TORE
SUPRA, while in operation, the best test stand of
qualification to prepare NET design.

FlGURE 1
Poloidal field coil arrangement of Tore Supra

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE COIL "EHS"
The design of the coil is based on the present

state of the technology of the big size
superconducting NbTi coils. It takes into account the

severe space limitation problem coming from TORE

SUPRA and the possible extention of that design to
manufacture three additional external poloidal field
COiIs(FH, FB1EB). Rg. 1.

The winding is enclosed in a cryostat and
protected against radiation by a 80 K shield.
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1(KA)

J(106/Vm2)
Bmax(T)
Bstartup(T/s)
Plasma control position

BfO
f (Hz)

Plasma disruption
AB(T)

i (ms)
Umax(kV)
Mean coil radus (m)

TORE SUPRA

(copper)

8.8

21.8
1.75
3.5

0.024
10

0.15
10
23
3.77

(super
conducting)

15

26
1.75
3.5

0.024
10

0.15
10
23
3.91

NET

(super
conducting)

40

26
5.5-10

1.5

0.06
0.25

?
?

23
10

TABLE 1
Comparison of coil parameters

current leads with a radius of curvature as small as
possible in order to save room. In this regard the
square shaped conductor which has no preferential
bending direction presents noticeable advantage.

Finite elements calculation have pointed out that
the most loaded conductors were those located on
the inner and outer bore, at the level of the
supporting candlestick. The clamping system has
consequently been redesigned in order to flatten
down trie stress distribution. In these conditions
maximum stresses do not exceed :

130 MPa in the stainless steel
29 MPa in compression in the glass epoxy
2 MPa in shear in the glass epoxy.

in the most severe conditions the calculated
deformation remains smaller than 3 mm.

2.1. Winding
The winding consists of six double pancakes of

eight turns each. The total number of turns is 96 and
the length of conductor needed to wind a double
pancake 400 m.

Electrical insulation between turns is provided
by 3 layers of glass fiber tape and the insulation

versus ground by seven layers of glass/kap-
ton/glasstape with an overall thickness of 7.3 mm.

The whole coil is vacuum impregnated with
epoxy resin. This technology is conventionally used

in large PF coils operating at room temperature but
for coils operating at cryogenic temperature
additional tests have to be performed. For the coil

EHS we will rely on the experience gained by KFK
in the design, test and manufacture of the POLO
model coil. We will also use in EHS all the
components like insulating breaks and sensors
which have been developed by KFK (see the
relevant paper presented in this conference).

The helium inlets are located on the inner radius
of the winding in such a way that an anomalous
increase of temperature of the electrical connection
could not affect the normal operation of the winding.

Of course during the cool down phase from
room temperature to 80 K, the helium flow is
reversed in order to have an hooping effect.

All the inlet and outlet tubes are discoupled from
the winding by insulating breaks. The two
conductors which leave the winding have to be bent
in the vertical direction to be connected to the

FIGURE 2
Layout of connection aera

Electrical connections
The electrical connections between double

pancakes and between terminations and current
leads are the most sensitive parts of the coil. Also
independently of the mock up which will be carried



out by the coil manufacturer we have decided to
build a test stand and to check the feasability of the
solution we propose before to launch the call for
tender.

The cable termination (interface between coil
and current lead) is situated in a vertical dôme
which is a part of the vacuum vessel of the coil. Two

flexible short sections located between the current
leads and the winding allow small displacement
between the components attached to the dôme and

those fixed on the winding.

current leads

deformabls section
of the wires

electrical connections -~ '

insulating tube

conductor

high voltage
vacuum tight—,

insulator

winding

FIGURES
Junction between conductor and current lead

2.2. Conductor

The cable in conduit conductor design was

presented at the previous SOFT together with the
40 KA conductor. The status of the development of
both 15 KA and 40 KA conductors is reported in this

conference.
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Fig. 4 shows the cross section of the conductor in
which the absence of the central tube is noticeable.
The basic wire is the same as the one used for the
40 KA cable. This wire is wound around a Cu Ni

sheathed central wire then shaped through a die.

6 of such a subcable are assembled to form the
cable. Feasability of this 15 KA conductor has been

demonstrated by DOUR METAL. The

measurements performed on samples are reported
in the paper dealing with the 40 kA conductor.

The finished square conductor dimensions are

21.6 mm bare and 24 mm with the external

insulation. The overall current density in the coil
reaches 26.1O6 A/m2.

24

, 21.6

« 017 ,
insulation

T

stainless steel spacer
1.9 baste strand 4x0.5mm

stainless steel LCu.CuM core
wrapping 0.25

FIGURE 4

Cross section of the 15 kA conductor

2.3. Shield

The shield is manufactured with panels welded
on edge then inflated to provide space for fluid
circulation. Point welds evenly distributed on the
surface of the panels help to support the pressure



during the inflation process. This design allows to

operate with a very small pressure drop.
Electrical break is arranged in the loop to

prevent a short-circuit. The shield is delivered in two

U shaped halves with separate covers and
assembled on site after a careful! leak test.

2.4, Cryostat
The cryostat consists of 2 rings, 2 flanges and

one electrical break to prevent to close the loop. All
the components are assembled around the winding

by welding.

2.5. Dôme
in the dôme are concentrated most of the compo-

nents of the refrigerating plant : current leads, cold

circulating pump, heat exchanger, valves, etc.

The Dome, once fully equipped and
instrumented, will be tested and put into operation

separately long before its final installation on the

coil.
2.6. Candlestick supports
A candlestick suport is shown in the Fig.5.

A system of blades is interposed between the
winding and the support in order to make the link
flexible. The same design is used for supporting the

shield. The axe located at the upper part of the

support is blocked when the coil is cold.

Ha outlet 30OK

FIGURE 5
Coils supporting structure

3. CRYOGENICSYSTEM

The cooling system is designed to use

supercritical helium as well as two phase helium.
The helium is circulated by a newly developed cold

pump located in a reservoir which is fed with liquid

helium from an external tank. The heat removed

from the coil is transferred to the liquid helium bath
through an heat exchanger. In the case of operation

with supercritical helium the cooling loop is
designed to be connected to the cooling circuit of
the casings of the TF coils of TORE SUPRA and the
cold pump could be then stopped. The winding heat

load is estimated to be less than 100 W on an
average for a full cycle of 240 s.

The cooling system is provided with a special

cooler which produces helium at variable
temperature through a LNa heat exchanger at a
pressure of 0.5 MPa. This cooler is also used to

cool down and to maintain the shield at 80 K.

4 ELECTRICALCIRCUlTADAPTATION

The poloidal field system of TORE SUPRA,

consists of 9 coils, electrically connected in parallel

and coupled magnetically by an iron core. A main
four quadrant converter, GO, feeds all the coils in

parallel (see Fig. 6).

FIGURE 6
Simplified diagram of the poloidal field D. C. circuit
(GO, GIh ... GIb are nine four quadrant thyristor
converters).
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The electrical and simplified scheme of the EHS
.coil circuit, is a loop in which, the EHS coil is in
series with the converters GO and G3h. In case of a
quench of the EHS coil, the GO and G3h,
converters are put in inverter mode in order to
extract the magnetic energy stored in the EHS coil.
In case of simultaneous fault on converter and on
the coil, the converters are disconnected from the
network, by opening the 63 KV breakers. In the case

of a conventional EH coil (upper coil), the current
decreases thanks to the "self" resistance of the coil,
and the energy is dissipated in the coil itself, with a
time constant of about 3 seconds.

On the contrary, the superconductive coil EHS
needs the installation of external series resistor,
inserted in circuit only in case of fault on the
converters, in order to dump the energy in an
external resistor.

to tow
pressure
1,05 bar
30Ok

From TORE SUPRA
4K

Auxiliary
cold box

8OK
to low pressure
1,05 bar 300 K

12 coil
supports

COIL
6 double pancakes
8 turns/pancake

FIGURE 7
Simplified diagram of the refrigeration loop
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IMPACT OF THE POLOIDAL FIELD SYSTEM DESIGN ON THE NETOPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY

J.M ANE, J.P ALLIBERT, P. HERTOUT, N. MITCHELL', A. PORTONE*. D. ROBINSON*

* The NET Team
Max Planck Institut Fuer Plasma physik
Boltzmannstrasse 2
D 8046 Garching bei Muenchen FRG

Association EURATOM-CEA sur Ia Fusion - Département de Recherches sur la Fusion Contrôlée
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache
13108 - Saint Paul lez Durance - France

1. INTRODUCTION

A scan of the present empirical energy

confinement time scaling laws shows that the
requirements for plasma current necessary to drive

a R ~ 6 m , A~3 machine to ignition falls into the

ranges :
17-22 MA for Hmode confinement,
30-40 MA for downgraded confinement.

For the NET machine a 22 MA reference plasma flat
top current has been chosen for the physics phase.

To increase the capacity of the machine to cope

with the physics uncertainties 25 and 28 MA plasma
burn currents are envisionned. To assess the

impact of the polcidal field system limits on the NET

operational flexibility more than 400 plasma

equilibria have been computed with the CEPS,
LACKNER and PROTEUS codes and a scan of the
operational j}p, Ij window for the 22, 25 and 28 MA

plasma scenarios has been done. Safety factor
profiles are first reviewed to check the MHD stability
of the equilibria. Then the present limits of the

poloidal field system are described and the critical

phases of the plasma scenarios where these limits
are met are found. Fluxes available for plasma burn

are computed and a method is presented to derive

the time scale from a sequence of plasma equilibria
snapshots. Voltages across PF coils terminals and

the power driven from the network can be infered
from this time scale. Enhancement with respect to
the present poloidal field system design to achieve
flexibility in pp, I; for 25 and 28 MA scenarios is

finaiy assessed.

11500

PTO6

FIGURE 1
NET cross section
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2. PWSMA SCENARIOS DERIVATION
Plasma scenarios are derived from a sequence

of plasma equilibrium snapshots. Three codes are

used to compute plasma equilibria : CEPS1

LACKNER2 and PROTEUS3. Both CEPS and

PROTEUS are finite element codes with direct (PFC

currents specified) and inverse versions (plasma
boundary specified). In CEPS the y s O boundary

condition at infinite is taken into account by a rough

meshing between 30 and 100 m. In PROTEUS the

problem is consistently treated by boundary
solution procedures. CEPS and PROTEUS have

been cross checked. A very dense meshing of the

PF coils region has been done in CEPS so that

maximum magnetic field can be computed with a
sufficient precision. From a POYNTING analysis of

the poloidal field energy conservation a time scale

is derived from a sequence of CEPS equilibria4. A
PROTEUS evolutive version with imposed current

profiles is used to compute eddy currents in passive

structures and consistent equilibrium currents

during ramp up. When the inverse versions of the
codes are run, two types of equilibrium are

computed : for "unconstrained" equilibria the

currents in the PF coils are allowed to vary freely ;
for "constrained" equilibria the current in PFC4 is

always equal to zero and the currents in PFCl and

PFC2 are equal.

3. 'SAFETY FACTORS DURING PLASMA BURN
A systematic scan of the pp, Ij operational

window (pp 0.4 -» 0.8 ; I; 0.55 -» 0.75) at Start Of

Burn (SOB) and End OF Burn (EOB) for

Ip = 22, 25 and 28 MA has been done.
Safety factors at ttie~95"% flux surface and at the

magnetic axis are plotted on figures 2 and 3. For

Ip = 25 and 28 MA qv« is smaller than 3 and Qv0 is
smaller than 1 for Ij > 0.65.

During the ignition study phase 104 discharges

are planned and 500 disruptions at nominal

parameters are allowed ; the total number of
discharges with critical safety factors at 25 and

28 MA should be kept low in order to limit the
disruption rate to the required level.

3.0

Bp 0.4 -» 0.8

0.55 0.65 0.75

FIGURE 2

Safety factor at the V = 0.95 surface

0.7
0.55 0.65 0.75

FIGURES
Safety factor at the magnetic axis



4. LIMfTS ON THE POLOIDAL FIELD COILS
At the present stage of the detailed design

activity some options have been taken for the PF
coils :
- Nba Sn wind and react superconductors are
used for the central solenoid and the divertor coil

(PFCSonfig. 1).

- The external equilibrium field coils PFC6 and
PFC7 which experience smaller magnetic fields are

made from Nb Ti superconductors.
- The maximum allowable magnetic field-current
products for the Nba Sn 40 KA superconductor are

500 kAT ; the maximum allowable field is 13,5 T.

- The eight coils of the central solenoid (PFC 1,

PFC2, PFC3, PFC4) include 550 turns ; the number

of turns of the other PF coils are :

PFC5 ~ 480 turns ; PFC6 - 350 turns ;

PFC7 - 220 turns.
- The maximum hoop force each coil of the central

solenoid can resist is 240 MN red'1. The vertical

outward force on one half of the central solenoid
has to be smaller than 120 MN.
- The maximum voltage allowable across the

terminals of a PF coil in normal conditions is 20 kV.

5. MAXIMUM FIELDS AND CURRENTS IN

POLOIDAL FIELD COILS

- Reverse Bias : maximum flux at Reverse Bias is

limited by Bmax = 13.5 T with Imax = 20 MA in one
coil of the central solenoid.

- Start Of Flat Top (SOFT) : there are no limits on

fields, currents for 22 and 25 MA SOFT. A purely
inductive ramp up to 28 MA SOFT is only possible
for I; = 0.55 for Cejima = 0.4s. For Ij = 0.65 and 0.75 a
I.B limit on the central solenoid is reached at

SOFT.For the constrained 28 MA SOFT with a
50 Wb flux saving during ramp up, current and field
in the divertor coil can reach critical values (30 MA,

13.5T). For Ij = 0.55 but are within the limits for
Ii = 0.65 and 0.75.

For the unconstrained 28 MA SOFT limits on

currents and fields are not reached.
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- Start Of Burn (SOB) : For 22 and 25 MA SOB
equilibria there are no limits on fields and currents
in PF coils. For the constrained 28 MA SOB with a

50 Wb flux saving during ramp up current limits are
overpassed in the divertor and equilibrium fields
coils in almost all the Pp, Ij operational window. For

the same unconstrained equilibria the currents in
PF coils remain within the limits.
- End Of Burn (EOB) : Minimum flux at the end of

burn is limited by maximum I.B and maximum hoop

force in the central solenoid. Current limits are
reached in the equilibrium field coils for the
constrained equilibrium but not for the

unconstrained equilibrium.

6. FORCES ON THE CENTRAL SOLENOID
Forces on the PF coils should not be a limit to

the flexibility of the machine ; where space is
available addition of structural material can reduce

the level of mechanical strain.
Hoop forces at Reverse Bias and End Of Burn :

Reverse Bias and End Of Burn are almost

symetrical configurations. Maximum hoop forces on
a coil of the central solenoid is between 200 and
240 MN rad"1 for the whole lp, (3P, Ij operational

window.

Vertical force on the central solenoid at Start Of

Flat Top and Start Of Burn : for 22 MA SOFT

plasmas the maximum vertical outward force on

one half of the central solenoid is smaller than 100

MN. The difference between constrained and
unconstrained equilibria is small. Forces are
smaller for 25"MA SOFT than for 22 MA SOFT, and

the differences between constrained and
unconstrained cases is meaningful (85 MN and
35 MN). For 28 MA SOFT and SOB plasmas with

50 Wb flux saving the vertical force can reach

200 MN in both constrained and unconstrained
cases for some Ij values.

7. FLUXES AVAILABLE FOR THE PLASMA BURN

Flux available for burn is the difference between
the flux linked to the plasma at SOB and EOB.



The flux at SOB reads :
ySOB = yi. (Lp Ip)soFr. Ccjinu (flo R(J Ip)soFr. 15 wb

\1/PI is the flux at plasma initiation (131.5 Wb). Cajima

is taken equal to 0.4. The 15 Wb correspond to flux
consumption between SOFT and SOB. The flux at

the end of burn is determined by the I.B limit on the

central solenoid. Fluxes are plotted on figure 4.
22 MA burn : fluxes for burn vary between 40 and
70 Wb. A minimum burn duration of 200 s is

guaranteed if the hoop voltage during burn is less

than 0.2 V. For a bootstrap current intensity of 3 MA
the computed hoop voltage is 0.15 V.

25 MA burn : fluxes available vary between Q and

48 Wb . The burn duration could be as low as 40 s
for hoop voltage of 0.2 V (0.17 V expected).

28 MA burn : the capacity to drive a purely inductive

28 MA scenario is marginal. For I; > 0.55 maximum
I. B on the central solenoid is reached at SOFT. For
Ii = 0.55 the flux available for burn is négligeable
for small pp but reaches 30 Wb for (3P = 0.8. Vertical

force resistance of the central solenoid should be
increased up to about 200 MN so that the whole pp,

Ii operational window could be used.

0.55 0.65 Ij 0.75

FIGURE 4
Flux available for plasma burn

Cejima = 0.4, AVheating = 15 Wb
Ip = 28 MA, 50 Wb saved during ramp up

8. TIME SCALE DERIVATION AND VOLTAGES
LIMITS

From the time integration of the POYNTING

theorem between an initial and a final equilibria, the
time step At between two equilibria can be

evaluated

Integrations are done along the boundary fp or

over the cross section Ap of a domain which
includes both initial and final plasmas, y is the

poloidal field flux, Bp is the poloidal field, BPT is the
projection of the poloidal field on Tp, TJ is the local

toroidal resistivity of the plasma and JOH, JCD are the
ohmic and non ohmic part of the plasma current

density.

In a first step the sequence of equilibria of a
scenario are computed on the basis of an EJIMA

flux balance. Then the pressure profiles of each

equilibrium are split into temperature and density
profiles ; the plasma resistivity is evaluated and the
time scale is computed. The voltages across PF

coils terminals are then determined by the flux

balance and the density/temperature profiles. Active
and reactive power driven from the network can be

computed.

9. CONCLUSION

Safety factor profiles for Ip = 25 and 28 MA might

not be compatible with a low disruption rate. The
number of 25 and 28 MA discharges during the

ignition study phase should be kept low in order to

limit the number of disruptions at full plasma
parameters to 500.

Total flux swing is determined by maximum B

maximum hoop force on the central solenoid at
Reverse Bias and maximum I. B and maximum hoop
force at the End Of Burn.
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A minimum 200 s burn duration for 22 MA

scenarios is guaranteed for the whole operational
window in pp, Ij if the loop voltage is lower than

0.2V (0.15 V expected for a 3 MA bootstrap
current).

For 25 MA plasmas the burn duration could be
as low as 40 s for a 0.2 V hoop voltage (0.17 V
expected).

The capacity to drive a purely inductive 28 MA

scenario is marginal. If 50 Wb are saved during
current ramp up to 28 MA the fluxes available for
burn are almost identical to the ones available for

22 MA plasmas. However for some values of Ii the

vertical force on the central solenoid at 28 MA
SOFT and SOB can be larger than allowed.

The NET capacity to drive plasma scenarios on
a wide Pp, Ij operational window at 22 and 25 MA

has been shown.
Flux available for burn and/or operational

window for current drive assisted operation at
28 MA can be limited by the vertical force
resistance of the central solenoid.
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DESIGN OF AN INDEPENDENT WATER COOLED PLASMA FACING ARMOR WITH MECHANICALLY
ATTACHED CONDUCTION COOLED TILES FOR NET FIRSTWALL

M. LIPA, C. DECK, P. DESCHAMPS. R. SHAW*. J. SCHLOSSER

Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache Association Eratom-CEA sur la Fusion
Département de Recherches sur la Fusion Contrôlée
131OS Saint Paul lez Durance - France

* NET TEAM - Garching - FRG

The "low" temperature (< 100O0C) Plasma Facing Component concept which is under development for
NET, is an independent structure located on the plasma facing side of the shielding box. The armor
consists of carbon based square tiles, mechanically attached by a spring system, to individual water cooled
support plates. A compliant conductive layer to enhance heat transfer from the tile to the cooled structure is
foreseen.
Assemblies of the dipersoid strengthened copper (glidcop) back plates are brazed to two adjacent
poloidally directed stainless steel tubes. The main desing specifications are : average surface heat flux :
0.6 MW/m2, volumetric nuclear heating = 7 MW/m3, coolant inlet temperature lower than 10O0C and
nuclear irradiation of the components of the order of 0.2 dpa.
In this paper we report 2D and 3D thermohyaraulic and global stress analysis of the structure, the
optimization of the compliant layer with the elastic attachment mechanism, the component design
compatible with in-situ remote maintenance. The manufacture of the first mock-up for heat flux testing is
also described.

1. INTRODUCTION
The scope of this NET contract is the

development of a "low" temperature (< 1 000 0C)

plasma facing armor and potential sublimiter using

mechanically attached conductively cooled
protection tiles'1. The main design specifications for

the FW are listed in Tab. I.

Main design requirements for first wall armor

thermal load applied to tile surface 60 W/cm2

volumetric nuclear heating 7 W/cm3

allowed JiIe surface temperature600°C <Ts<900°C

cooling loop inlet temperature 60 - 1.0O0C
cooling loop pressure 4 MPa

disruptive vertical field variation 90 T/s
toroidal field strenght 8,4 T
nuclear component irradiation 0,2 dpa
fatigue life of tile assemblies > 104 cylces

TABLEI

This armor is an independent structure located

on the plasma facing side cf the shielding box

(Fig. 1).

Ut» USUntr

shWdlnj bo*

FIGURE 1
Schematic drawing of the NET first wall armor
located on the plasma facing side of the shielding
box



The PFC structure allows replacement of
individual damaged tiles in-situ by remote
maintenance equipment.

Due to the "low" armor temperature, erosion and
consequently impurity production of carbon based

tile materials are substantially reduced. During an
accidental LOCA inside the vacuum vessel, the
hydrogen production on the first wall will be

negligible2.

In this paper the current status of the different
activities is reported.

2. CONCEPTUALDESIGN
The following design features have been

adopted for the armor concept.

The PFC structure consists of assemblies of
conduction cooled carbon fiber composite tiles

mechanically attached to a dispersion-strengthened

copper (Glidcop AI-25) heat sink. Carbon fiber
composites were choosen for their better thermal

conductivity and superior thermal shock resistance.

The heat sink is made of support plates brazed
to two adjacent poloidally directed tubes
(O.D. 21 mm) of either stainless steel or Glidcop

and cooled via a pressurized water loop operating

in the subcooled regime.

A conductive and soft compliant layer enclosed

between each tile and the heat sink maintains the

thermal contact during differential thermal

distortions of components.

The attachment mechanism includes a spring

element located in the countersink of the support

plate, well behind the plasma interaction area
(Fig. 2). The spring is loaded by means of a sliding

frame, accessible through two bore-holes situated
in the front side of the armor tile3.

3. THERMOHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS
2D and 3D thermohydraulic analyses of

different armor configurations have been performed

with the CEA Delfin and Castem finite element
code. Carbon fiber composites 3D-sepcarb N1 from
SEP and random fiber composites Aerolor 05 from

Le Carbone Lorraine have been selected as armor
reference material in the calculations.
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FIGURE 2
Design concept of mechanically attached conduc-
tively cooled protection tiles

First 20 component optimizations were carried
out with a standard tile size of -1OQ x 20 mm

Finally, in the 3D analyses, a tile geometry of
either 115 x 115 mm or 77 x 90 mm has been

assumed, corresponding respectively to a "two or
three fold" tile arrangement in front of the shielding
box. A tile thickness of 20 mm was considered to be

a good compromise between mechanical and

thermal requirements. The cooling tubes
incorporated in the heat sink were either stainless

steel or Glidcop.

Maximal tile surface temperatures as a function

of global heat transfer coefficient CHTo and tile
geometry from calculations using a 2D plane-

symmetrical model, are shown in Rg. 3 and Fig. 4.

KOO WOOO ISOOO 20000
ccnuct Mil VWUlKt CWtI CHT0 (W/cm^K)

FIGURE 3
2D thermohydraulic calculations of maximale tile
surface temperatures versus global heat transfer
coefficients
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FIGURE 4
20 thermohydraulic calculations of maximale tile
surface temperatures versus tile geometries

The coefficient CHTo is defined as the thermal
conductivity through the compliant layer thickness of

1.2 mm in addition to the contact heat transfer
coefficient CHTc appearing at the layer interfaces.

A thermal contact loss of about 20 % of this heat

transfer surface leads to a tile temperature rise up to
200 0C depending on the armor configuration
(Fig. 5).
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FIGURE 5
20 thermohydraulic calculations showing
isothermal component temperatures during
compliant layer contact loss

The temperature distributions in the PFC

structure were then calculated in a 3D-model for

different component combinations assuming a
continuous heat flux on the armor tile and taking
into account a global heat transfer coefficient CHTo

of 4500 W/m2 K through a 1.2 mm thick compliant
layer interface.

Results are listed in Tab.ll showing slightly

higher component temperatures as in the 20 finite
element model.

COMPONENT COMBINATION

ubgtemtlry

Mpcwb NKH.CI
115» 113» 20mm

HPOiD NIHLQ
115 - 115 . 20mm

MPCUb NIKCI
77. 90. 20mm

Mpcarb N(LCI
77 .90 .20mm

UMt sink
cooing tuDn

gUcop 2mm

Inox 1,6om

Inox 1.8mm

too* 1,8<nm

COUKNENT TEMPERATURE Tl*C>

111*

Tmxl

US

990

575

844

TmM

«41

770

502

496

oontmiiyv

TmMl

770

907

557

585

TmInI

230

399

2S5

265

hHI sink

Tm»l

247

427

285

255

TmInI

142

293

210

210

IuM

Tmiri

200

372

255

255

Tm«K

108

100

100

too

TABLE Il
3D thermohydraulic analysis for different compo-
nent combinations

Considering an allowable tile surface
temperature of lower than 1 000 0C and a compliant

layer temperature which should probably not

exceed 700 0C, either the smaller tiles attached to
the heat sink including st/st or Glidcop cooling tubes

or the larger tiles attached to a heat sink comprising

exclusively Glidcop tubes, leads to an acceptable

design concept

A simplified thermal safety analysis assuming

total loss of coolant (LOCA) in all cooling loops has
been performed.

In Fig. 6 is shown, that about 30 s after coolant

loss debrazing of the heat sink cooling tubes occurs

and after 55 s melting of the Glidcop support plates
takes place.

Ill» : awofcr 05X117 a « 20mm

coding tub* : Inox
P : 60 (W/cm2)

p1: 7 CW/cm3>

: 100 CC)
Hc : 15000 CW/ m

100 150 200 250 300 350 400
bum Unw (U

FIGURES
Component temperature evolution during loss of
coolant (LOCA) in all cooling loops versus plasma
burn time
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4. THERMOMECHANICAL AND GLOBAL
STRESS ANALYSIS

2D thermomechanical analyses of different
armor configurations have been performed with the
CEA INCA finite element code. The differential
component deformations during continuous heat
flux have been studied assuming a reasonable tile
attachement spring force of appro. 1500 N. The
results show that the contact pressures along the
compliant layer interfaces change from 5 bars near
the tile center to about 2 bars on the heat sink

border. The compressibility of the compliant layer
should be sufficiently high (i.e. an Elastic Modulus E
of a 5 MPa is necessary) in order to avoid thermal
contact loss between tile and heat sink (Rg. 7).

3 -0.1

O 5 10 15 20 25
radial extension of compliant layer (mm

I

-120

-100

-80

-60

-40

-20

without thermal load

with thermal load./

30

O S 1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0
radial extension of compliant layer (mm)

1 : static compression 2 : dynamic compression

FIGURE 7
2D thermomechanical calculations of contact
pressure and compression along compliant layer
interfaces

The heat sink incorporating st/st cooling tubes
has the largest distortion during heat load, due to

higher component temperature gradients.
Peak V. Mises stresses up to 280 MPa appear

on the inner cooling tube wall. Simplified fatigue life
time analysis of the heat sink structure leads to
values exceeding 105 cycles. The tile assemblies
are required to sustain a high disruptive vertical
field variation.

The resulting electromagnetic forces due to
induced eddy currents in the support plates
crossing the toroidal magnetic field create a

vertically and radially directed torque of up to 80 Nm
on each tile assembly.

5. COMPLIANT LAYER OPTIMIZATION
The reliable heat transfer between the graphite

tiles and the heat sink through a compliant
intermediate layer with an elastic attachment
mechanism is one of the major technical difficulties
of this concept. For the thermohydraulical analysis,
physical properties of a 1.2 mm thick soft Papyex
exfoliated graphite (density 0.6 g/cm3) from

Le Carbone Lorraine were assumed.
The global heat transfer coefficient CHTe of

commercial Papyex foils and various candidate
materials as Sigraflex. copperfoam, copperfelt and
carbon fiber weaves were measured as a function
of contact pressure (Fig. 8).

compliant layer contact area S - 6cm2

graphite sarrple bolted on copper support

-f- Papyex Ip - 0.7) A CFC Felt o sigraflex
X Cu Felt 50 _CuFoam

a
.0

£ 0,5

"^ sigraflex IhJJf]JlL-,•«•—•^•••••^————*•*~
Cu Felt 50 th - 0.7mm.

I Felt Ih - 19mr/i

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

compliant layer contact pressure (MPa)

FIGURE 8
Measurements of global heat transfer coefficient

versus compliant layer contact pressure

The characterization is made in an
experimental device allowing a max. sample area of
6 cm2 and a working temperature up to 200 0C
depending on the test maten'al.

2D thermohydraulic calculations show that a
minimum CHTc of 4 500 W/m2° is needed, in order
to limit the tile surface temperature to values lower
than 1 000 0C.

It appears, that only graphite based Papyex or
Sigraflex would actually afford the thermal
requirements with a reasonable contact pressure in
the range of 5 bar.
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The compression of commercial Papyex
(50 mm O.O., 0.5 mm thick) and Sigraflex (1 mm
thick) was measured as a function of contact
pressure at room temperature (Fig. 9). It has been

shown that the resulting Elastic Modulus E depends

strongly on the contact pressure. A value of roughly
10 MPa was obtained at a 5 bar pressure.
Therefore, it seems realistic to consider that the

development of a more flexible (i.e. E = 5 MPa)
compliant layer will meet such requirements.

140

Papyex -p" 0.7 g/cnri3
sample thickness - 0.5 rim
sample diameter - SO mm

Ol2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 12
compliant lay» contact pressure (MPa)

FIGURE 9
Measurements of Papyex layer compression versus
contact pressure

6. ELASTIC ATTACHMENT MECHANISM
During transient thermal expansion of the tile

assembly, which could lead to differential

component distortions along the attachment axis, a
spring system ensures approx. constant tile contact
pressure. Thereby the contact heat transfer

coefficient between tile and heat sink can be

maintained at an acceptable value and the fatigue
of the compliant layer due to cycling can be

reduced.
For thermomechanical reasons, a contact

pressure of about 5 bar is required.
The optimization of the spring system leads to a

spring force of -1500 N allowing a dynamic
spring bending of ± 0.5 mm. The estimated spring
force decrease due to irradiation creep is less than

10 %. A triple spring plate of 50 x 17 x 1.5 mm

has been considered, taking into account the
geometrical requirements for installation. A spring

holder comprising the spring plates of Inconel
750 X is fixed in the armor tile by means of two
CFC pins. The springs are loaded by a sliding
frame, which is bolted to the support plate. Two bore

holes of 6 mm 0 across the armor tile allow

accessibility for the bolting tool.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A "low" temperature plasma facing armor

concept using mechanically attached conductively
cooled protection tiles has been developed.

An armor assembly, comprising CFC tiles of
size 77 x 90 mm / 20 mm thick attached to a
Glidcop heat sink with incorporated st/st or Glidcop

cooling tubes or tiles of size 115x115 mm

attached to a heat sink comprising exclusively
Glidcop tubes leads to acceptable component

temperatures.
Herewith a compliant layer of thickness 1.2 mm

with thermal properties of existing exfoliated Papyex

was assumed while its mechanical properties (i.e.

Elastic Modulus) should b@ roughly two times lower
(necessary only for the st/st cooling tube design) in
order to avoid thermal contact loss between tile and

heat sink.
Therefore an adéquat compilante layer is

already under development. St/st cooling tubes for
the heat sink should be preferred as their fatigue

properties, feasibility to manufacture long nuclear

quality tubes, and weldability are quite well known.
The brazing technique between support plate and

cooling tubes seems not to be a major problem.

First simplified stress, fatigue and safety
analysis of the armor concept leads to acceptable

values.

More detailed analysis and further component

development (i.e. compliant layer) has to be done
for a final design.

A fist mock-up for heat flux testing, to validate

the design concept is under construction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lower Hybrid Waves (LH.W.) can satisfy either

in à stand alone manner or in combination with

other techniques all functions which must be
fulfilled by the additional power systems of ITER. In

all the scenarios envisaged on ITER1. L.H.W.

appears as a method of choice for : (i) - current

profile control and partial current drive under the
burn conditions in the external plasma regions, (ii) -

non-inductive current ramp-up assist to reduce

volt-second consumption.
This paper describes basic considerations and

features of a LH system able to satisfy the main

ITER requirements.

2. SYSTEMREQUIREMENTS

2.1. RF specifications

Power
An useful! power up to 45 MW is recommended.

Numerical coupling simulations indicate that an

antenna directivity of 85 % can be envisaged. Thus
the LH.W. system should be able to inject into the

torus 53 MW and to operate in CW regime.

Frequency
The LH waves generated in the electron mode

regime can fulfill almost all the functions considered

in ITER. This regime, based in the LANDAU
resonance and damping of LH waves, necessitate
to avoid ion absorption by bulk a-particles2, i.e,

N//< N//a. Simultaneously, the accessibility
condition has to be satisfied : parallel index of
refraction N// > N//ACC- From the dispersion
relation of the wave, we have determined, figure 1,
the electron-mode domain for various values of N//.
In ITER, cùpe/coce ~ 0.6 and considering an injected

N//-spectrum between 1.7 to 2 we see that the

electron-mode regime occurs when f/Br a 0.9 : the
LH electron mode in ITER necessitates a wave

frequency f à 4.4 GHz.
N//.spectrum

A better wave penetration and a higher current

drive efficiency are achieved when the spectral
width AN// (full width of spectral peak centred at N//)

is decreased. A value of AN///N//£0.1 is

necessary. For a phase difference A<|» » W2

between the Nw waveguides of the launcher along
the toroidal direction we have AN///N// = 8 / Nw ;
this gives an antenna with at least 80 waveguides

in the toroidal direction.
2.2. Technical constraints

RF sources

Units of about 1 Mw, Cw1 with high efficiency

(2 60 %) and easily phase and amplitude
controlled are needed. Around 5 GHz, two types of

microwaves tubes are available : klystrons and

gyrotrons. Gyrotron is a more recent tube than the

klystron and it is an oscillator : consequently the
control of the phase seems problematic. A solution

to overcome this difficulty is to use a gyroklystron

but, the experimental data base for this tube is very
scarce. Actually, the klystrons are in a much more

advanced stage of development and represent the

main option concerning the RF power source for the

L.H.W. system of ITER. From various estimations
concerning the limits of the klystron performance3-

4,5 it appears that at 5 GHz a power between 0.7

to 1 Mw can be envisaged with an efficiency of
about 50 %. An improved efficiency (~ 60 %) can
be achieved using a low perveance beam5 and if a

depressed collector technique can be developed6

an higher efficiency (~ 70 %) seems possible.
RF power handling capability
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RF breakdowns in the evacuated portion of the
launcher can occur for a given incident power
density. From experimental results the maximum
power density increases with the wave frequency7

and we can expect to reach -10 Kw/cm2 for
f = 5 GHz. However, not only the values but also
the reliaoility of the power handling capability is
important : a margin of two seems realistic and we
consider a design with 5 Kw/cm2. These
breakdowns can be suppressed by :
1 ) Clean surfaces in the waveguides in order to
obtain a secondary electron emission coefficient if
possible below unity.
2) Installation of the RF vacuum window between

the antenna mouth and the resonance area
((as O)08Xn ; n = 1, 2 ...}.

3) A low pressure (S 10*5 Torrs) inside the
launcher.

Point 1 ) is achieved through : high temperature
(S 40O0C) baking and RF conditioning. Point 2)
can be satisfied in ITER if the RF vacuum windows
are placed inside the cryostat and, consequently,
by the realisation of a compact launcher. Point 3)
necessitates a strong additional pumping.

3. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
LH.W SYSTEM
3.1. The layout of the proposed 5 GHz system

for ITER is shown in figure 2. The RF generator is
constituted of 96 klystrons each of them delivering a

maximum power of 0.8 Mw. The maximum RF

installed power reaches about 77 Mw and the
nominal running power about 70 Mw. In order to
reduce the number of components, to increase the

fiability and to decrease the cost of the system, a
modular conception of the generator is adopted.
The klystrons are arranged in four independent
transmitters. Each transmitter is formed by six RF
power modules. A RF power module is composed
by four klystrons which use the same : i) high
voltage power supply module (90 Kv - 80 A) ; the
protection is done by an ignitor crowbar, ii) oil tank,
modulating anode system, auxiliaries power
supplies, control system, iii) water cooling loop :
about 100 ni3/hour of demineralized water.

3.2. For each klystron, we have the same
arrangement shown in the figure 3. A similar
concept is used in the LH.W. system which works

actually on TORE SUPRA8. The RF system of one
klystron is characterized mainly by : a) a lower
power driver which includes a programmable
attenuator and phase-shifter in order to adjust
separately the power and the phase of each
klystron RF output ; b) the klystron protection
against high reflected power from plasma load
which is made by a 3 dB hybrid coupler used as a
poloidal divider : circulators are not used ; c) a
waveguide switch like on the JET system9, which
gives the possibility to connect each klystron either

to the antenna or to a matched load ; d) a
waveguide transmission line which connects the
klystron output to two antenna modules. As shown

in figure 2 each line owns a long straight part
composed of oversized waveguides (WR650) in
order to reduce to RF losses. The transmission line
is pressurized with SF6 and water cooled.

3.3. The RF power is injected into the torus
through two launchers located in two equatorial
ports. Since each half antenna is powered by an
independent RF transmitter it is possible, if
necessary, to inject simultaneaously four
independent N//-spectra in the plasma.

3.4. The global efficiency fo the LH. W. system
. is given by :

T]KV . T|s • TL . TA (l - R)

The definition and the estimate values of the varius
terms of this equation are indicated in Table I for the

LHW system represented in figure 2. As measured
on TORE SUPRAio we have considered a mean
reflection coefficient of the plasma R = 3 %.

We see that it is possible to envisage a global
efficiency of about 50 % on the L.H.W. system for
ITER.

4. RF COUPLING STRUCTURE
4.1. The antenna is the most critical part of the

L.H.W. system because it has to satisfy physics,
thermomecanical, nuclear, maintenability, safety
and reliability requirements.

4.2. A large simplification of the launching
structure is obtained using a modular conception
with internal RF power splitting techniques like
those used in the TORE SUPRA antenna11 :
multifunction in the E-plane and 3 dB hybrid
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junction in the H-plane. Moreover, due to the self
matching properties of the multijunction, this
structure has the intrinsic property of reducing the
reflection coefficient of the coupler1 °. A schematic
view of an antenna module is given figure 4. This
module is composed by the association of two

modules identical to those used in the TORE
SUPRA launcher11 feeded through a 3dB hybrid
junction. We have a 4 waveguide muitijunction with
an internal phasing A<f> = n/2. Each antenna module

is connected to one vacuum double disk RF
window and is an array of 16 waveguides (4 rows
of 4 columns) whose respective inner dimensions

are 0.65 x 5.8 cm and a 0.15 cm thick septum.

TABLEI

HV Power Supply efficiency
UHV

RF source efficiency
us

Transmissine line
factor TL

Antenna transmission
factor TA

1-R

Global efficiency
HLH.W.

95%

tow
perveance

beam
60%

depressed
collector

70%

85%

94%

97%

44% 51%

4.3. The launcher in ITER is subjected to

heating from plasma radiation, neutron and RF
losses. Each row of waveguides is cooled at the top

and the bottom with hot pressurized water (25O0C -

40 b) with the sidewalls cooled by conduction

alone. Estimations made with ITER parameters,
give for copper a temperature difference between

the top (or bottom) and the middle of the waveguide

of 12O0C. The thermal stresses induced by this
temperature gradient and the range of operating

temperature (à 40O0C) necessitate to use copper
alloys or dispersion strengthened copper.

4.4 Each launcher is composed of
96 modules : 24 along the toroidal direction and 4

along the poloidal direction. Including two passive

waveguides in each row, ve have an array of
1600 waveguides (100 columns and 16 rows). The
central values of N// of the wave spectrum can be

varied between 1.4 to 2.4 by changing the phase
between two adjacent modules. A good matching is
predicted by coupling code when the electron

density at the mouth of the launcher lies between

7.1017 to 3.1018 m-3. It is expected, in ITER, to
achieve these densities at the wall both for L and H-
mode operating regimes. Full power launching

requires a RF power density of 4.8 Kw/cm2.
4.5. A sketch of the antenna is shown in figure

5. The mouth is protected for the plasma by

sublimiters covered with graphite tiles. In order to

maintain a pressure lower than 10*5 Torr near the

RF windows each antenna is equipped with two
cryogenic pumps (figure 2) with a pumping speed

of 3.10s l/s each. To prevent degradation of the

mechanical and dielectric properties of window
ceramics (neutron fluence lower than 1018n/cm2), a

water-cooled stainless steel shield is used and
almost two waveguides bends on each module are
included.

4.6. Different forces are applied on the launcher

when a plasma disruption occurs. In order to

decrease the induced stresses we use a
segmentation technique11 by insulating electrically

each antenna module. All the modules are together

assembled by a rigid stainless steel frame located
around the mouth of the launcher.

4.7. The 1 to 2 cm of the launcher closest to the

plasma are subject to erosion and melting during

plasma disruptions ; it is this small region that

determines the survivability of the launcher. It

seems possible to protect the launcher mouth with
a layer of an appropriate material : from an RF point
of view beryllium seems the best choice. But further

studies are required particularly in order to see if in-
situ plasma spray process can be used to make in-
situ repairs of eroded surfaces12.
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LH electron-mode domain
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General schematic diagram of the L.H.W. system

FIGURE 3
L.H.W. system principle layout
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FIGURES
Diagram of the ITER antenna
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FIGURE 4
LH antenna module


